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SUMMARY 
A. MAIN AIMS . .AND HYPOTUES IS : 
In order to explore the role of personality :fac-tors in determining 
.accuracy of time judgement it is .ne.cessa.ry to establish the stimulus 
and response conditions which are .most suitable for the detection 
.of individual differences in this respect. Our aim 'Was therefore 
twofold: (a.) having regard to the interaction between internal and 
external factors, to establish a set of external conditions suitable 
for the testing of a specific hypothesis about the role of .one kind 
of personality .factor, and then (b) to t.est this hypothesis unde.r 
tJ;,e conditions prev.iously determined. 
(a} Our specifi.c aims in regard to tile .exploration ·of external eon-
ditions vera as follows.: 
(i} To determine tt1e influence of different kinds of st:imulus 
content on the apparent duration and accuracy of (!.siima.-
tion ,of time intervals. 
(ii) To ·compare various methods of reproduction as to their 
relative sensitivity for detecting individual differences 
in ti"me estimation. 
( 1u .. ) To compare various stimulus durations in regard to 
their relative sensi ti"vity for detecting individ~a.l 
diff.erenees in time estimation. 
(iv) To investigate the role of tbe visual and auditory 
sense modality in determining individual diff'erenccs 
in time estimation. 
(b) Having established appropriate con<lit.ions of stimulation and 
reproduction for the det.ecliion -of individual dif.fere.nces in time 
estimation, tre aimed to test. the follolting bypot.besis about 'the role 
of' personality factors in :the determination of accuracy of time 
judgement: 
Individuals above the median in accuracy of time judge-
;ment with meaningful stimulus content are more liltely 
l 
to se()re high on personality measures of intraversion 
than t.hose below the median in accuracy. 
B.. TEST PROCEDURI!S: 
Two experiments were conducted. 
EXPERIUE~'"T L 
1. Aims: 
T1Je first experiment was a. pi lot study .concerned &"ssentially with 
external stimulus conditions. It was specifically designed to gain 
information in regard to t.'he influence of experimental variables,.so 
tbo.t the findings eou.ld be used in tbe structuring of the second 
experiment, the lo.tter being more particularly concerned with the 
interaction between these and persona.lit.y factors. 
2. Procedure: 
The durations 1.4u, 4 .2'' ood 8 .4" were presented and .reproduced three 
times by all three methods of reproduction. This proc~dure was 
adopted for both the auditory (pure tone and sound effects) a.nd the 
visual stimulus conditions, (lights and. slides containing T.A.T. cards). 
3. Treatment of Results: 
In co.ch case error score was calculated and only 'the mean error for 
each duration was used. An Analysis of Variance vas computed using 
mean error scores a.nd ignoring the sign. 
4. Results: 
(a) The introduction of nmeaning" into the stimulus conditions 
vas responsible for significant dif:ferences in error 
scores. These differences vere only significant for 
tbe auditory stimuli: the change in visual stimulus con-
dit.ions did not lead to o.ny significant increase in error 
scores. 
(b) The greater sensitivity of t.be handle in regard to indivi-
dual ·differences in accuracy of reproduction was established. 
(c) Tl1e longest duration was shown to be the most appropriate 
for an. experiment investigating personality differen'Ces: 
it was always the dura.ti6n associated vitb the larger 
error in time judgement. 
(d) We decided that auditory stimulus conditions were more 
appropriate fo1· our purposes. 
EXPERIMENT ll 
This experiment was designed to explore the role of certain personality 
factors in deterntining relative accuracy of t.ime judgement. 
2... Procedure: 
(a.) Time Estimation: 
(i) Each type of stimulus Yfas present-ed six times - three 
presentations of the two durations. (8,.4 seconds 
a.nd 17.2 seco.nds) • 
(ii) After eacl1 stimulus presentation the subje'Ct 1ras re-
quired to reproduce b.is estimation of the duration by 
means of the met.bod of controlled linea.r arm movement. 
(b) Person,ality :rests: 
(i) Measure of Dissoeia:tion: (Arithmetic) 
Subjects >l'ere presented with cards containing 
arithmetic problems which they vere required 
to solve to the sonnd of harsh background noise .. 
( ii) Rorschach: 
Subjects were required to respond to the fiv.e 
colour cCards. 'fhe number of colour a.nd move-
ment responses was recorded. 
(iii) T.A .. T. (Thematic Apperce,etion Test): 
Four T • .A,.T. ca,rds were presented: numbers 311M, 
6BM, 12M and 18&!. Responses were scored with 
reference to three categories {using the scoring 
system devised by Henry: Hlfhe Analysis of Fo.nt.asy'1 ). 
(&) Interpersonal relations (empathy score) 
(b) Reference to inner life, and 
(c) Direction of Emotional Energy 




At the end of the session subjects "Were required 
to fill in tbe following three questionnaires: 
1. A shortened MPI .. 
2.. 'The Taylor Manifest. Anxiet,y Scale. 
3. The third questionnaire was .essen-tially 
e<mcerned with the sub,ject • s awareness of 
his mm strategies in the situation. (e.g. 
did he attempt to devise a. private pace-
maker?) .• 
(a.) Time Estimation: 
(i) The Ari_thmetie item was shown to be the mo.st C01flpelJ.i~ 
item. Subjects systemat,ieally pr·oduced larger error 
scores in ;response to this stimulus condition than 
to any other .• 
(ii) The Music item was the most. .. differ.entiating in terms 
.of the persoun.U ty eha.ract.eristics inve.stiga.ted :llere. 
Cla.ssifiefltion of subjects according to their re.sponaes 
t.o this stimulus condition showed it to be the most 
sensitive instrument for det.ect.ing, individual dif-fer-
ences in response to :the Questionnaires., the Rorsc"bac'h 
and the T.A.'l. 
(b) Personali:t% T~sts:: 
' (i) The Measure of Dissociation Test failed to p.roduce 
any significant differences between accurate and 
inttccura.te subjects. 
(ii) Rorseha.eb: 
Subjects who were rela.tively accurate in time 
estimation when co.nfronted with meaningful 
·stimulus content had a significantly higher 
proportion of mo1rement to colour responses 
than those whQ were markedly .affected by the 
nature of the stimulus. 
Subjects who were relatively acecur.ate in t.ime 
estimation when c.onf.rQnted lfi tb meaningful st.imulus 
condi tiona scored .significantly higher .in regard, 
to '"em}Ht.thy" nnd 0 reference to inner life" .. 
(iv) Q.uesf.i,onna.ires: 
Our Externalizing - Int.ernalizing groups esta.blish-
ed .on the ba,sis oi' o.ccura.cy of time estimati-on 
v;ere found to resemble strongly the prof.i les 
/V 
claimed to characterise the Eysenckian Extrovert -
Introvert. The picture revealed by the External-
izer in particular tms strikingly similar to the 
orthodox EXtrovert. (lie significtmtly more o.ften 
affirmed five of the items said to characterise 
the Extrovert in the MPI - the instrument Eysenclt 
uses in his classification of Extroverts and 
Introverts.) 
C. G£NERAL CONCLUSIONS: 
1. Individual differences in the reproduction of temporal 
intervals appear to be significantly related to personal-
ity differences. 
2.. The personality pattern of intraTersion appears to be 
a. crucial factor in de-termining individual variation 
in accuracy of temporal judgements. 
3. It would appear that accuracy of time estimation is a 






shaping of :the bound.art•s of the psyohologist.·• s field. One can 
trace the steps taken by the :psychologist as he rejected philosophical 
spe,cul.ation and ·translated tne'taphy.siceal problems into propositions 
more amenable ·~:o invest1gation. 'Thus psyclio-phy.s1oal investigation 
displaced t)hUosoph:ieal speculation. The ·olassl.eal studies of time 
pereept.ion are· a good. illustration a£ Dorlng*s eonception of a scientist 
as a thinking ·unit in a ps:yeho-.soci-al matrix, 'Unconsciously plagiarizing 
-the .e·onceptual thinking of the experiment.al psychologist of the l.ater 
19th eent1.117 that its principles ·then .seemed almost axiomati.cally 
~~id. :Thus when the psych"ology .Of· time ah'ift.ed from the philosopher's 
armchair and came under the sy.stematic security of' •xperimentati·on,. 
the laws of psycho-physics assumed prime importance : does Weber.ts 
law apply ? are ·there constant :errors 'in the perception of time ? 
other influences 'Wh.ieh filtered through to the laboratories were 
Kantian philosophy and Nevth)nta.n ·physics. it was the g,oal of the 
:Leipzig J.aboratori·ea ·to -achieve ,general-:tiy and W'liversali:ty for the 
psychological. unf..t of time. Sine'e ·the universa1 was What was sought. 
tho f'aot that these .early findings often gener-alised from .a sicngle 
:subject appe.ared to be no handicap. Newtoni~ physic.~ assumed an 
.. 
absolute time and it was .the goal of the -early ·imrost.igators to 
e~ablish a specU'ie time sense that apprehended t.ime. Obviously 
within th:is framework indi.vidual dif'.ferenees existed only as ;e-rrors .• 
:fwnd a. wid-e range .of :individual d.iff·erences. 
intervals undere,stimatea. Blakely. investigated empty tnteJ:>Vals. 
Scott .. fi.lled th'8 intfl'rv:al with a tone and Q!!asebartl}. 'filled :it with 
In 81.1 
these there were ·gl'$at .individual ·differences in diser.imination. In 
,studies Of time c·Order •&l:TOX' .no interval valid .f.or all subjects could 
Woodrow found it necessary ~o disting'llish he~ween object:tve 
and subj~oti:ve att~tud.es in approaehittg expe:rfmentsl. tasks and attempted 
to .&stabl:t.Sh. a ·eontrc:tl .f'·or t-hese,,. ch:~:e:ris1ng an :objective attitude 
Recently there have been attempts to i'J!,'a.oti.onate temporal 
intervals and establ.i.sb a psycho-physical scal.e. :Ross. and KatChmar 
. used. ·thtt techttique· .of .fraetione.ti·on to construct :a psychological 
scale for inte·rvats up to 60 seconds.. 'fh-ey used empty intervals 
bounded by two ·el·ioks ·ana ~qttiDd the SU:bjects to judge the :lapsed 
varying anChoring durations:~ ~hey :found that in all oases the intro-
,au.otion of .an anclior pr.oduoed a shift in. th.e expected directi-on. The 
subjective scale ·was &xtendea upward..s with ,a decrease in the number 
of judgement's .in the bi.gher ·categories. ~he el:oser the stimUlus: 
appeared to th~ anchor the more :its relat:ive position w.as af!e-ot~Jtd by 
- } --
',r 
exact. ~his experiment wh-ich does demonstrate su.bjeotive. scales ana. 
the :al>itity to. ·contract <Or ·expand make-s no effort to control weh 
personality va!r'iab:te.s ·as ~he .a];)ility 't-o sfii.£t $1ehOl:'S$~ pGints -and 
, . , '· ·.c . ' ~· ~ -. :::; . . 
sb~ecti.ve ... equation to account for the wide r.ange of t,nd:t-vidual differ-
ences. !F;h.ey evok-ed such au'bjeetive :f.aet.or.s as personal tempo,.. phrnsing .• 
attitude and ·response, to instmet:tons, ,ancthor.ibgs• cont:r.ast and assfmil.,. . . ' ,. 
at'ion. Despite· the recoe;n1tion :of these :subjective .faetbrs they were 
not able to .fzre~ themselves f'r~ t1aeir theoretioal noti;on .of· i;he 
·stimtil,us a.s ~ven and '"real'"·· 
·more.reeentl~ the .role- of experimental condi.ti.ons has been 
acknowledged .. 
Harton (.1939) irrve•stigstad the influence of su'Coe·ss and 
. 
failua-e on the estimati:On t:Jt. time~• Uis :subject.s were allcswed to 
exper~n.a'e success and. failure on pe~.onnan.ca with a. mental maze,, .and 
' ' • ~ t 
groups of SU:bject·s we" consistent :in ,estimating successful periods as 
short•r ·than failure ·periods. lfarton b~liev-ed that success induced 
.. a .greater :d~gre-tl of unity -~ orgmdze.tion .in the indlvtdual·•:s activity 
than d-:id t'ai1ure. 
»urton i(l943} ~ndied. the .rel.a.ti·on ·of time ·eStimati;;an to 
:monotony,. .li-e used 45 .students who we~~ t.ested :tn small groups. ~hey 
we.re asked t-o per£o:rm. a simple ~pf!.titi.:ve t-ask .and :during varying 
i:nt.erv~s were required to mate judg~ments. on tbe ,amount of titne spent 
da~ing the: int~al. !the subjects rated themselves on a boredom seale. 
Boredom 1n.creased markedly from 'beginning to end of the taslt ·and restllts 
indieated a group tendency towalt'd th~ increasing overestimation of· ·t-ime 
With increasing monotony, ~he increase .• hc*ever. was not' sttttistioally. 
· signif'ic:ant .. and it was efd;.el>lished that under the monotonous condit].ona 
·although some indi?iduals c?el;'esti:mated the time* other indiv.idual.s 
underestimated~ ~hG ltldiV.idu.al diffe.renees and the lack ·Of consistency 
~Rosenzweig . and :Kont (1935) studi~d the variables .rne~d tension'" 
and motivation .and :f·ound that. ·these mey determine the ·internal titta1i1;y 
of filied and tm:fill.ed ttme indgpendent of the -e~emal qu:aiity ,Of the 
st1mul.'1!s• !hey :foUnd that during periods ,of gre,a.t~er tensi·on the• was 
more una.ere.stmation th:an _when tens:l-on was not so g~a •• 
closely ::related t,o th4ir ~xpe:X'i,ment .i's the perceptiton of i:hne 
as a. f1mction ,of pe.roei:ved r,at·e .of progress towards a go&l. ·using 198 
sub~e-ets.1 Filer and Meals (1949) test-ed th~ hypothe.Si.s- tnat SU:bjects 
motivated to h:ave time pass will :e-.stimate a given period to be of' longer 
dtt%'ation than •subje-et,-s not so motivated. This hypothesis was confirmed. 
They .sngge~ea the possibility that an· at~ra.ctive goal e.f£ect:s the 
psyChological distance to the gou-. 
'The t:redi:t·:t.onal inte"st in experiment.al investigations was 
f,ocused -on the cha:r:-aot-eris'f;iqs :of tile stimulus. This- had now been 
displayed by an interest in t-he situation .in vhl:.oh the ,judgement took. 
:", • ,-<)•..;-
:place. Among the: va.ri.~l.ee considered within a behav~ouri~ ·o:rlent-a-
t:ion .. have eeen l3t14b: qualit:tes of the stimulu-s as ord-e:,!.',:of presentation, 
.length' ~f and apace between intervals, c-ontent of the i:nterval.,, unity pf 
organi-~8itdt1n ·of the- ·tasks :and Slioh sli.tttati_onal .fact~rs. as anchoring 
effeat.s,-ttelay betwe:en :il;lt~rv-al and response .• physt~ai .. act,£lrlty -of ~h$ 
...•.. · . 
S.inee these investigations aeknow-
1-edged the m:alleahil'it;y ef time· _j'tldgements,. they' were not guilty ~f 
the stimulus error,. However, althOUgh ::t·t was demonst~aied that ~hJ&.se 
£aet:Q-rs eonst.itute· :some:• though .not. eonsistent'ly significant effect •· 
--·s .... 
t·he range .Qf' ~ndividual differences still ()perant 1S SG marked that 
the def.irtitton and control of the· central• .su.b;ieetive ·~.rariables a=re 
' 
Oontemporacy- efforts t,o relate .Peli'ceptual processes to 
persolislity theory 'suggests tllat the pe:reept.:ton of time., ~oo.,. mey· be. 
associ·ated with me:asut"abl.e ·'pr;t:t"aonal;ity vari.ah1-es• •fh$ penetration of 
.contemporary t~nds i;o stUdies bf time estimation. was e'Videnoed in the 
spreading awareness of the feeling 1!hst the constant ·er:roF; and individual 
1(fniiat~'-'Oll 'found in all expe~ent'S· might be aacou:nted f <¥r by me ~able 
d.i£f.erences vlithtn. 'the· rasporuliug ,c~gantsm. 
' Inve.stigations .of the role ·.of personality varlabl.es may be 
·if!iottghly. divided into three groups ::t 
.(l.) At.te~pts to itS'tab'li.sh a eon·stitut:ionai 'basis .for .individual 
dif.fel1ence·s·.~ 
... ~ 
(1) l!J.tempt.s .·to. establi$11 .. a. Oonstituti~nal Basis tor :tnd.ividual 
Diff~!rerioe s,i 
evalua~ed earlier studies whteh SOU@;t to determine ~hiS .influence ~of 
breathing fa-tigue., digestive provesses .and ,other inteme.l cues that 
Fr:aneois increased the t~m,perature of; the sub jeet by the u-se 
ot high. frequency cur.rent:s and f0ll1ld that the tapplll:g :rate 
of subjects wa:s thereby .inereased. ,Ster~yY5er invest.:i•· 
gated the che~psyohologioal .factors in the human sense 
of time. 'H~ established that wi:th dif:f'.ere:nt chemiCals ~he· 
eub,jec·t,.ts ability to estinlate intervals oJt time was modified. 
With quinine., the five mtnute .:lnterval was a crit:ical. om 
al'ld. was 'habit.wally undal."estimated whUe longer' and shorter 
periods. were overest.ima;ted. .Alcohol caused. underestimation 
ft:tr int.ervals ft>Om .1$ to 25 minu~e.s .ana ~vere·stma.tion f<n-
longer periods. Hoagland so'tlght to demonstrate that the 
;SUbjective ·sense of time aoted as if dir:e~ly proportional 
t.o. the sp·eH9d :of sonte internal ·ohtnnical pacemake.r". 
~ . 
. tl!!:!!!er ,ana. shogass d·ete-rmined tbat th-e alpha ·rhythm ,Gf the 
~bilain ··was in no way related i·o ·the estimat.es ot ·t:.tme. 
GUl:lland and Shafer det-ermined no erl.:sting z.el.atioruihip 
:between :pulse rate, he.art and lung work,. b'lood pressure.,. 
:breathing rate and the estimation of time • 
. ,_ 
Gillil·ana concluded tt was necessa.ry to discard &l.l of these physiological. 
. . . : . 
.hypo~!'u!.ses and b:e.ltevea t.he avaUaole -evidence Sttgge'sted that. th$ 'fact:ora 
in the .estimation were ext.ernsl;., ·fi.mG was: Ul:ferred ~m -events· ~aking 
plaoe·: Ou:tside the body -rath.er than fr.Gm phy.siologie·el proo~ase.s within. 
(2) .. _.s,tudies :of.,Psi(ehiatrlc. Patientst ·~-·~• ' r~;-
~ ·.~-.. ; ".-·\.. 
(b.>me (;962) has studied verbal ,judgements ·of periods of" 20 
and .30 minutes and found that hsrsterics and psychopaths make longer 
e;stimates than neuJrotics and p~otie. depressives. He :found no 
.nJ;lationmip between .EXtraversion and ·tit'n.e e·st:tm~i.On in a nomai sample, 
The di£ti.ou11?S1es· !.11:velved hl .inte~re:ting verbal restimates ot t;lme Will 
· ba dealt 'Vlith in th-e tollo:wing chapter. 
· Dobson .(1954) st.'tldied the problem. of whether'· patients vlho 
are disoriented :1n ttme also $bowed di.sorientat:ton ::in their judgement 
of short duratio-ns; and he :elso il'lvesti.gat.~d the hypoth9sis ·tl'ud 
greater anxiety ·wou1d be. .associate-d With l,onge~ "e'stima:te:s .Gf t-ime. 
m his study l6 nomal t 16· n.etrrot!.o:s .. , 16 tim&-orientG-d sclitizop}Wenics 
and .a time-disoriented .schizophreni.cs were used. as S\lb~ect,s. 'The 
sttbje~ts ~vere asked t.o· estimate a variety· of' f'ill~ · ~ non-t'illed 
pe:r1od'S ot time ·ranging frcmt 17 ;sec~n.ds t·o .2 mi,nut-e·s under conditions: 
of $$t;; (expecti:ng ~o be asked to ~wtge the time) ,and .non•~set. (unpre• 
pared ·to est:tmate the time}. He· found th• sohizophr~l'dc pati:e:nts 
. -
mo .are disoriented £-or t~ are not .E:dgnificantly .different .. fcr:om 
~·ime•orl&ntea $Chj,z·ollh't'emes, neurot,ie·$· or norm-al ~bj~'ts :lln t:heir 
estimat~s -of time·:i: -~ 'they seem to Show greater var:t·a:tioit. since 
the sample.s :axe so smeli his .xoesuit s are not conclusive. Xf tl1e 
neurot.ics f8.il:'.e' used- as the o-r11H~~ion g:rou.p £or amd,ety then the hyp~.>thesi.s 
that anxie-ty 1..$ :re~,ated to longer time estimate -does not hold. 'fhe 
' •. .,.: ...,. . ·.;.{1:· ~- .. /-:-' ;"""-.-~ ... . ~ .• ·.-.• :-j". : ·.~,..4.·~;-::. ·,.:~,.:. :.;.,; . . ·. 
3\1dgement~s .of s®iz·ophrerltes .and. :found 'th·~y··~ended to be very ·v-aria'bl.e~. . . ,• ,. ·.,. 
' ' 
(3} &ttemgt ·s, to · ~l~e Individtta1 .Differg,llO'es:r, 
:tn. ;time Pereepti..on. to tem:aoral Horizon~ 
§i·e~ (l~l)·.,conductied .a studg ·to e~lore the ~i.at:l:onship 
bet~n time pe;rspec~ve, time··¢stimati'On Md impulse co:ntr,ol~ 'The. 
:SUibjeets used were 30 tlt;::lin®Gnt:S ·and 22 aon•d~littquent · ~ inductees, 
·Who were selected b :an effort t.o .<: cmtrol the ~f&ci;•s ·~:r !nst:tt.~ttonai'!"' 
~satiol'i. ·In beth g;o.oups,~ a··poative corr&latiQn. bet~en tu:t.~' time· 
perspeo~iv~ :(gi!lten by ~he averSge uistanee:' £'rom ·th~ 'pres&nt .of ten 
futur,e· ·ev-ents l:Ulmed by- the stibje.et.J . ~ hif§bet> ~e$tima:tion of :ttme w-as 
1'}le. stucty c(n'ldttote.a by ~'!!I! ,ana ·Green. (1~9)' has sb:omi that 
a t~~a~~ey to think ·of ~ve:nts :as ·close. to the p,<:rsent is associated 
.. 
n Achl:ttvenl~nt. IJ!his t.endenl)~ to ·uinde~·stimate 'th.e tiane t'lh.i:ch s&pa:t'ates 
p:ast events from the pre·sent and to unde~stimate tn~ ·time taken 'br· 
.a m:mring point. f;,o :;reach. a mark is probably .congrUent. with. :Siegman's 
t1nd:ing ·thttt'l.ong tuturG pe'f'sp$ct•i1(e is posi'ti~l-y associated with: 
high 1.-i'mo -e.strima:tN3:•· 
Probably ·the· most encompassing study •Of ii;;'ndiv:td.ui'il di:fterenees 
in. time. Sudgement: is that oOf' Loehlln (19$9),. Loehl:i:n obt·atnea "!erbSl 
.estima:tes ot tile dttratl.Oil ot ··1·6., 2-..minute. tn.tea:vaJ.s :f~m i:QS (iollege 
stna~nts~~. '~hc¢se inte~al·s wer:e spent. :tn a v.~ariety o-1, ·w.~s·. · Among 
the ooeupations 111 thc&s& periods VJ$re, counting th~·"i~tdenee :of ·'!}i:e 
in a prt>se. passage;,, an~$!18,_ mthmet1~ ,, repeated wr:it,tng .•. :pleasant 
tl'lottghts am1· coneent.rati;en on time.,. Ot.lller inter~7:'al.s were also estima-
ted... ·two :short pe:ri..o.ds of l. ,second ana. 4 sec~n:as ·were estimated tour 
times t,O ~h$ ne~st .lOth ··•ot· a. S6"COnd.. ·one .2-amintt'te pe~iod. WtlS: 'alSO 
. ' 
decelel'atihg pulse~: . atil>3~ets·:w.e:re ill.s~-- asked t,o fill 1n .a qnest:i.o~ 
na:i~ on attitudes to ~im~:f,., fluency :so.ore:s were eompt!ted. from -each 
SOibjecot from the nwnbefit of I•~ written by th~ subjeet ii'l two mi.nut~·s,,, 
the .inmibe:r ·Of solu:t:ions o'f .an easy an~;am- m two minutes and the' 
ntm1be~ of questionnaire items completed in two minut-es... Analyti.c· 
percept~on, was me~su:red by detection .. of t'igri.J;;(HS in the Gottschaldt te:st 
am• by •the n.um~e.r o:f ~he·•·s counted in the prose passage., P.inally1• 
~r's were compte·ted velunta:ril.,;r sevez>eJ. months later' by '1·4 (70%) ~ 
... ; ' . .. ' . . •:' ; -. 
., .. :-
t~t·o~ W&~ ext:racted. F~t:o%' .I was found to be f§ene.:r:al. to the 
~-minutoe :e.stimates .and appeared t.o .'tef.lec:t charaete:ris1lic individual 
I 
. ·:· .. ·. 
determinants appeared to ·c.ont~ibut~ t.o the$e individu~ differences .. 
:: . . . ' 
·T:he f'il"st was personal dU'f.erences in 'the eoncQpt:ion of one minate .afid 
the second was ·the d~gree of intere.st :in the_ tasks ·~ bo;red sub:je6t·s hM: 
·on the perceptual .abil.ity me:a~s. (Gott:ecllaldt• fi~re.test and difi'i•· 
cult ;en:ag:rmns):. It 3.s st~ggested that this :taetor .is int·ellectual . ., 
"dth h~gh .scores on this :f\aoto)l ~end to overestimate pe.lt':iods ·spent 
. . 
passiveiy and -tc '0¥1'its a. ·:tsr.ge number :Q£ :t•s.. .The :1\lil\U?.I dU'£e(l:'enoes 
were not as '$x}>e¢:t;;~a. ';?ass1ve subjects were .. , as exp&e'ted. hj.gJa ·pn. th·e. 
· Qttestionnail'e items :whi:eh. cor~le-ted ·with Paet-or :t ·seem to 
::relate 'to di:t'ferences tu time ·pel?:speetive~ EXample's Gf such items are t• 
1.· • ""I have a/ pdor memo-ey for the :past events tJ>t .my iif.¢f'.:. 
. · 2. "'Qf'ten ·the ·days go sl·owl;y,, the weeks and months seem · 
·to .fly by11 • · 
' . . . 
' 3. ~he future i.s too unce:rt . .a.!.i.ll to:r a persQn ~e ·plan. v:e.ry 
fs:t ~ead "• .. 
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-Qaestionna.i:re items also (fott&lt:rt;ed with Factor II and seemed .. 
to ref'l-e.ot. cdifferenoes in the development of a sense of the conventional 
·scale .of tU!e• · ·Persons high on Factor II agreed with an :ttem-;suoh as :-
"A period of a few .minutes often seems ~ike .hours 
·to me". 
Persons low on Pactor I.I ag~ed with su.oh ~items as :• 
1.. nrify fathe:r is a rather dominant person". 
2.. ·nt :somotimes feel we would have b-een better o£f 
if eloolro had never been .invented". 
.·. 
SUbjects with high soorEH3. on Factor V ·""' tho.se .:?Jho seemed to 
~ " .. ~ 
be less subject to time illusions, also agreed with certain ·items in 
the· questionnaire more of~en than with others• Th:e·se items were :~ 
1. ttl have a pretty de:t:brl.te idea. what I will be doing 
next ·summeru. 
2. nz usually have a prett.y accurate idea mat time it is"l• 
~he high items refleet a feeling of control of time whieh seems 
t~ be consistent with the .ACtive-Passive interpretation of tb:ta faot(l.t'~.:·. 
-!he literature covering studi-es o£ the %'elation between pe~son-
alit.y struetuD: and time experience ts restricted by tb.e paneity of 
studies guided by. articulate theories. f!oreover 1 very few experiments 
are designed to test a prl.cri hypotheses. The extensive scope of 
Loehlin•s study i.s due,, in pa:rt .at least., t.o tbe fact that it was nat 
shaped. hy .an integrated set of predictive hypotheses. Its unde;J:'lying 
assumpt.ions were too broad ·to generate directly testable predicti:ons ; 
cle,ar cu.t hypothe·ses could. only crystallise after the application of 
factor analysis~ .Bis basic position that "it is a c.ommonpl:aoe ot daily 
axperi.enee that time seems to pass mo~ rapidly under some conli!tions 
than it does under -others~t has no more pred.i.etive value than the 
.anticipation .of intra- and inter-individual variation in response to 
It is an indication of the i.mme.tu:re state 
of .researcll in ·this field that its most comprehensive study is still 
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£aot•httllgl.~Y•: A pr.obable reason f.or this .is the .fact that .few Typologi.e:s 
of 'Personality st.ate their postulates and predictions ~in such a w.a;s 
that they are directly amenab;Le to testing• (T"he ·need for ·t:ypalogie;al 
postulates. c.ont.aining cle~cut predictions ·ta particularly pressillg 
in the field of time peroeptio:n -tRhere inves:t:igation ·is still so groping 
and its findingo have only heurist-ic value .• ) The Eyaen-ckian typology 
is a striking ~xception to this.l> Eysenck•'s the.ory of ~xtraversion ·""' 
Introversion is framed ~in such a Wf33 that predictions f:low easily from 
it. ~he exj,erimental. ·v.atue of these predictions has been taken up by 
Dtt ~ez of' the 'O'niVel:'sity of C~ ~own who explored the v-alidity of 
the -postulate which states. that :,t., .. ,. .... Extrave~s generate exoitGtco%7 
potential v;ealdy and slowly and :reactive inhibitions strongly and 
quickly";· and vice versa fo;r Int-ro-verts-. But DU Preez·• study .is 
p1"imax>lly concerned with the -efferent aspects o-f time judgement; tt was 
specifically designed to test the relationship between judgement of 
time and. mode of expression. 
Underlying LGehlin• s stu-dy is the asomnpt!on that different 
;stimUlus conditions affect apparent dnrat.ion because their nmean:tng« 
·is differently received by eacll ind:lvidual.. fhis .assumption is 
congment 'With developmentt;;, w.itbi.n the frame o.f contemporary function$:~.• 
ism which :relates •perceptual behaviour to personality theory. !rhere 
is no reason for the principles -of perception proposed by such \n'i.ters 
as l'o·stman and rarun.er, Be·bb, etc. not to apply al.so to the perception 
Postman and Brnner maintain that perceiving t.eke-s place within 
a ·•tuned'' io-rganism that is prepared rather than rand-omly set. Dete:tmin• 
ing tendencies:, cognit-ive predispositions;t a generalised stat~ of 
readi.ness to :respond seleotive.'ly< to classes of events i-s .operant!··- 'The 
view tha.-t the-re exists persistent,. goneralised• ·enduring patterns of 
perception has arisen in psychol-ogy in many :forms whioh need not be 
deno~ibe-d. here. It 'is sufficient to note its gene:ral. application as a 
vsltrable guide in the etua:y of time- :Loehl.:in•s elaborate variati-Ons 
of the content -of his durations instead of simply stimulus eonditions 
(variations of duration,s time· order) is e.'. tacit aeknowledgement .of 
. ' 
. tbe fao1! that "mea.ningn is d.iffe:rently received by the character 
" 
stru~ture of the responding organism,.~ 
; 
The role of ttmeaning" :or content in the time experience is 
a subtle one,. .. On the one .hand, "we have no sense for ept;pt,Y time'l• 
(James 1950. V'ol.l~ p.619).:. on the other "our notion of' ·duration 
. ' 
becomes more and more independent of mat happens in. ittt. (Frai-sse p .• 283) 
These two quotes provide the eoncent:rated essenc-e tJf the two bTOad 
dimensions of our time ex.perienoes. James' choice of words .• was 
as usual. very apt: our .experience of · a. duration of t'!.m.e is derivM f:rom 
no specific sense, but is an Upshot of the interacting e:f.fects of all 
our senses. Moreover. our senses cannot react to "empty time• ·:· cues 
will be supplied from within it they are· not pr·ovided from without. 
ltenee • the experience of duration is derived .:from the ,-psychologically 
heterogeneous events constituting otir context. We never have a direc't; 
experience of tnce world of homogeneous physically measurable- sequences.* 
lt is only once .our operational thought processes mature and we bring 
to bear our powers of synthesis... analysis and abstraction.~ that we 
~hieve a concept of time which is emptied of a11 a:ffeot and :its ;ttelated 
experien-ce~ At its highest level this repre.sentation is 11detached 
from the first images 'Which constituted it and is nothing more than the 
idea ot a uniform and 6ontinuous background" • (Fraisse P•283) • Since 
it is our experience of events \Wl.ich is responsible for the perception 
of duration,. these perceptions mnst be contaminated by the special £iel-d 
-effec·ts involved• Unlike our other pex-eeptual .illusions, temporal 
illusions are vroil known even to the layman• .He has beaome aware of 
the extended impression of time he has when he is bored and the contraeted 
* Thi·s is vmy it is not necessary for th~ layman to adjust to the 
eso:te.r.ic rensions d tl-e classical c-oncepts of time precipitated 
by Relativity theory. !fue :sophisticated .concepts of ti.me developed 
.in the physicist.!• .laboratory play no part in temporally organized 
behaviour ·since they .. do not arise :from the direct action of man 
upon things, but from his scientific a.otivi.ty*'~ (Fraisse p.287) 
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impr.ession he has when he is ·int:erested,.. A knowl.:edge o£ the cunning 
·of hj_ s events to expand and shrink ·is of pragmat.ic value (not only 
scientific interest) and has become .so "built•i.n"' that in th-e attempt 
to construct a :functional scale of duration. he automatioa.lly corrects 
for these .• In fact, each individual dev~lops some sort o:f workable 
notion of the amount ,of menta~ content which constitutes his minute. -
In a sense he lives simultaneously in two times .: one arising :trom his 
.awareness of duration and a corrected version ·Of time which obtai.ns 'its 
cues ·.from operational thought. As we learn ·to empty our experiences 
reflexive ability (and at the smoo time creating ·a new dimension of 
meaning}~ The ability to detach ourselves f.rom our experiences , ... t.Q 
freeze as it were the flux of .external events, in order to examine their 
:impact ... is more specific to certain personality types than others, It 
is well established that some people are more prone or more able to 
dissociate themselves f'rom their environment than others.. They .react 
more frequently to an internal. .fr.ame of reference than to ext~ernal 
st1rmil1 .• 
The above is the theor.etieal framework o:f this study~ An 
experiment designed to elicit an estimation of the durations of 
epga.g!Bg stiwlus conditions is specifically concerned VTith the indi-.q-id~ 
If we accept the above it :f.ollows ;hat 
Those inaivi.duals ·who are more vulnerable to <ir 
depond·ent on external stimulation should yield more inaoo:urat-e time 
judgements than their opposites. 1'he inner--orientated :tndi.vidual 
shoul~ be al>le to resist the impact of a stimUlus and sustain an internal. 
cue system -in the face of -compelling stimula:t:i.on .• One could objeot 
that an experiment of' this nature does not., .in f'act,. test thee proneness 
of' these groups to the·se aree,s of stimulation sinca their instructions 
·predispose them ·:: they have been initially prlmed to dissociate,. 
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.However, the individual's response is a function ·Of his history and 
will be fao·ili.tated or hindered by his habit patterns •. 
dimension of a sttbstant:tal. body Of personality theories (if one equates 
for differences in nomenclature). In fact,. the dimension of self--
environment differentiation has been the basis o£ the typologies pro-
posed by writers whose o.oncept.s .have been most influential .in creating 
modern personality theory. A brief account of the writings of these 
theorists w1.11 help to provide an indication of the general theoretical 
framework of the present study. Jung, Eysenak,. Kretschmer and Jaensch 
will be the chief sou~ces quoted here. Since our objective will be t.o 
extract only What is strictly ·relevant for OlU'· purposes, over-simplified 
accounts are unavoidable. 
(l) Jung: 
Jung sees the main cause of typol·ogical differences in the 
extraverted or intraverted tendency of the libido. He postulated two 
major attitudes of the libido : an introverted att.itude in which the 
li.bido tums inward to the self,. and en extraverted attitude, .in which 
the libido turns aatwa:rd to the ~external world. The Extravert and 
Introvert are .ful'the·r distinguished in terms of four styles : thinking. 
feeling .• sensation and intuition. 'The thinking Extravert is governed 
by ·practicality and necessity .• the thinking Introvert by absolute 
principles. The feeling Extravert tends to have a powerful but rather 
coarse emotional expressivene.ss but the feeling Introvert is Character-
ised by a a.elicasy, restraint and distinction of feeling. The sensa-
tional E%travert searches for new contacts with the environment via 
e:xteroeeptors and the skeletal-musculature but the .sensational Introvert 
m~ resort to drugs or drink. obtaining his sensation by alterati.ons ot 
the internal environment. The intuitive Extravert mey take to games 
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i.ntu1tive Introvert tends to mysticism .• 
:later theorizing •: it also gaV'e rise to .a considerable body of experimental 
investigati-on. More:ove-r,. his typology led to the con-structl:on ·Of a 
(2) '§ysErt.u:.t.# 
Eysenck .favours the 'USe at factor .analN.siS in the· .e;t.tempt to 
ise -his thinking and: research .findings in this ~ea.. 
, 
.1~ge.st _portion of' his wol'k as ¢onoe·med with. the perceptual and. mot.-oJ:-
correlates of th'is dimension. 
Eyse:nek 1 s an:Q.ysis of- EXtr.aversion--Int.roversion differs s-O'meWhat 
from that of' th-e popular .Nnerican, wrsion Whi-ch conceives it .largely in 
attr1Jtnite this dimension to ant()nomio dif't.eren-c-es or to chartl4tenstics 
of neural :tunetioni.ng, !the vie.w that there are• :neural differences :tn 
the speed. of p:rodueti:on ;and, st::re.:ngth •Of exo:i;t.atton and inh:ibition is 
:re,sp·tmsible for his central 'fypologieal ·postulate Whieh. :states that 
Elt'tra.verts generate- ~-xcit.atory potential. ·weakly and .Slowl.y al:ld reacti.ve 
1Dhibition strOngly and quiCkl;y- .• ·fh:is postulate has important impli• 
. catiOn-s in the field of time e;st:ima..t.ion.. :Accord!~ to the th-eoey 
Extraverts ·~ould be expected to Show a greater tendency. toward:s negative 
time errors. .In fact • the prediction that :sxtraversion is negativel:y' 
conel.ated.. With time ;9udgements has been taken TAp, not only by E,jTsenck 
.himself (1957)., but by Claridge. (1960), .. Lyn {1960) and Qrme. (1962). In 
$U.pport of Eysenck"'·s prediction. ,!!m found that extrav.ersion was associ-
.• . . . 
On the basis of their .score.s ·on 
neurotics and ·tmalysed their :estimat~ons <>f time intervals ·of 5a. 10" 
2o*' _ ...... ·~o" 
c:u.ru. .1 • Extraverts showed the larger negati:ve time .. en-or as pre-
dicted ~y Eysenclt.. ~he: study C:Onduoted by orme (1962) hGWever. f'ai:led 
to reveal the c,o...variations :Eysenek predicted. ome studied the verbal 
~udgement s .of 20 and 3.0 minutes. . He found that hysterics and psychopaths 
produce .. longer estimates than Mtu"otic .and psychotic de_pressl:ves. · However 
normal sample.. The latter. finding is important .since i't questions not ·· 
onJ..y Eysenek' s C'onclusions. but als"'' his procedure"• . The. ,evidence su.pplied 
by Eysenek and alaridge was obtained. from studies whieb.u.s~d neurotics 
.Alcthough both. their results favoured the hypothe:Si·s, 
the dubious v.alidity of the.ir methods as weU as the incongro~nt fi.nd.ing 
rep.orted by ,Qrme,. leave the issue unsettled. 
Sl'ld Eysenck eoneur in one important respect 1 they both reject the type 
uniqu.e organisation. Mo.reover thei.r typologies start oft with very 
·tion of .Qoneentrated traits'"} .is almost identical to that of Eysenck 
(·19-ob.servl'bd ,constellations or syndrome.s .o-f tra::ttsn). However the 
:resemblan~s between their theories end here. Gi.ven the above definition 
Kre.t.scfuner chooses lies in the field Of body types. He attempted to 
differentiate three body types with respect to their psychologic,aJ. 
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'functli.~ons. His main diChotomy is that of the pyknic and .l&ptosoma:tic 
versus the athleti.e types. He also attempted to-establish the physioo-
logical ·e't>rrelates of these., particttla.r1.y in the areas of autonomic 
proceeded t.o eatab1ish 1ts corre'la:te:s ln the l'Jiental.. fie1d. He: suggests 
th.at. there is a close affinity between. the manic ... depressive t:zye of 
insanitz :and the J!ilkn1c b.cdY build • end between .eehizophrenic disorders 
and the !!Ptosoma.t~p tme ·(the athletic body build was identified. with 
cepilep$1). Going beyond the correlation of 'psyehot:ie diso%lders and body 
t.ypes he believes that SChizophrenia and Manic•Depressive insanit.Y are 
mainly extreme.s of contrasted psychological syndr.omes : 'the ·CICLO:£HYME 
and SCRIZ<1rllt.ME respectively. Sis formulation of the dimension Oyclo-
thymia.-Sohizotb.yrda is the superstructure o£ our own study .• '!he folloWing 
hypotheses are pertinent t 
(a) Oolou~Form Reaet:ivitl:.· 
ii' 
.Kretschmer su.ggests that the cyclothyme ·shows a disti.net 
tendency towards colour ~aotivity :: the s.chi.zot~yrne was believed to 
show a .corollary tendency t·oward form reactivitU• 
Kret.schme.r holds that dissoeiati.on is of importance in unde~ 
standing sehizcthymia just as its 'opposite, i.ntes:ation., is important 1n 
Dissoo:iat:ion :l.s defined as ,he .ability ·to f'onn separate :and partial 
groupings within a single act -of· consciousness •••••• :from this results 
the abi~ity to dissect complex material into its, constituent parts". 
'The greater ab:ility of leptosomat1es and schizophrenics to withstand 
' 
disturbing stimul:i is explained in t~erms -of t.heir dissociative abili'ty. 
of any other. 
Integration; :~he absence of the ability !fro dissoeitat$ leeds to a 
conc~t.e .. Synthetic way :Of .:~ooking at mental content.~ 'The cyol.ot:hyme 
• ~. c ~, ' 
(and tn. e:ltaggerat:lon., the matiic-depl'e·ssive:) is crediteel. vd;th a~. wh:ioh· 
is syn~bet.ie,· global ·Oi" ''inte~attve"• • 
our· 'theor&ttpal debt to «retsehmer :ts qui-.e expliett •.. 
llnother line .Of ·thought mirch e.on;rerges ·with the above is ·t'ha:t 
of the Ge:man t;vpoll)gist Jaens@., ?Jho ord:$rS .his typology around tlie 
dimel'lfJii»n ''!f n,Integration"• His ·typology pO'Stul.ates thTee personality 
~YI>e·s ·translated as : (a) ·the wtwardly ... integr.ated,. (b~ the .non ... 
wa:·iti:ngs do .not have the :same , h.enrist'te value as that of Jbaenck ·~ he 
does not prov±d.e an integrated set of: predi.etive hypotbeS(a.s .... his ·work 
sp:t:toifically a.ttemptett ·to explore the relation of' ch.a:raeter strt1cture 
to .time estimation. His pupil·s were :required t;O inve.stigate the e.ffeets, 
of the ahove personality fact.ors on 'the a.ppre,c1.ation of duration as part, 
(a) ,The .ontwa:rdl:y -int•esrat·ed type, that is ..• the individual 
·who tends to interpret what he perceives in a personal 
vuJ~~• is .most· ·sensitiv~ to the content -of a duration 
When he has ·to -evaluate it: he' d-oes not make much 
at:tempt to dissoei.ate ·the obje~tive durat-ion from his ' 
impress:ion. 
* T:IW. ·r.mpi.:+'ical support f,or thi.s hypothesis was provid•ed by experiments 
c,onduo:ted by Van .der Horst. and .Enke. Van der norst·•s study was a 
complex .reaction :time experiment. The disturbing effect of variQl!S agents 
'Was measured in the ease at normal pyknics .• normal leptosoma.tios, •. schi.zo-. 
phrenic;s end. manic-de:pre:ssives. .It was f~ttnd thai; the influence of 
d1.strscti:ng t:rlrimuli .Lengthened the reaotion time .of noi-mat pyknios and 
.of man:ic depressives much more. than those fl>f no.rmal l'9ptosomat:ic and of 
·S~hizophran!e·s. fh~ greater abiH.ty of1 ,leptosomati.es and scliiz~phrenies 
to ll'ithstand disturb;ing stb.ntlll was explained in terms o-f thei:r dii:ssroei.:e-
tive abili-ty. · 
In ·the ~eriment oonduoted by Enkfi;,. the subject was required 'to 
remember the number of dif.fe'rently ,c.olo~red squares .on a card which he 
bi-msel:f is push:ioo at h.j.s own speed i.nt o an envel-ope •· ·the theory •unde!'-
l:yin.g the ,e;xpe~iment being ·that the schi~o1;hyme with ;n·is dissoe.iative 
abi.ltty wolild. be easily able to cr:xrr3 in h:!Ls m:i.nd the number qf .atf£erent. 
·categories ·into which to classify these v.ari...ous c,ol,oured sqttare.s.. fle 
shou'ldt therefore .• be qUicker .sna. more accurate in the 'total t.ask. 
(b): IJ:he .non--integrated ~ype. wbo analyses .his projections . 
without projecting himself on to them. tends to ·ev-aluate 
the. duration t>bjeoti.vely :t he ~s therefore mol"e accurate. 
·. ' ., 
' : ·~ ' 
Ot:u>· own study ts an :aaaptat:i,on of Jaensch•·s typ·o~-ogy.. 'f1Jles 
(b) and (;c) w.e.re merged. so that J.aenseh:•s ·version ,of the Introvert (the 
inwardli[ ... tntegrated) was· redefined in order t:o f'oeus·. on the d.:tssoeiative 
rather than the~ introspective dimsnsi·on. For this reason-,, :we ;prefel'red. 
the term '"Intemali·zer" ·t.o .. Introy~r,t. !rl;i:u£:. ulllike Jaen.sch•s ·introvert 
'The t:ypolog$.;cal postU!at.e tb-at people differ tn thexr ~tio 
·Of su.soeptib1l:tty to internal and .external st.ittlUla.t:ton ts: dft;rectly 
-· 
of our en~nt. 
the a4t:ttal expe:rience of them. This t·endenoy 1s not ~·ammon t~o .al:l 
pe.if;Sonali.tiesJ; rather ~he" abil.ilty, t:o :resist the impact· 'of •exte:rnal 
stimulation .is det·erm±ned 'by ,the i.ndividual;:•s ~oading on the '"'di~soe±a.ttve·u 
' ' 
~o the ·extent' ·that t:11n~ estiiDation t·s a: function of a definable ' • . ,.,r . . 
',Gt:imu.lu)s cona::tt:i;J()D.s and holds aur~.1on constant ·should elie:it some measure 
ol; .the ipct.tvidua1•s vul'ne:t"abili:ty to ext.ern!u .stimol a.tion. ·Thus i~ is 
·, . ;. ~ . . - " 
. 
pnf3s:lble· to expl-ore· the .role of per:sonali:ty variab.lelir in the time 
d'iss:Ooiate wil'l ~e . a<tf.e:eted by ·the quality. of ·the st·imttlus ,and expe:ri~nce 
a. subje-ctive distortion ,of duration. .~he inwal'dly-ill•·e.grat.ing. since he 
tends :to dis~:Oeiat~ himself £'rom his environme:nt,t should b'e less .. affe.ated 
by the· c·~tent •Of the st.imUlus .and ,capable of p:roduc:ing a mora ;acc~a;t;e 
. estim~ion .. 
,. 
' 
~he preset'lt study was en .attemp~ to test th~ above hypothesis. 
Do p~rB®·al~ty footors .such as the individual's dissoaiattve tet1de.nctti·s~ 
have a d:etennining influence <>n ;time :estimation 1 · A swnnu3:ry of· this · 
chapi:er 'Will ·elucidat:e :Li:s ·.the~ttca1 crienta.t.ion : 
1. 
' , ~ ' 
6. 
Early l;nvesM.gatori or t-ime attempted to establish a speo:ifie 
time sense and establish a univer.sal di.tfe~en'tial threshold 
in ~he judgement ·.of t.ime . <: the·y f,ocussed on the qUalitative 
· oharruateristie·s of the sttmU1us and were bemttsea: by the marked 
individual differenee.s :found. 
~he se attempts were .. tinsucee.ssN1 as indicated by the ubiqnit-ious 
appeaxaa:nce nf the 'ffc.onstant .erro:r1f. 
~· behavioul'ist bias with its reltlct ance to ·expl,ore personal:it~y 
f:actcrs led~ a.s the limitati.on.s .of StZo"Uo.turalism i!ilso 11~~• t·o 
·:a virtual sar:a.pping of the prtiblem .• 
:Operationalism d:trected .att,ention a.w~q from fiXed entita.es to the 
w.;oeess of knowing ·: hen~e later attempts to explore time 
:f()eussed t~n the· sUb.jeet and tfur expe-rimemtal si~tuati.on in wn1¢h 
the 3Uiigement t6ok p'lace. Stteh factcms a.s :length o£ and spaae 
. between: ·:tnte,rv:alst oontent ~of the' i.nterval., analtoring '.effects 
and; moti?~-tion' ]egan to ·assume signifi.canee. 
. ~ 
" I 
nee:reased re'verenoe f'o:r the: stimUlus. was replace:d by ·an aeknoW>"> 
'letigetnent of the signif.i:aanae ot''the 't'e.Sponding •Ol"gaftism .• ·, 
Contemporary efforts t~o relate ,perceptual bebaviO'I.ll" ·t:() p&rsonali.ty · 
~be'O~Y suggested that the ·perc~pt±on ·of t.ime,. too. may be · 
associated vdth matiSllt'ahle p$:X"sonal'ity variables. 
' ' 
:Some ;tnv~stigators eoocsntrated :on ext:r.a-organismte· factors while 
·othe~I's explored tntra•organisrilio 'ltariables., such as visceral· eues. 
maemioal :pacemakers • heart and lung work, .~ .so on. 
'Pew o.f these studies were steered by (lither an explic:it the·oret·ical 
·position or ine:isive pred.ict:ions.• .in ot.her words; they were ·all 
tac~findj_ng .• 
~he present study is ~an :attempt. to ·~q>l.ore an a priori the:oretteal 
· positi·on. Its.eyll<)gi~ is as fqllows .: 
{a}· Time est:tma.tion is 'both a .funct.ion ,f:'Jf stimulus. cendit.icns 
and personality t'ype • 
(b) 
. (c) 
one· of the most import.ant dimensions <if personality involved 
in the esti.ma.tion .of time is what Cattell has ·6'alled the 
nintegl'a.tiv.tl Dissoeiative" dimension~ 'This ::Ls tntex-preted 
here as the individual's charact~eristie orientation 
· $ince an estimation of' dtll:'a1ii.on is largely concerned ·vdth 
th~· :individu.al.*s powers ·Of .di.ssoctati·on., it .is predicted 
tha:t the dissociative personality (the inne~ori.ented) w:tll 
·:oe more l.ikaly ·t·O p'Z'Oduee an accurate time judgement than 
his opposite ..:. even :in the Gvent Of potent stimul.i_-. 
Since ihe p·arsonal.ity types explored are dif.ferent.iated 
speoif:teally ·by their ·dependence ~n. the content of external :st.:tmuli* 
.stdered. it:' neeessar,y to control for· v.a:.riables Which are kn~wn t.o 
I 
influence time ;jutlgement .• e.g. the methOd· .of judgement 'a;nd ·the :sense 
modalit.y ,tnv;oive<t. 'By est:ablishtng the role of these~, ·we hoped to 
.d.i~ove:r? th~ conditions :under mi& the ef:feets ·of stimulus content 
woUld be most effectively x-avealed. we were after the f'ollow.tng type 
o't information : is the introdu.ct:lon .. ot meaning more potent When it 
involves the andito:ey or th.e visual sens-e ? In what wey does the 
meth:od. .of ;3udgement 1nfluenee the judged ·aura.tion ? In this wa:~ ·we 
hoped to ereat.e· the optunal experimental. conditions f'or the .~pact .of 
sti.mUlus content. 'rhe J~i~st experiment was theret"·ore a pilot study 
designed. •to ·pinpoint the r&levant inter&')tion ·effect-s. · These would then 
be uSed as groundwork tor the· oonstru.cti<m of' the major experiment. 1J1he 
following variables were C·Oli·sidered .rele-van't ·t 
·(a) fhe sense modalities involved. 
('b) ·!he eff.eats ·of dUferent durati.ons .• 
(.e) Mode of response· tn making the :judgement. 
A. 
or :not '(the clas~ical 'V'iew h;eld by E. Mach) has been ,so, aci.eqUately 
dealt With and discarded that there ±s no point. m pursuing :tt any 
fttrthe;t-. Tllis does not alter the import.anee 'Ot the fact that e-ach 
sense modality supplies us with a sli.gb.tly di:fferent experience of 
temp-oral :eu.cce;ssion. .Each modality has its unique :reception ·of 'temporal 
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It has been ~satisfacto:rily e:st:a.b1i.sned by n~w 
that: the ~ar is partioularl;y adapted to detecting ·t~;mp:~,rel stl.Coeatd.on;. 
it: has better· cortical repressnt.at:ion and better· a..ssoeiatiott value,. 
·comparisons have shown that .$aQh sense mode dtsp'lays difference.s. in 
. . . . ' 
l·onger- than visual st:b:mili. 
It is clstll:',. the)l'efore., .. that .th$ .. sense :rnodality tnyolved is an 
import-ant teatmoe .of the S'f!ittnUus eondi.ti;ons ,and mnst· be eons:ld.er~d ~n 
' l ~ . 
the i.ndi'tridua1,. . 
al"s estimation is dl.st~~d by .the. nature of the ·stimtdusit we would 
have: to . f'ir.st esta.bli.Sh ·the ~xtsD;t to which ::Lna.oourac~ 1s .a :function o'£ 
t_he· p~rely phy·sio1-ogie~ •reception of,' .the. stinnilus ,, tb:at is,, it wculd 
be_ necessaey to establish th:e . '$Peeifie reeeptoazo effects befcre the· 
general :irnpaot. emild be ue;termtned.. Mereover, by ,avalttating the .role o'£ 
·the. :rec;eptor.s :in this way,. it wpuld be :possi'ble t·o .select th& sense mOde 
whi~ would most effeoti'!telw. di.splay *'he e:t.feot.s {i)f different. stimulus 
It i·s becoming -Clear ·t'J;l'at each group of dur:ations has laws 
Of .its ·own. · One finds £Gr instance that. the !taws .¢)f time pe-rception 
wb.:i;C:lt applyt~-:th,e short intertal's·:~e not applicable to :the .longer 
:Qn the one hand. it is 
' ' 
prob.ab1y wiser to use .·a larger .·duration Where tlie effeG$ of .the ,,. . 
me:aningfulnees of .a stimulus :is being :me:::umrett. (to give the .st'itnU.l.u.s 
emple· seope· to ·assert :itself .• ) However, one mast bear :tn mind the 
·' ' ~ 
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topic is a vast one :md there is a formidable body of literature 
COV'ering it' . Jlowever•• it fg a peripheral aspect D£ this. th$SiS and 
will the.refo:re be dealt with only summarily·,. 
lt is qu;ite elear that there .is: no way of get.ting an absolute 
measure of the t.ime. expeTience ·'Of the indiVid~al-• His ;judgement. cannot 
be separated :from the f!Jethod of expre-ssi<mt The history of e~perimen­
tation in this field. has sl;lown how diff'el'ent :methods ·ot time ,;judgement 
tend to show diff'eT!mt degreo,s of accuracy and reliab'ility.. .For the 
detect ion of individual .differences a test with a wide :tnter--subjeet. 
spread of sco.res and a low intr~SU:bjeot variability in response to a 
constant .signal is desirable. .lt has been found an the past that 
verbal est.imates are reliable but that. reproductions ;of time are· not • 
1lhe reliabilit.y of time judgement by the met.hod of verb.al estimation .has 
been. noted by bo-th Olausen (1950) and :Siegman (1962). 
:r&l~al>Uity c~efficients of + •. 82 ·(5 second interval) and + .a4 (20 second 
inte·rvaJ.),. ~e:y also studied time judgement by tlie method ·Of repr~ 
duoti.on. Siegman• Whose subjects .reproduced auditory signals by 
depression of a key,., 'found a reliability eo-efficient of +-,59 .for a 
5 second :interval and -r.4Q fqr ,a 20 see.oo.d interval. Clausen obtained 
J 
repr.od.uction :relisbilities of approximately the same order. For this 
reason most studies ·Of (indivtdual .differences ·in) time judgement have 
. ' 
been co1l£i:ned.;to verbal ~estimati-on of time .. 
I . 
they tend to be stereotyped and el:'ttde. This is shown by the taCt that 
judgements ending in 0 and 5 predominate (Weber 1'93:3)• Different 
sub.;jaets Change categories with different. degrees o:t ease as the . st.i:mulus 
' 
. durati.on is ~tered and the.re tend to. be wide differences in the minute ... 
ness of. the scala adopt_ed by the subject in Gxpreasing his judgem&nia 
(!le&.n·•s {1951) distinctit'ln between levellers and sharpeners is :relevant 
-:tn this context). But the strongest objection to the method ot verbal 
·estima:ts.on is that it does not tell us muCh about the subjec:tis perception 
- 2.3'. .. 
of tim&" When a subject makes a verbal estimate he .is trying to relate 
·the time signal to clock time,; that ist; he is translating from ~ a.sym-
' 
bolie to a symbclio ~ess• ~his alteration. in the level. of ti.!'!le' fune-
tion means that the dif~erenees in verbal estimations may refer to 
differences in pe:reeived t~e • to dif:ferencef3 in notions .of cloek time 
or to differences in the. ability to relate perceived time to clock time 
standards.. Non-verb.al. methods. however, such as the methods of Npro-
tinction,;_ do not necessarily .rely on diffe~.noes in concept.ion of time. 
'There .is no need to translate from an asymbolia to a symbolic process• 
The advantages of the traditional ,methods of :t>eproduction on 
the one hand and its off-putting history on the other, motivated. the 
use of a new type of roothod oi' reproduction in a study of individual 
differences conducted by Du Preez of the Univernity of Cape ~mm.. !he 
low reliability generally found associated wi:th the method of reproduction 
i.s a se:ri®s disadvantage i.n any study of individual differences., hence 
one .of the aims of Du Preez1 study was to find a :reliwle non•ve:rb.al 
method of exploring individual differences of time judgement,. His 
study explored the possibi11t.ies of a method designed by ProfcGss-Qr K. 
Danziger of the.umversity of Cape 'Town which is based on the known 
re.liability of speed of movements of the limbs. The method is essential.ly 
as follows t the su'bjec:t :is .as'ked to 1aove a handle h·orizontally across 
a frame in such a Vla:J that the duration .of his movement equals* .in his 
.judgement, the duration of a time signal. He makes t.he movement after 
the time signal has ceased. The duration and di.stance oi' the suh;jeet •s 
movement • made at .his own speed • are then recorded and analyse a •. 
Du Preez compared variO".ts methods of' reproduction. He 
obtained judgements of time by free linear arm moveme-nt • contr.olled linear 
arm movement, by key pressing and. by gripping the stationary handle. 
aorre1ations of these judgements were calculated and it was found that 
the method of .reproduction of time signals by either .~e or controlled 
linaar moveme.nt is .more reliable than the method of .reproduction by key 
pressing and i.s of the same order of reliability as the verbal est1.mation 
- :24~ 
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of time• (Average reliability co-t!ff'ioient- of + .71). This level 
of' .reli.ali>iliiy is -eminentl~ ,iuite.ble for ·detecting individual differences. 
Here ag:rl.n o11r objective was to establish the most appropriate 
method for our purposes_~. DU J?reez~ procedure was to be replicated by 
our experiment to test whether the superiority of the linear a:nn movement 
was c~mf:irmed in cur conte1."t-. Moreover& we sought to estab:lisb any 
mean.i.ngf'ul _inte~ti.ona ;,mich might e:rlst so that they could be exploited 
in the major experiment. 
IX S U B J . ~ C T S . 
to seniors drawn from several different ccurses were tested. 
III A P P .A R A T. U S 
The -standaxd auditory stinru.li which had to be reproduced were 
provided through earphones by an. audio~oscillator set at 210 e.s • 
. 'rhe .light was presented directly in front of the subject t the slides 
were proje~ted onto the wall fao.ing him. ~he durations of all the·se 
stimuli were controlled l)y a Runt~r :Decade Interval ~imer. ~he subject 
was seated in front of an ordinary table on whieh was placed a wooden 
screen 20 inches high and 42 inches long. 
(a.} A handle moved along a metal. rod which passed through its 
centre to the, cord,. and· this could. be moved horizontally by the su.b~ect 
for thf.t whole length di the sere-en~ 'The d:i.stance over which the 
handle was mc:wed ol"... each trial could be rem off on a mea::mring tape 
which ran along the experimenter's side of the screen. out of sight 
of the SU:bjeet. On this side of the screen was al.se pl:a.eed an e,lec"t.ri.c, 
stop•cloek which was used to read off the time tal,tc:n by the subject•'s 
moVement. fhe cl·ook was started and stopped'by a reley operated by 
the empl.'ified output o,f a gramophone pickup,. tbe st_ylus of vfu.:ioh rested 'on 
a disc 'turned by the motion of the cord when the handle was moved. 
(b) A key was eonneot.ed to the electric stop;oool.ook so that: ti.m(!l 
interv.al·s· could be reproduced by depression of the k~y for the estimated: 
(e.} !J!h.e third method was e. variation of· (b.) • An arrangement 
was made whereby the ,subject •·s ·depression of the key would supply him 
with the .standard auditory (or visita2) stimUlus as an a.ccom.pan.iment to 
his judged: duration,~ Q . 
. P R .0 C ~- D .. U . .R~ll. 
the handle a:t the left,. He· was :instructed t·o move the: handle for a 
period of time VJbich he judged t() 'be equal to the durat'ion of the 
anditory (or v:tsue:t) stimulus. 'WhG distance -ove:r ii?hioh he moved. was 
left t-o his discretion., provided only that the direction -of movement 
(lett. or right) was not changed until the $dg:e .of the frame .had been 
·Thirty seconds elapsed betv~een the 'end of On$ ·trial and the be·g~ 
·of the. next. !f,he subjec.t was :required to respond in this _way for. 
dura.t :tons wers presented and "!'eprodueed three times. ·the .mean repro-
were then rep1a.ced by sound effects far· the same duration. 1!h.ese 
' . . 
stimlus conditions 
e.ffeots... The third meth-od ·Of reproduetion vtas a VB3'iation of key. 
pressing. This t.ime the auditO'l'y stimulus accompanied the subject ':e 
OW7l ·reproduced duration. The items were randomised to elindnate tb-e 
possibility of practice effects. 
~h& second .experimental se.ssion was given within ten days 
of the :first. This time visual stimttli were usG'Jd", pure light being 
replaced by T. A.~. c:ards which were projected. onto the wsll in front 
of' the subject • For the rest the testing procedure was i.dentical ·to 
that o;t the· .first ses.sion.. There we·re three presentations of' the three 
durations and they v;ere to be reproduced in a similar fashion to tha 
auditory except ~hat the method ftkey•tone" was replaced by nkey•lightn,. 
i .• e.. the .subject • s reproduction of a light was accompanied by the 
initial. light. At the end of tb.e experimental session the subjects 
·were asked to .fill. in two qUestionnaires. ~he first contained the 
short .f'om o:f the Maud'sley Pe:rsonal1ty Inventory.,. a. few statements 
:from the F-scale whicll were c,onside:red relevant and miscellaneous :tt,ems 
dealing Wi.th tneir a prion ettitudes towards time (o.look time and 
time perspective). 9?he other questionnaire was the '.raylor rl!anifest 
.Anxiety scale. (See Appendix A.) 
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In each case error score was calculated and only the mean 
·error: for each duration was used. Thus alt.hough nine estimations 
were elicited for both pure tone. and sourid effect {.fo:r each .method) .• 
only three were made use o:f in the final ctllculation. It was felt 
that in this Wfil¥ ephemeral intra-·subjeot variability would be eliminated 
at least to a cerlai11 extent and thus leave the cha:ra.cterist:i.o intra-· 
subject variabil'ity a little less contaminated by .experimental art:i.-
facts. The error score was used in the .Analysis .of' Variance and the 
sign ignored. Thus-. ina.couraey score was considered only al'ld no-t 
direction of i.naccura.oy. 
After the .Analysis of Variance was completed direction of' 
.inaccuracy was exanP.ned in an att~mpt to see whether <mother analysis 
Whi.cb t~ook the .sign into aocount was worth conducting. No. generalise-
-tions could be drawn from the data since subjects did not consistently 
over or und~restimate~. Most subjects who were in fact .affected by 
the me aningfnl stimuli . became more inaecurat e" but not !in any syste., 
atic manner•· lienee the idea of' a second Analysis of Varian()a was 
abandoned., 
We divided our ru.bjects into two groups on the basis of the:11' 
vulnerability to the introduction of' meaning in both alJ;ditory and 
visual stimulus conditions. ,Since indiv.iduals were not, consistently 
susceptible to the changes in stimulus oQndit.ions, several subjects 
. co'lild not be assigned a. place im eithe-r group. { Six subjects wero 
problematic). Uowever, the majority T&sponded consistently and thus 
provided. a sample of 12 members to each group. QUestionnaires were 
item-analysed and chi•square tests applied. 
VI. :Q E S U t '1! S . ,A N D . D I S c: U S S l 0 N 
ln Append.ix B. Tables I. and II may be found the Analyses 
of Variance .• separate ones for Vi.su~ and Auditory dnta.,. However,, ,a 
summary .of relevant significance .levels has been made of' these and 
will be presented. below. Ea.eh .row has been numbered for ease of 
reference. -msJ...r; s: 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS 
J!!.ditott Visual 
/. A. 99.5% ..... 
~- B. 99.5% 99.5% 
3. c. ... 99.5% 
D. 99.5% 99.5%· 
AB. - .... 
AO. .... ,.,. . 
ft.D~ 99.5% 90% 
~nc. 'Mil 99.5% 
9. w .• 99.5% 99.5% 
to. 01). 99.5% 95% c 
t1 .. ,sb,.,c.a.h.u c:e"~•bo,_c 
i c. ~ ... r .. t--.~~'1 
-;z 'S ...., oa~ C1.f rCS'f:'~SC,. 
i =. 3~<cf:- < f(edi 
IV!h:u "'tok1 
Ai?>C • f11<~-. ~ff-c.ciS 
.D • . ro..~ _, • ..., ~ffe'c.l:-
.. 
.... ' ' .~. 
·~ 2$ ... . 
(tf 
.cells (Row tJ... The ditterenee between the ·stimu!lus c-onditions i•.s . . 
highly signif;tctmt tor. the end±to~y and net at all ·for the visual stimuli~ 
Tb:i:s re.sn1t ~·s confirmed by Row 1 Which summarises individ.nat differences., 
~he :result·~ for the .auditory cell are· significant at: ·a mtteh m6~ accep-
table level than th1>.se tor the vimd~· $he resul1; u susceptiblie of .• 
(a) ";che· ·impartanee of ch:>nstde~ng the senSOl'Y mode bas aJ.r&Sily 
been' n;O'tea,. tlh'e above finding stippol"ts· cur :hypothesis Wh:i:ch 
pwaa.~otea ·some *nteraetion .effect.,. althoUgh the exaet· nature of 
~his ·could not. ;yet be, ,gaug.ed.i• The ~xplanai;.iol'l oftered hoere i:s 
as .foliows :f the: fut.roduction. af ·.meaning into the· nsu.al S'i;:iimtlua 
. -o.ondltl:ons ·aid :not :rad{cal.l~ distutab aecu.raey beemts~ the sub;ject 
\vas 4:i.'bl:&· to shut wt :its d±st.ractive ,power· quite ea.si1Y•· He 
ei<>uld simply shift hfs· gaze from the Sli4:e and stare at: the blank· 
·wall f.:Gr the du.t"ati.on af the .intervalri· ·This did not .in :an,y w83 
:Pre.vent ;him :from n~ting the terminattOn <Of' the inte:tvai:.• Ou;r· 
audit:o*Y apparatus,\ howev.er•: makes .it ~possible to ignore the 
· Sttmulu.s ·O't' shut ·,out itJS effeot s;" fbU.sJ the aotu:.d nature . ,of 
·the reee.ptor.s im,pli:cat·ed e~·f.ac':Llitat$ or hinileX' disso.ciation~· 
(b) . 1J?h~ above· explmration b~ntl'ibu~e:s: t;o -an .una.er~$1<ling .. of the 
findings but is probably not the kcOy explanation•· !his w:t11 
t.noi'e .1ike1y be yielded. ·from an .examination of the $ndividual 1 s· 
priV;at.e,.S:Vs;t:em ·Of· rentP«uotton cues.•: . UnfortUnately. th.es~ ·war~' 
not f.omally or cystemat~eally ~xaminea· (we .compens:a'iH\~d for th!$ 
ioss in the· next e%pe:t'iment h· Howeve'l",.· since ·the snbjeet.s ·were . 
&ndividuaily te.sted: ·the exp~Mmenter was able to wat·dh 'b\he· subje41i''.s, · 
· beh.avi®i': ·and .±t ·sQon beeame· clear that eveey .a11bjeet employed a 
vat>tation Gt the t~cb.niqne i<>f .e!)unting,.\ regardiess of ·the oorttent· 
of the .stimill:us. ·!fhey _e.tt~er e.mmter ~1>-voeally.,, tapped t)lei~ 
feet .m,· a pe~il·,. they e"'!e:rt count.ea: the number of :~Qlutions! of 
tl1e t.·ap& as it pl.eye.d ·the sounds~c;i 'fhis was done .d:tirl.ug ~he .e'O'flrse· 
· of ~·he· duration presented'~ the number o~ taps (>or Whatev~r referenc~· 
s;VS'tem was employed) was memorieed and then aimpl:y ~produced as a. 
gn:hde .sccompanying tne ~~mal method of :reproduction {handle,,, ke;ri 
etc.~) · .· 
!fht above .helps t{). :expl•ain the :t.a:rge measttl:'e of :imrm~:n:i·t.y Whi·eh 
wns d:l.splayed. :t.owards th·e vi.~al stimulus conditions. It was 
still possible t.o maintain the response patt.ern which had be.elti 
. bu:iJ:t· up du.::d.ng the earliez. part 'Of the e%periment with verry little 
ad;ja~m&nt t. the subject· could :inure himsel.f te the po~ncy .~· the 
stimulus and continue listening t<>. his own su.bvooal ohant:ing, * 
* stndies.of :rhythm are relevant in .. tbis context.. In a comp.r$hensive 
survey on ~he' t.opicc• wettz and Fa1.z (140) re·pol.'t wide individual. 
difference'~,. bu.t high .intra-indiVidual eons:lst·ency... JIDnola·i has 
eond:tleted a, v.ati:'1ety ;of studies in this .field• Re h.as fO'I:md that the 
spontaneous speed. of subjects .in va:d:ans ld.nd;s of perf'orman'!le is a 
highly stab1e· chua:ctertstic.. ()Iter· .a great. many tasks end :ove:r:- con• 
siiie.rsble periods of .. t:irne,. his :t>esults demonstrated individUel constancy 
in te:mpo 'tn<iasU:rements~ Using ta.cto:r anal:y.sis,. he .. was able to .isolate 
(Cont-inued on bct:tom o.f page 2.9 ) 
.. 
.{.2,) 
si¢f.iean~. increase in i:nacour.~a:.r 'fltls is an expected. tinding even 
. ' 
' 
on a .Purely common 'Sense lev~l-1·_ since the .larger your. durat$on t}le Q0r& 
se·ope yon h·ave- to "go mo~ng--",. . ·On a m:ot"G s~i~ntUi.e .levol,. we have 
. ··~/<·~:-~·:·. ' . ' . 
provided more scope 'tdtt the. Q~ratton of. s.,oneeived time~~ we· ha:ve· 
. . . t' . • ) . ' • 
:resus¢itatea in somewhat :ll'efmshed c~ the problem of the Indiff-erence 
tnterval and ±ts .rela.t'lve the. ift·speQ't'ous prasant11 :. 'rhe .:tnd~fference 
lnterv:al of' vierordt is ·th,at. inte:rtta.l \Vhi.Ch is judged with the. m.inimum 
error•- Beiaw. this int~al time signals a;re ov.erest~mated:~ ab;Ove· i;;hts 
inte:t;"Val time signals are underest.imat ed.j Th-e gre~ differences .in 
. . 
its determirrat.i.<>n and .·it.$ e;ltJ.ldven$$S in .so many e·ont-exts h:ave .lead .to 
thee .a-eereased interest in-t.n'ing ·.t:o pin .;it down., 
. ~- . - ' ' ~-
": f 
> ' I ' • 
~he view ·that. , there is . a $ace of' time which may be ,p·eroe:ived 
as. a unit , ls an old on~ .as refe;enee :to William James (1890 pp 609-.613') 
unit of time' (the ".spec-ious present"} whi.eh. ~:e held. t-o be "tbe original: 
·peregon ana P,rotot.ype ot a11 c:enceived tU.esn {p.;6Jl),~. Boring has 
prOpOsed ·that a mucl:l shortew :inte:rval of t·im~ • the Indiff.ereno.e Ionterval. ..... 
Should s&rV-e as a .measure o:t the speaiouf! present.. His equation :of the 
speCious present .and the· Inditfere~e Interval is indtrectly en(lorllJed 
" ·~ '~ 
in the following .statement by rra::Lsse which relates the Indiffe):'anee· 
.Point t·o :the .optimal tnte.rv:al ·for . the :functioning ot''the. nervous ,ctent;re;s~ 
'"W~king,; heartbeats .•. movements effected at a apont-a:neous 
· tempo., and pe-rceptions all follow on at inte.rvals of 
ab011t 0.10 seconds•.· W!ierh we e~onsider to be the .optimum 
·int~Grval for the functioning -of the nervous centres ........ 
~Jal . 
suoh 'constant f.ae~ors as the speed :of perctapt.ton,,. speed fi't cogntt.:lon 
.and speed :of: ;reaction time·~-. :He believed t'h.at this conststeney repre~· 
entea fund-amental pnychG'l:ogi¢8.1 ohar:a.ete:ristics. -~he ~results ¢t: a · 
etud.y wh1-ob Rimoldi conducte<l with. ·Oabariski.··i:s congruent with ,our own 
:finding"s. · ·'It was f'ou.nd that' tit~ ~rat:e· ,e>f· tap.P¥tg. ·,i,n ,egosu.re)o· 
:vasual.!y .R~sented patterns' is_.e~remelt.->r.esistant to cl1·@1Se: even 
fat.igtle .had 1?:0 be eonsid:el'able to disrupt tlie tempe. 
If we accept the above point of view, we emerge· with the 
hypothesis that the eloaer the inten·ai· approximates to the ttspecions 
present" (tle'fined as the Indifference Interval) the less likely the 
oonsoiou.s pl:'ocesses axoe l~Jrely to enter the individual•s time estimat.iorh 
In a sense his estimation will more likely be a. functi-on of I!,rceived 
than conceived time. 
Piaget *s d.istinction between primary pe.rception and perceptfl§l 
act:lvity will el a:d:fy the po:i.nt. According to him,, J!rimary perception 
.is relatively un-affected by operat.ional thought (suoh field effects or 
primary i.llusl.ons as the MUller-tyer(are the .results of primary perception). 
Perceptual activity, on the other hand, tends to :reduce the magnitUde .of 
the field effects .• It is oharaet~r1sed by .active configurations, 
memories and other processes vmieh -emerge with the operation of' 
intelligence. flhough perceptual activity reduces the primary illusions 
producecd by primary perception* it is the sanrce of sacondal."y' illusions. 
. . 
(A typical secondary illust.oti' -~n the Elxperience of time is the Kappa 
( 
effect) .• 
Within this thaoret'ical fra.tilework,. E_eroeived time would be 
a function of primary perceptionsi ~congeiy:ed time would :refleet the 
illusions resulting from perceptual .act.ivity. ~he Indifference Inte*al 
could be, seen. as a. type .of transiti.on poi-nt.. Going back to our ovm. 
expetriment, it is ·clear that we are more interested in the manner in 
Which the individual .creates the conscious present. An experiment 
invest:igating personality differences is more concerned wi.th. the illusions . 
generated by the individual.'•s perceptual. ootivity. ltn approprlate 
duration would be one which caters t'or the need to pr,ovide enough scope 
for the free play oi' pel'Ceptual aetivi ty1 since only in this way o·atl 
the ef'feots of eha::racter structure become manifested .• 
reproduction techniques should be bo1me in mind. Hence ou:r selection 
' . 
. 
of' duration WOt1ld have to strlke ;a balance between "psyehophysieal 
elegance' and manipulation of mood 0 :. · Loehlin puts the issue well : 
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••One reason for this may well be that the 
experimental manipUlation of variables of 
attention and .attitude is ·unaertain a:t 
best • This situation is aggravated by the 
fact that many investigations of the percep-
tion -of time have preferred to work with 
.intervals only a few seconds in. length, 'Which 
offers many edvantages in terms of pszcho 
physical el~ga.nce, but little scope for the 
manipul at i<>n .o:f mood" .. 
Ohi ... sqo.are tests failed to yield significant dif'f'e:rences 
'between. the two groupst~ · The only item which approached the • 05 
level of :signif.icance was No.5. ".tt:re your 'feelings easily hurt ?" 
This was more often endorsed by the Int.ernalizing group (those Who 
we.:re less affected by stimulus conditions). This was an interesting 
trend:; especially in the .light of the second experiment which .re.vealed 
this item to be the most sensitive. (This will be more fully dealt 
Vlith in Cb.apter VI which is concerned With the results of both e.:xperiments).. 
f.Uhe failure of the que·stionnaires to reveal significant differ--
ences in personality type.s was somwJhat disappointing. However . ., :in view 
of the fact that this experiment was more specifically concerned vri.th 
the role ·Gf experimental. conditions, (cf. (b) of ahapter I) than personality 
variab.les., it was not considered. a damaging refutation ·of the hypothesis. 
;_" ' 
~ "'.J' 
E. X P E R I M E 11 '.!· . II ... 
I .• IN:!fRODUC~.ION 
(1) the superio:r;>ity of the handle over the other methods of 
reproducti.on was confirmed and: its reliability as a method f:Ol!' detecting 
individual. ·differences e.ecepted .• 
· (2) the large-at duration was shown to be the most appropriate £or 
an e:~tperime:nt investigating personali.ty -differences. . :tt was alw~,s the 
durati®; associated with the larger error in time judgement. 
(3) :The role· of the sense modality was evident fro·m the fact that 
the predicted result ooourred only .for the. Sttditory sti'!tlUli. ~~ere was 
no si.gni:ficant difference in the respon·ses ·t.o the introduction of meaning 
in the ,ifPUal stimul:us conditions. · ·!fhis suggests that 1f our theo!'Y 
has any validity tt v1otud be more fruit:ful. to exp.lore its •Operation itt 
the audttol'y field.. *Rwc expl,anatli:ons were offered for the failure of 
t.he meaningful v!snal stimulus conditions to produce statistically 
significant 'l'eS\l.lts : 
. I 
(a) 'rhe fil;'st explanation was sought· in the physiological 
:mak~up of the modality c:onoern~d.. fhe .hypothesis 
offere.d was that th.e actual stmcture· of the· sense 
receptors o:an hinde:- or aid d1.ssooiat1on. The Subject "s 
visual apparatus makes it possible f.or him to shut out 
dtstract.ing influences !J the auditory receptors oaxmot 
.select; the impingement .of stimuli in this way.. The 
individu-al. ea:m.ot dissoe1:ate .from the purely .sensory 
. impact of the· stilllllli.. · 
(b) A m()l!'e likely e~lana.tion JVas sugg.ested by the inditid• 
uaJ.•s private st.rategies in the situation.. 'the ·indiv• 
idual improvised .a r~ytlnnic cue syst~ whi.eh acted as 
an .a.ccompat'.lYing guide to the formal mode of reproducti-on. 
Rb,ythmie patterns (e ... g. tai>ping cr ·oount·:ing) are easier 
to rnaililtain in the f'aee of c:ompelling visual stinnlli 
even When these are altered :r.a.di'eally since they of:fe·r 
·no real -interfe'rence with the ind:tvidual·•s int:r.a.-o 
·organismic activities. (Rimoldi''s findings were cited 
in this connection), •. aompailing auditp:t,y stimuli. however. 
tamper more '6a.sily with rhythmic ·patterns depending ·on 
the i:ndividual"a susceptibility to external stimuli.. 
;(1) 'lhe met'hod. of l:tnear arm movement w.as to be the .mode of repro--
duction:~ In this experiment ltne,ar .ann movement was to be controlled 
sincE) the reliability :for linear con.trolled arm movement was higher than 
i 
that tor free arm mwement.: (ct .• Du· :Preez p~ Z3'1- J ) 
·(:2) 'Two durations were te be used. The smaller duration of the 
:second. experiment was the .largest d.u:ration of the .first :: e.4 seconds. 
. . . . ~- . 
ldeterm.S,.nad by a desill'e to stx-.ike a. balance between 'what pe:ri.od ,ts .con-
:sidered '.adequate f.or 'the eff'ects or· personality to show i.tself' :and yet 
not ·in:~ect a. ~ew variable ;),;nto th:e experimental conditions : the &f£ec:t.s .. 
,a, 1-anger duration would perhaps~,:v:i;.eld more f,ertUa personality .effeet:s 
but the corresponding effects Qf ''the mode .of· response would neutralise 
(3l !he stimulus conditions were p~edominantly auditory. we 
decided to salvage the pure t·one from the ·:f'irst experiment but t"o alt-er 
.not .ha<nng i~ completel:y mdi~:oey-. ou:r expeetati.ons had been modif''i&d 
by the first. expe-riment • :T:his time we were interested in the :in~.erplt:cy" 
.(a;) dependence on .{Vtll:nerabi.li.ty ~-o.) external 
stimla.ti,on;t -and 
.. . : ' . 
It wa13 cle-ar t:ha.t:: Loeblin·':s activity-passivity 'faetcr· r;as an 
important cGnsider,ati~on- i.n .inve:stigatin.g t,he me.aning .of· atimu.li.. .Ji'r.aissec 
has commented on the di:fferenee between changes Wh:ieh are onl,y un,de;rgone 
In h:is discussion o~ the importance of 
unti'ied , t.ime always seems· $o .be: long u • • 'This happens wh.eneve:r we 
undergo eh:anges .instead of ·creat.ing them. lfi'or a. spect at1Qr:• the int.eT-
.ests though :real ·enough; d.o not give the task unit:Y·· .!he net o-f 
, I 
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peree.ptton has its end. in ·itself and not in an objective to be reached 
,o-r ~taSk .to be ~c~iea· cut11 .,. 
is r&latiV&fY easy to .ignore:.. We doecided that nat only ·VIou.lci ·st:imUlU'S 
.. conditions be directed ma:tnl.y at ·the anttitory modalit:y (which had been 
~Ol'm ~a 'be more' V'U.hlertfule· t:O external ~hange) but the tnd;tvidu.a't was 
:now to bec;ome an aotiv• ;parti.c·ipant; in the er:eation of the :$Jtper.ienae cof 
,.. ' 
Ch:ange. ~his would. guarantee ltls engagement :in th·e st.imulus ;O'ond:iti.on:s .. 
ltence· ;one ~f thtf non-tmditoey items was·· mental ArithmetiC:. Slides con• 
tain.ing simple problems ·ware to be pr'OJG·ct.ed onto t.he wall in f:ront ot 
tf,le :stlb~:eet who was to eomp1ete as. many sums as he could within the 
·t:tori. He woul~ be told beforehcmd. about the tilne limit :and t.he· tbne . . . 
;Judgement be would be: ex,peeted to gtv.e·. 'The· other no~au.<H.:toey it.em Vlaa 
-to he an empty interval .• (:strictly :speaking no intenals are eve;r' Wholly: 
,• . ' . . ... 
em?ty; t·hey ar.e "<:Hilled empty because no known. ·Oir intentional stimuli 
fill the intervals). .The- empty interval was inCluded h"eoause we had 
not articulated £:Or our.sel vea a dlear--cut definition .of the c-omponents. ·01 
the ·~wo peraonelity types,.. (JmpoZtant uetUls' were still eqttfvoc&_ •. e_.g. t 
were th:e stimulus-bound per.sOniutties ·eh:aracterised b,y their wlner,abil: ... 
. ity .to·:;. or their .dependence en external .stimuli ?) Mo:t"&:OVer it shcmld 
(pot~nt. music .. ; 'Bea.tles and Roak "tl R;gll;.) and a prose passage. !rhe ever-
all Btl'lloture eon.st.ttuted (What we thought of :as} a hie:rarehy 'Of .me:ani~ . 
we had no 
elem:-eut hypothesi~ as to wheth~r th~ ar.i.thmetie item ·in fact made· 
.g:r&a~cer demands on the il'ldividual than t.he mUsic it.em.. w:r ·exp&tltation 
was that ~his item ... becau.se i.t demanded. aet2ve participation on the.· 
part o:f the $nClividual·""'· would be a mGre sensitive in.st.rwnent of 
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·the subject vrould be less able to gauge duration during the :music or 
the empty interval. '!h:i.s was because we: c®d net be sure as to how 
hi.s stimulus ,or:Lentat:ion would manifest itself in the time experience. 
Would his judgement of time be l.e.ss accurate When he was .distracted bz 
stimuli (Beatle :music) , or When be was :unaided: . b:v ·external stimuli and 
thrown onto h:i.s own ~souoes (during the em~ty interval) ? 
.Xn this chapter only the apparatus used in the experiment., 
the proeedure and the .result s Will be described. The discussion of 
z;ewlts .ana tbe general. issues .raised wiU 'be ·provided in subseqn:ent 
chapters. 
The subjeet.s tested were male st.udents at the University .of 
Oape Town. 'They were drawn from a variety ·Of courses and ranged fron 
:f'1'l'st yael! unde:rgradu.a.tes t:a seniors. Psyohology students vrere exe-luded 
so as not to introduce a new variable into the· experiment. They were 
paid R2. 00 for a one and a half' hour session. 
III A P PAR. ATUS 
!he appa:ratus fDr produc~ng 'the auditory time signals and f-or 
:rEl'pttoduction of the d11ratton of the signal by l.inear arm movem~nt were the 
same as that used in Experiment ·x. ifhe mttsi.c was recorded: f.rom Beatle and 
Rock 'n Roll :records and only extre.cts which were part:icularly ·compelling 
were Chosen. No extract ·which contained wonts was inO:l.uded. because it 
\'las felt that this might. introduce an unueeessa:cy variable int·o the .exper-
iment. ~hese extracts were timed by a stop watch. The prose sta.tementf3 
we:re selected from ·various sources, e.g. arehaelogical and geographical 
texts .and deser1p1riv.e passages. An attempt was made to sel.eot fo.ree:tu.l. 
'Striking statement.s which would also exactly fill the .required duration. 
These three :items were reeol:'d·ed so that the 'bulk Of the expe:ri-- . 
ment could he run off from a recording and unnecessary delays would be 
reduced ~·o a minimum. The empty interval • bounded by two clicks - was also 
recomed. Onl:y the a:rJ.thmet.ic :item was not ooll'ti'ained on the rec.ord±.ng .• 
·' I 
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"J!he .subject was again s&ated in front ·of a table en Which was 
-pl.aeed: ~he :reproduction apparatus.. fhts ti.n:e ortly the handle equipment 
.was provided o 
the hand.le at the le.ft .as bef:ere. He was instructed a;s. follows· f' 
''"This is an experiment ·on time &·stimation. We will be 
presenting you with various ·sound~s and you will ~be 
require.d to -est.imat.e the duration of these. ~here 
are four diff.erent types of sounds,. After each 
sound you will be expeeted to reprodu-ce its duration 
by· moving the handle as follows .: 
llefcre I· begin I will give you en example of each type 
of sound. The fiZ!st is a ttme (.30 ·seconds).. At this 
point you will be· ,expect.ed to. estimate the duration of 
the tone.. The next typ~t :i·s an -empty interval separated 
b'Y two clicks <as :f'ollov1s .: I want you t·o ooneent.rate on 
the passage -of time between the clicks and -after the 
second click to reprodttce th:e ·time which. elapsed between 
the clicks. The third type of sound is .a verbal state-
ment· \Vhich wi'll 'be read to· you, e .• g. 1!he f.OlU'th type 
of· sound is a piece of· music. You will hear eaCh type 
.of sound several times in, .random ot.'der.-. In the ease 
-of each the dura.ti..cm. must ·be reprOduced. by moving the 
handle .f·or as long as the sound lasted... Is this clear ?" 
Booh type was presented siX times• three pre·sentations .iOf the. 
two dttrat:ions. (8.4 and .17.2 seco:nds). (Again the mean error ,score· was 
used to calculat-·e .error). ·~he :filf'th category,. . .Arithmetie. was pl'esented 
,a,fte:t" the· tape was finished. ;Slides. ·Of simple ar1th'f'lle"t,;i'¢. problems 
(t.o be founii .in ~able UI of the Appendix) were projected onto the wall 
in f'.ront of the wbjeet. ~hese were timed by a Bunter Deoade .Interval 
were projected and as scon as they were r~moved.,. reproduce h.is e:stimat:ton 
.of the duration by maris of the meth:od .(1£ eontrollad linear arm movement .• 
!rhe ·second half of th~ e~riment was now ad:ministerea. 
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~here \Tere four personality tests ; 
(l) Mea.sttre ·Of Dissociation (Arithmetic.) 
SUbjects were presented with sheets containing arithmetic 
problems (more complex than the last) which they were requ.ired to solve 
to the sound of .harsh baokgrol.Uld noise. Sound td'f'eets were played at 
high volume for two minutes., at the end of which the subject was to leave 
what he was doing. ~here W&re five extracts chosen on the. basis of 
their power to distract, each lasting two minutes. The rationale .for 
this test was that the Internalizing PEn:"sonality with his greater ability 
;o dissociate would be more. able to wi~hstaud disturbing stimuli than 
his opposite and would manifest this by producing a larger output ot 
correct a.1swers. 
(2) Questionnairot 
Jthree qu:estionn.air~ s were administered : 
(a) The first two were the s.ame as those admil'listered for 
the first exper.iment.. (Appendix pag-es 1o~- 109 ) 
'(i) A shortened MPI• plus miscellaneous items garnered 
from the F- seale, plus several self ... deseriptive 
items eoncernillg their perception of and attitude 
towards time in everyda;s life situations. 
(ii) !ray1or Manifest AnXiety .. 
(b) Cfhe third. qu.estionnai~ was devised to elicit. some additional 
:information on the ~sponse to the separate :items. ~hce questionnaire 
is contained on page 3 cf the Appendix .• 
to provide an indication here of what type of information we were after. 
Essential1y we were intere.sted in the subject's awareness of his own 
strategies in the situation. .Does he at.tempt to devise a private 
pace-maker '? Was it more difficUlt to maintain fo.r some items than 
for others '? Which items did !!!_. consider he estimated more a.oouratel7 ? 
Oould he articulate the reasons :for this ? Which items d1d he enjoy 
most ? (A 7 ... point semantic ditferent.i.al scale was used for the rating 
of each item). 
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(3) Rorschach: 
1'he second test wa.s based on Kretschmer's finding that 
Cyclothymes showed a. distinct tendency towards colour-reactivity while 
Sellizothymes showed o. corollary tendency toward .form-reaetivit.y. The 
Dissociative ability attributed to the Schizothyme and wba.t Kretschmer 
regarded as its opposite, the Integrative tendency cho.racterising the 
Cyclothyme suggested the possibility that the two personality types 
explored in thi~ study would differentiate themselves by their responses 
to the Rorschach. If our theory was valid then those subjects. who 
obtained high scores (large error scores) in their judgements ,of the 
meaningful stimuli should produce a preponderance of colour-controlled 
responses in their Rorschach p140tocols. Since we were spoeifieally 
interested in the colour-form dichotomy, only the five. colour cards 1rere 
a.dministered: numbers ii, iii, VIII, IX, x. The test was administered 
in the usual manner (t~Wba.t do you see in the picture? Where do you see 
it?n) • 
(4) Thematic Apperception Test~ (T • .A..T.) 
Four T .. A.T. cards were administered : numbers 3 BM, 6 DM, 
12 M, 18 BM. Little is Imown about the effect or order of presenta-
t.ion of the cards although it is likely that this is not an important 
factor. The differential effectiveness of pictures in eliciting 
reactions is an individual matter, so that a fixed order cannot possibly 
ensure that the same condit.ions o.re being produced for each person. 
Subjects were required to give a verba 1 account of their responses to 
the pictures. 
V. 'I' n. E A T M E N 1 OF ll"ESULTS 
A. TIME ESTIMATION: 
(l) The scores for each it.em were treated in exactly the same 
1ray as in the previous experiment, error scores were calcula:ted for 
,, 
~ . . 
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'&Mh duration ana ·only the mean error score was usad. Thu:s each 
Analysis of Variance. . . :; 
(2) 
to personality diffe·r.en"Oes 'm! establiShed the median value of the error . - . '. ' ' 
S~O~S .f·or e~h .type ·Of stimulUS and asSigned the iabel ~'Extema.ll7.a 
. ' . "' ' . . 
Integrattngn to aJ:l subjects who .so·ored above this value. It was . 
' - ' ·.~ . , '~- . I ' ' • • ' , ' . • ' ~ ,· "" . ,. , T ~ • 
haped that by txoeating each type ·of. :stimulus. a.s a distinct, system. ot 
~ ·;, ' I t • ' <· t I 0 I • ~ l f. I • • f I ' o ' I .. ' ·, ~ ~ 
classification and analysing personality ~!7ta separate'l.y for :ea¢li 
I'· 
.~ouping established in' this way. th~ most ~:tfferenti:a.ting stimulu·s· 
• ;•.. ~ • ' . ~. • • :' ; : • ' . l • ' • -. • .: ., • '' 
·' ''·I: 
t:roottng s-om1:d effect_s) :were summed for output and a.ocnr.ao;y. 
• . !-
the. correct .responses were used :in the index .of the ability to concan-
~ • - t 
·were -used to esta.bl'ish the significance levels of the .frequency 
d1stributi:On of the snbjeet:s' endorsements. 
~The original choice .of the ·aorseha~h 1;est as a d.tegno·sM.c t·ool 
was determined by :its r-:ead.y-made ooloar-t:orm. di;.ehotomy. Eysenok•s 
~em>:tt that Schizothyme·s are more t'.Orm-det·ermined. and CyolotJ;tymes moM 
colour-determined h:ad suggest.ed :th'is factor as a method .ot sPlitting OTW 
~wo groups.. Henee tne t~st was initi~ly scored along -eomrent.iona11ine.s 
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but using only the determinants of colour and forme' At the time of 
administ.ration and scoring of the tests, the examiner was unaware of 
the .subject•·s re.sults .in tJ.me.oi.estimation experiments •Or any other ·of h:ts 
performance tests. HoW9:vert aft.er establishing classification sy.st.ems 
(the SU:bject·•s grouping being determined by his score relative to the 
median) a i'reqtlEmey tally of .Rorschaoh records was constructed. It 
soon became clear that the Oolour-.Fom dL-nension was unsatisfactory 
since although people differed in their production of colOur-:f'orm 
responses, the frequency of :form responses did not ve:ry much. Protocols 
from extreme subjects were re-examined for an impression of striking 
differences and it soon became apparent that another dimension ... the 
relative preponderance of movement•controlled responses (M) - would be 
more differentiating. We decided to abandon the colour-form dichotomy 
and substitute coloul:"*.m,;;.;:w;..;..;;;;.e;;::me;;:;.;· n:;;.t.· .. ----
(a) nete.rmini,ng the. "C" score: 
Individual responses were judged in accordance with criteria 
lai-d do\vn by Klopfer and Kelly {1942). The "C" .score was 
dete:mrl.ned on the basis of pure colour responses (.C) and CF. 
Il'l the final .scoring :for colcmr. all relevant colour .responses 
were taken into account, including those that were part of a 
larger response (such as '1dancing animaJ.s wearing red hats••) 
and colour symbolism. 'The reason for the inclusion of the 
latter will be elaborated in the discussion in Ch"aPter v .• 
(b) !!!.,termini;ng the np1' score: 
The determination of this score presents the least problems., 
since as Witkin has poi.nted out "it is a. residual whose 
quantitative value is inversely related to the freque.ncy of' 
a1l other responses that require greater involvement nth a 
variety of features of the blotn. Indi.vidual form responses 
\'Ve%1e ·scored in ac.ct:>rdance with generally accepted criteria 
as given by Klopfer and Kelly (1942).. Responses that were 
primarily form response~ but bad other scoring determinants 
subordi:1at.e to .fonn (not relevant to our purposes) were also 
· included in estimating the proportion of f.om. responses. 
(e) Determining the ttMu score-: 
Individual M responses were also judged in accordance with 
criteria laid down. by Klopfer and Kelly. Some indication 
of motor activity was necessary f'o:t~ a response to be scored 
M. Also clearly expressed motrement s in parts of human 
figures were scored M. Inanimate and Animal. movement res-
ponses were scored as movement 'tendencies. but were not 
included in the determination of the M score. 
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Results were computed, as follows : 
A sco.re \'7as assigned to every colour response and to every 
movement :re.sponse. The final number was then used, and the t ... test 
applied. 
(4) Thematic llpgrr<:_e;etion Test (T.A.!.) 
Since we were essentially interested in diagnosing only one 
facet of personality make•up ... their charaoteristic stimulus 0 tropismtt -
a. complete conventional T.A.T. analysis wo.s unnocess?J:"Y. fnlile it 
was appreei~ted that a comprehensive analysis is of greet import,ance 
in making as complete an .interpretation of the individual protocol as 
possible, it was felt that the inclusion here would tend to confuse 
the picture and make /statistical c-omputations unnecessarily cumbersome. 
3 lUI On the floor against a couch is the huddled form of' 
a boy \'lith his bead bowed on his r.ight .arm. Beside 
him on the floor is a revolver. 
6 13M A short elderly women stands with her back turned to 
n ·tall young man. 'lhe latter .,is looking downward's 
v.dth a perplexed expression .. 
12 M A young man :.ts lying on a. eouch with his ey,es closed. 
'Bending over him is the gaunt form of an elderly men 
his h!llld stretched out above the face of th-e recli.ning 
figure. 
18 BM A man is clutched from behind by three hands. The 
figures of his antagonists are .invisible .• 
(J;'ilrrrq's description). 
'While these cards ce·rtainly do not cover a \Vide range· of situa:-o 
tions we felt that they would be effective in eliciting a satisfactory 
mea...~re of the responses relevant to our purposetl.o 0t1r field of interest 
was Ben;ry•s Area 2 : nEmotionru Reactivity" • fhis section is concerned 
with an analysis of the following t ":To what general area Of stimUlation 
is he most reaGtive ? ..;,. stimulation .from the oute::r world or :t:'!'om his inner 
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The individual•s charac11:er1stio orientation to stimulation 
manifests itself in several. dimensions of his personality functioning. 
The three we considered relevant were the followin&: 
(a) Inte!7Personal Relations; 
T'O 'What ment d.:oes the subject re-adily empathise. and 
to What extent does he fail to see personal emoti'On ? 
(b) Inner Life: 
Does he .accept or reject inner life ? Is his language 
J:ntraceptive {expressing personal. feelings) or Ex:tra--
eeptive (showing a high awareness of external events 
_and pressures ?} .• 
{c) Dire.otion of Emotional Energy: 
Is this energy act 5.ve or passive ? How does he use 
his energy in his solution of personal problems and 
eon:flicts ? 
Accordingly each T. A..T. protocol was scored with reference to 
these three dimensions. 
(a) A score was assigned every time an empatic response was 
produced. "0" was recorded in its absence. 
(b) A score wa.s recorded for acceptance af inner life and 
"0" fCIJ.' its rejection. 
(e) A. seore was recozde"d for every active or assertive respons& 
to the situations created by their own stories. The 
passive responses were recorded as zero. In this way 
every response was recorded. 
In deve~oping the~ scores, we attempted to make directions 
consistent \'lith each other. 5?hus a high score on each will indi-cate 
the same personality type. 
VI : R E S U L !t S 
The oompJ.ete Analysis of Variance can be found in Table VI 
of the Appendix-. Only significant :findings Will be dealt with here. 
A summ.ary Table will be provided below f.or ease of reference. 
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TABLE Il 
Source of Variation §ifmifi.oanee Level -
Stimulus Conditions (A) 
( 
99.5 '% 
Duration . (B) 99.5 ~ 
-
SUbject Effects (C) 99.5 7. 
AB 99.5 '1 .. 
AC 99.5 % 
--
00 '99 .. 5 '7o 
K E y 
A : stimulus Conditions -Mean Error B .. Duration Mean Error . 
At ,; T-one 2.2. 5cU 131 = 8.4 seconds 2_.00 .Sees. 
I A.2 = Passage 2.54 sees. B2 = 17.2 se¢.onds :'3.42 ~-- . 
I AJ Empty Interval 2.1_3 Sea. I " 
4 :. WIU.sic 2.63 s-. 
As "' Arithmetic .(..19 --' I .. 
l• The larger a-uration (B2} was responsible f.or the signific.o.nt 
i.ncrease in inaccuracy as expected • 
2. (a) Th~ most impo-rtant finding was the fact that the .Arithmetic 
item was responsibl-e for the significant increase in inaceuraoy. The 
. ' . . ' 
other items do not differ significantly from e-ach other (see Table II 
above). This result was "interpreted as a function o,f stimulus con-
ditions :rather than determined by -personaJ.ity differences. (The 
reasons for this wil.l be elaborated in ehapter IV;, the "Discussion o'E 
2. (b) '.Che median value obtained from the error se~ores of each 
stimulus condition pr-OVided a means of classifying 1ndividuals according 
to their position relative to the med.ian. This permitted an examination 
of ind.irldual behaviour patterns. ·A .sarntiny of this ·revealed that 
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:tour .types' of :response pa.tt ems were possible. 
· (i1) Group. ll:: 
'' 
(iii) GrOup 0:: 
I . 
(tv) Gr.oup D~ 
·Individuals vJb.o felt into this group produced 
:estlmat~ons which were always abova the median 
'Value.· Members of thi.s gr;oup cwere .labelled, 
l:nte:m:lli'zers on· the assumption :that their 
relative oootiraey was a ·funeti.on··o:f' tn·e'i't' 
ll1terna;t~ztng :,.ar d.issooia.ti.ve tenden~.ie:e .• 
·~his gr.ou.p ·contained :stx. subjeets.. · 
·'. .. ' '' ·. 
e:onsisted of t~ose · sub~eots who el wa:Ys fell ~low 
the· median value. ~hese were also labelled 
tntemalize:rs. In this ease • we as.sumed that 
the ::til:> e~nsist.ent· :inaa-cu:rac:y .meant that ... they were 
nnat'fiected 'by ·the o~nt~nt o:f the stimulus.,. 
This· grnup .contained· f.ive. m1bject.s. 
'.,. ~ 0 0 .. < 0 < •• • > ' L' J 
eonststed' of tho.se subjects who were a£fecte.d by 
the'' 'sttmul:i. which. were de:signated as meaningful; 
the Jri.thmettc,.. Miisic al1d Pros& statements. 
~hei%' sco~s 'f~r these . !19%'~ above the' tned~rm Etl1d . 
their~ scores· f.or the empty interv.al and the t.one · 
ivere ·bel-ow the value• Thess subjeGi;s wre 
lab·alled ·nxtema:tize~s :since they were markedly 
.affee:te~ by the· c-ontent .of the: Stimaius:. ... · 
~h~s. group ~o~t;ained "six subje.cts. ; . ·.:. 
~onsisted of :t;.hosfi1 subj~cts who were :re'lati.vely 
iaC·~a.te (above the median). for the 1;1aaningful 
.. items '(Arithmetic. r.msie. and· ~J?rose); yet . .in.aceurat·e 
'When' it came to the ernpt.y . inte:rvai' and'· the. tone. 
~hese were o.onsidered' EXternai1ze;rs be·cause ,of the: 
~ge'Stio:rl. · ot .·their de.pendene'G on. external· B-titnttli. 
1hey We:OO· ·mo-re · ~naeeurate when· they. were ;re qu.ired . 
·to·· Su.PP~~i · tlie.ir :own ~ental. ct>ntent. · 
Tllta· group contained ,seven subjeet·s. 
~ . ' ' 
,, ' 
,. " ' ' 
'', ' 
trere: -eitne'r a1~ways (relativ.e-l;y), aeourate or·tns.courate, i.e,. the'ir error 
se:ores maoe not e~senti'ail;y det¢r.ndned. by the eon.tent of the. stinltftus. 
(b) 
dependence -on stimulus. e<>;ntent l' they we're selected ,en the basis of 'their. 
tenaeney 't:o cllange the;ir ;(r&lative} a¢cure.4y in accoclanoe with 'the 
nature of the stirmllut:u 
· :2 .• (c.)· 
type of stimlus. 
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differentiating stimulus. Moreover, we felt that by establishing 
two types of 1:lassification systems in this way it would be possible to 
examine tlte interrelations betvcen response patterns. To i llustra.'te:: 
would an individual who was assigned the label "Externalizer11 in terms 
of his overall response pattern also be found in this {the Externalizing) 
group according to his response to say Arithmetic? On each criterion 
subjects whose error score exceeded the median value were classified as 
Externally-Integrating and tl1ose whose error scores were below it were 
labelled lnternalizers. 
B. PERSONAI,ITY STRUCTUR.Ea 
( 1} Measure of Dissociation (Arithmetic) 
No significant correlations were found between the .Arithmetic 
output and the Externalizing-Internalizing groups. 
TABLE lit 
Correlations between Arithmetic Sco:ces and Externalizing-
Internalizing Groups as differentiated b:y Music, Arithmeti~ 
~d tbe yerbal Passage. 
Music Arithmetic 
r=+.031 r=-.012 r=+ .. 04l 
The value of r was derived from the computational 
formula for Biserie.l Coefficient of Correlation. 
r ... Mp-Mq x E.!l (Guilford p.297) 
Ot Y 
(2) Ouestionnaires: 
A separate comparison of questionnaire responses was done for 
each type of stimulus (arithmetic, passage, music) using the classification 
provided by tbe median values. 
'.I 
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Significant differences in the responses o£ the two groups 
were found for each type of stimulus. The full questionnaires are to 
be i'ound in Appendix A .. cyJesti onnaire s were item analysed,. A 2 x 2 
fold table was constructed for each item and the probability value of 
1t?. calculated. 
e.g. It is all very well to talk o£ ideals but it is 
practical matters of fact that count in the end. 
RESPONSE 
F&se 
Externalizers 12 ) 
lntemalizers 5 10 
73 = 6.5 
p "" .01 
Only the items which provided signifi~ ant differences will 
be quoted here. 
(a) When classification .of Internalizers and Ex.-temalizers was 
based on median error scores for the estimat.ion. of the duration of the 
yerbal passage the f'.ol;towing items were found to discriminate significantly 
between the two groupo: 




"It is a:Ll very well to tal.k of ideals but it is practical 
matters of fact that count in the end"'• (p < .05) 
~here is no doubt that iove is an important factor in 
one•.s choice of one•s marriage partner, but other,. more 
practical factors are. -of eqaal importancen. (p <( ,-(1.5) 
".I have a pretty definite idea of what I will be doing 
next .summer" • (p <( • 01) 
Items affirmed significantly more oft-en by tnternal.ize·rs: 




"The future is too uncertain for a person to plan 
very far ahead". (p < .. 05) 
nDo you consider yourself a rather nervous person ?" (p <(.05) 
"Are your feelings easily hurt ?" (p < .01) 
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(b) When ala.ss:Lficat.ion of Intel:'nalizers and Erle:rnalizers was 
based on median error scores .for the estimation of the dur.ation .of 
.arithmetic the following items were found to discriminate significantly 
between the t\70 groups : 






"It is better to go along with the crowd than be a martyr". 
. (p < .<:!)) 
"If people would tallt: less and work more, everybody would 
be better off". (p < .05) 
1'I ha\te great f'Edth in the futuren. (p ..C: .05) 
"! am often in a hurry".. (p < .-05) 
"! have mal.'ly' memories of childhood events that seem lit..--e 
they might have taken place only yesterdey". {p < .~) 
Items affirmed . significantly more often by Internalizers: 
(l) n Are you:r feelings easily hu1:t ?" (p <( ~ tf5) 
(2) "D.o you worry over possi.ble misf.ortunes?" (p <( .o;) 
(3) nno you laok self oonfidenoe ?" (p<:'.05) 
(c) When classification of Internaliters and Externalizers was 
based on. median error seo:res far the estimation o£ the duration of 
mnsi.c the following items were found to discriminate significantly 
between the two groups : 
(1) "I:f a. perso~ is to get anywhere in life it is sometimes 
necessary to gamble •everything or nothing''•" (p C::::.®) 
(2) "It :i.s better to go along with the crowd than be a martyr". 
<P <·os> 
(3) ntt people would talk less and work more, everybody would 
be better off". (p < . as) 
(4) "I have great .faith .in the futuxe". Cp<.os> 
(5) '"I become impat:i.ent if I have to \vait .five .minute.s f-or 
someone!' (p < . 05) 
·(6) '"Do you prefer action to planning for Mtion ?• (p<.a.n 
(7) "Are you happiest when you are involved in some projee1: 
that calls for rapid ~tion ?" (p <. 05) 
(8) tt.Are you inclined to be qu.iclt and sure in your a.oti.ons ?ff(p .01: 
.(9) 4fWould you rate yourself a lively. individual ?"' {p<.os) 
(10) "VlouJ.d you be very Unhappy if you were prevented from 
making numerous social contacts ?n (aJ.most anhieved p ~ .05 
level ot' oonfid.enee). 
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Items ~fi.rmed signif:ioantll more often by Intern;alizers' 
(1) nr have dif:f.iculty .in concentrat.ing on my work..,,. (p< .ol) 
(2) "I often find it ham to ·tget going•· on something". (p <.05) 
en "The future. is too uncertain for a person t-o plan 
very far -ahead "• (p ('. 05 ) 
(4) "Do you worry too long over .humiliating experiences ?" (p<.ol) 
(5) n A:re your feelings easily hurt ?'1 (p <. 05 J 
{6) "Do you worry ove.r pos-sible misfortunes ?" (p<.os> 
Since this classification had yie~ded such .fertile .resul.ts 
it- was treated from now on as the most sensitive instrument for detecting 
individual differences. Moreover., once it had proved to be such an 
enlightening taxonomic tool we decided to compare the :indiv.iduals 
differentiated by their :responses to 'Music with the "Externalizers-tt and 
flinternalizers" differentiated according to their total response patterns 
(as described on page # ).. we found large overlaps : te~ (.out of the 
total of fifteen} subjects whose. error scores were above the .median 
value in their response to MUsic• were also Externalizers in te.rms of 
our definition of their general response patterns. Eleven of the 
Internalizers were common to both classifications .• 
Overall 
Classifi-cation 
(O.assific:ation by lJUsic 
Internalizers Externalizers 
~Internalizers @ 3 . 
-
; 
E.x:ternalizers l @ 
6.98 
. 
Ph'i -coefficient is significant at the .01 level 
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·!£ ABLE -y; . __ ~ 





. (!lassifieat ion 
tJ not- aignlt'ica.nt 
. ·. 
·:Cla;ssificaticm by Verba1 Pa.ss;f!g! 
• Ov'lil:'all. 
Class'ificatiell .._.._, . 
Extemalizers 
~ not significo.nt 
9 . 
We treated these resul-ts as secondaey c'Onfirmation of t.he 
validity of the Mttsi.c cla.ssif:tc~t..i·oo:t• . . . 
tn Rorschach: 
~-te-sts conductea on the sco~s .of Externalizing·~e~iz1ng 
groups :(diffe:renti:ated according ·t-6 ra':Sponses t .. o MusicO) o;n Colour tc) 
and Movement (M) sho~d ·that tt_he Externalize%' produ-ce.s eoloul." responses 







·,:. 1-_· ... 
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Movement R-:! s~onc~ 
Standanl Deviatit>n 
::::::: . \~-~:-::::::;-::::-• --ti-· _ ____,;.:-:-:------1-.,-3._<3_·6-41-· 01_· ---l1 
4·•· '1h:emat ic· Apge.z:ce pt ion ~est (T. A.:T •. ) 
•T.r.tests revealed two .signifiea:nt diffel.~nces.t The 'Int.ernalizer•s 
(a} tendenoy ·to empathize end his (b) accept.ance of inner life,., are 
signif'icantiy diff·erent :from that of the Erte·malizer who displays the 
reverse', tendencies. :eategoey ( C} Direction of .Emotional Energw i did not 
<.- ' 
cre·veal a significant .dif'ference, although the trend: was in the expected 
direction., (!i:he Intemali:z~rs dfgpl'~ed p:assiy~ emot:ional ~actions). 
Differene.e.s bet:reen mean scores for .. both groups en .the T.~ .. T measures. 
(a) Empath,l. 
~1ea:n stands:rd Deviation t p 
Extet-naiizer 
~:: .26 I I 
.\ 
Interna1izer .82 2~16 p .osj 
{b) .fl1,ner Lif'e 
Standard. Deviation t p 
I .67 
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(e) Direction of Emotional Energy (a) Active 
t'!ean Standard Deviation p 
Externalizer 1.30 ,.65 
ncn; 
Internalizer .94 .42 1.04 significant 
Direction of Emotional Energy (b) Pancive 
t:ean st anda.rd Deviation t p 
Externalizer 1.02 .83 
Almost signifi• 
Internalizer 1.97 1.32 2.09 cant at the 
.as level. 
-·-oooOooo---
D I. S 0 U S S I 0 N OF RESULTS 
This chapter will deal. only with the detailed :findings .of 
Experiment II. A more comprehensive discussion o:f' the .general issues 
raised by both experiments vtill follow in the next ehaptel."• 
A• T DIE EST IM.trr ION: 
our broad general hypothesio that stimulus conditions a.ff'.eet 
apparent duration be.Ca.use of their different impact was convincingly 
confirmed • The extract of music emerged as the most d:.tfi'eren:t iating 
item·. This was an. unexpected f).nding in tenns of our initial rather 
elastic hypothesis which anticipate.d a higher degree of engagement. during 
the ari.thmetic task where the SU:bject is more actively implicated.~ our 
hypothesis was confirmed in one sense since this item was certainly 
responsible f.or a much higher percentage of inaccuracy than any other.~ 
However,, we made a mistake in thinking that it would therefore se.rve as 
a nosological detector• Witkin's comments on the relation of perceptual 
perl'omanee to taSk stra.cture are pertinent.. His studies of the .field-
' dependence dimensi·on led him to the fornntlation of' an "ease of .separation" 
fa.ct·or intrinsic ·t.o certain situations. '1'his refers essenti.ally "to the 
extent to wliiah e:ny particular task facilitates the process of separating 
an embedded item from 1ts field .• · In our context a concept of 4 ea.se of 
d.issociation" could be similarly invoked to account for the E;ystema'tic 
group cliff'erenee in response. The arithmetic item by its' very natl.Q7e 
is· inimical to dissociation• The subjee.t •s private cue system c.oul.d 
not operate during the ,course of the duration since he .is too absorbed 
in his activities. The reproduction o.f duration would have to rely on 
a r&t·rospeetive calcu.l~ion which derived its information :from the 
amount of work accompliShed. 
Fralsse and Piaget have offered conflicting analyses of the 
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ohtld•s eues ~tt the perception of time. Piaget believes that the. child 
derives his cues from his speed of ac.tivity: In Fraisse•s view, the 
number .o:f' changes perceived prmide the cues for retrospective estirne.:t1ons 
of duration ... Both these reference systems were used in our experimental 
'situation, which involved adults. It is likely that in an experimental 
situation of this type. the nature of the task determines the cue sy.stem 
US<:Jd • In ·the arithmetic item, where the task prevented dissociation 
so effectively, .subjects tended to use the '"work aecomplish.edn as a gUide 
to estimation.. The music extract, by its very nature, encouraged ;a 
different reference system. An item which coerces such a large measure 
of involvement in a. task leaves very little scope for the· disclosure of 
personality make-up and tells one mo:re about the influence ot -the task 
structure on performance. In another context, Fraisse accepts the idea 
that output can provide a Teference system 1 *'When the work carried Ottt 
oan be quantified either precisely or approximately., it acts as a basis 
for measurement of duration". Our experiment substantiated this : 
almost every subject examined his work output as a guide before beginning 
his rep:-oduction. * 
One of the most interesting fea,tures of our findings was the 
differential ability ·Of the musical interval to engage different person-
ality types. When one compares responses to .it with any other item we 
considered compelling - e.g. the prose passage .... its sensitivity becomes 
impressive. The weakness of the latter item is not specific to our 
experiment: ~ij;'t & ,McGeo@. ;in 1925 reported an experiment which they 
conducted in two parts. In the first they used i.ntervaJ.s ranging 
from t minute to 5 minutes. Lack of activity was compared t.o listening 
to mat~erial from an engineering .school catalogue,. (pretty dull according 
to the authors) and no significant differences were found : both were 
* Since we had no cl.eaz-cut a priori hypotheses ~egard.ing the Sllbjeets 
strategies at the .. outset of the experiment, .systematic examination of the 
subjeot-ts reference system was not pos.sible. However, during the ,course 
of' conducting the experiment. the wri.ter noted this tendency in all but 
two ot' the subjects .• 
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over-estimated. This result can be likened to our own. Lack of 
antivity is parallel to our empty interval and judging by t.he responses 
to our arohaelogical extracts our pxoose material was also "pretty dull .... * 
In terms .of our Activity-l?ass~vity dimension the prose. passage cannot 
be rated as a compelling item since it obviously f'ai.led to engage 
subjects. If we are not to make the sti:rmlus error, the orite.:t"ion is 
the performance and not the given object or standard. we have already 
noted the fallacy of our a priori assumption tha.t the arithmet.ie item, 
because it is an engaging task, will provide a sensitive instrwnent tor 
trackL'flg down individual differences. our results merely proved to us 
the necessity for cons~doring the ~of activity as well as its mere 
presence. 
The special part pla,yed by music (a.'ld its const.ituent parts-: 
:rhythm .and the auditory sense) in the time experience has often been 
noted in the literature. In 1930 Whitle;z and. Anderson had thetlr 
subjects estimate the length .of musie ... f.illed, buzzex-filled and empt,y 
intervals of 15 to 45 seconds. All th~ inte:t'Vals were under--estimated. 
the music interval most of all.. They al.so asked subj.eots to make 
direct comparisons of pairs of intervals with different :fillings. using 
5. 10 and 15 second .intervals. They found a consistent tendency for 
the music-filled interval (a. strauss march) to be ;judged shorter than 
the o~her two fillings. ** The study conducted by YU'la:PE & Green (1961) 
was concerned with the relationship between n Achievement end time 
est.imat ion. Resul.ts showed that high n Achievement is associated with 
resistance to increasing judgement of a period of time whi.ch .is presented 
on four st\ccessive occasions .in a row. In th.is experiment subjects 
were asked to listen four times t,o a. one minute rec.ording (played loudly) 
* .It i.s probable that the nature of the passage .is not the crucial 
factor : the literature suggests the:t prose passages as such are not 
highly absorb.ing for students. The same study (1925) revealed that 
listening to an entertaining passage .from l!he Adventures of Hueklebern 
~nn made no significant difference : copying nonsense syllables was 
more e:uga.ging .. 
'** 'lhe tendency to under-estimate music-filled intervals has been 
well substantiated by other studies 't'eported in the literature. 
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of .str-aus•s Blue Danube Waltz. It was found that subjects with high 
n Achievement eeores resisted the impulse to increase tlleir estimate of 
the duration of the fourth as compared to the :first playing. Knapp 
Be Green suggest that those sub;jeots With high n Achievement have greater 
ego-o-executive control than those with low scores and are therefore tnGre 
resistant to the "special qualities of music as a distractive influence". 
Onr experiment endorsed the suggestion that music has special dist.ractive 
qualities intimately bound up With ·one.<ts capacity to dissociate f'.rom 
experiences in gene.ral and time experience in particular. * 
The following ·laws have been proposed by Fraisse to account 
for ;the temporal. illusions engendered by differently filled intervals. 
(i) 
(ii) 
"The length .of a duration depends on the number of 
'changes we perceive in .it'·:.·:; •. Jmy factor mioh 
.contributes towards en increase in the number of 
changes obse:rved has the effect of lengthening ·the 
apparent duration"• (Ibid. P• 2-l.Z. ) 
"Dura.ti·ons are· OV'e!'EHitimated when the subject is 
required by h'is instructions -to pa:y attention t-o 
the passing of timon. 
"the time always seems shorter when we are d·oing 
. anything at all than when we are doing nothing". 
Nun:ibers (ii) and (iii) suggest a consistent pattern of inaccuracy 
regarding; the empty interval. The present study • however, failed to 
substantiate this since the empty interval was judged relatively aocura-
tely in comparison- with the other stimulus conditions (of. Chapter III 
Table II)., It would .seem therefore that one oarmot propose :laws 
regarding the nature of inaccur.acy rrithout first stipulating the experi• 
mental conditions under v.hich they obtain .• Our experiment suggested. 
that "the actual experimental. conditions establish a contextual so.ale o£ 
duration : that is,. the stimulus conditions themselves set a standard 
* In view of this a..lld the responses to the arithmetic item t>ve should 
re-define our terms.. Prom our point o:f view an "active" item is not 
.simply one which initiates activity : it is ona which engages the 
subject psychologieal.ly. 
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so that one type of stimulus is. judged short in :relation to the· others, 
end i's modif'.ied by experience of the others.- Thus. beeausG the empty 
interval was not a compelling item it was judged more accurately in 
comparison with the other items. Definition ·Of types of inao:euracy 
must ·be refined not only by a consid:eration of personal.ity factors, but 
also by the c,Fttee:ory of. duration which :ts being ·judged.· Fraisse himself 
repeatedly stressed the fact that the liwrs applicable to one category -of 
duration are misleading when applied to othe:rs. * It will be reealled 
that in our experiment, the larger d'lU'ation (17.2 seconds) was responsible 
for the significant increase .in inaecura.ey (ct. Chapter lli Table II). 
011e .cannot thereforo suggest that the laws proposed by FrB.isse are invaJ.id: 
the d.if:fiaulty lies in the fact that every "lavi" becomes an over--simple 
generalisation as soon as *ts qu.rilifications are omitted •. 
(1) Measure of Dissooiation. ~: (Arithmetic) 
There were no significant correlations betweet+ output of 
dorrect answers in the arl.thmetic test (under conditio;ts of distraotion) 
and the groups as differentiated by their ;judgements of Arithmetic; ~ose· 
Passage and Music• (see Chapter III).• Tllis suggests that either the 
demands of the Arithmetic test are· sn utmatisfactory means of isolating 
personality differences or the distraeti()n items were not .diff'erentially 
disturbing. In either ease, this technique must be regarded as .an 
inadequate measure o.f :i.nd.±vidual ·differences .• 
* -~ (1906) distinguished three types .of duration : the short • from 
0~2.5 to 0.55 seconds. the "comfortable" between 0.60 and 0.65 seconds., 
and the .long• above o,.65 seconds". · Benus.§!. was even more precise : 
very short durations extend :from· 0•09 to 0.23 • 0.25 seconds. short 
durations f':rom 0.'23-0.25 1;'o o .• 5S..0.63 seconds;~~ :indifferent durations 
from 0.58 ... o.63 to 1.08 ... 1.17 se-conds, !.2.~ durations from 1.08 - 1_.1.7 
se~onds. 
Whether these .fine dJ:st,inotions correspond to real divisions or not, 
the ~ssentiai point remains ': D:i,ff'erent laws of ~ception O@rate £ctr 
aif'fe:rent categories of d~ation,. 
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'The :remaining personality t,e.sts ·will be di.scussed in the 
• ' • > 
Of these 
-since not only were their objectives comparable with ours but 'their 
experimental procedures involved the use of the same re·sea.reh tools., 
.e: •. g •. the Ro~scha.oh and ·the IJ!hematie Apperception Tests. 
:interest was unrelated to time perception pel:' se but this does not eon-
stitute an objecti¢n if one accepts the diatum that an indiv1d.ua1•s 
pe.r:f'cnnance in one task involving perceptual. judgement is a representative 
OUr l':'esult E? Showed that the Externa11zer _pll'odUees Colour (C) 
respon~s more frequent.ly ·than Movement (M} responses.. !t'he Internalizer 
display.s the reverse tendencies : his protocols are cha.racterised by 
a. preponderance of Movement responses and a relative paua:i.ty of colour 
to the ~orthodox theory. the M :: sum 0 ·ratio ~p~esents the indiVidual's 
Erlebnistyp or experience balance. Individuals who produce a p-repon-
de~anoe of colour responses are said to be stimulus determined rather 
than .irmer-detemined : they use 'the objeetively given as the chief basis 
.Qi' ~heir perceptions. 'Oil the ctller'hand, a pJ:>eponderanee of movement 
responses is said t.o zlndioate inner-determined pereeptionc. The latter 
type .of perceiver has enriched his perception of the blot by projectJ.ng 
movement Ol? depth into blots that are ~lss.enti.ally st,a.tio or two-d:imensi.onal! 
Since the personality dimensi·on we were conc:erne:d. with was de.fined 
essentially in terms ·of experience bal.atle& .• our f.inding favours the theory:. 
Q.rr Exte.rnalizer is by defl.nition .dependent .on the objectively given for 
. ' 
his pero-eptual. judgements :, th& Inte:rnalizer. de :rives hi.s pe.roept ions 
essenti~ly £rom intern.al cues •. 
, In a sense·., Witkin was also concerned with the experi.ence ratio 
described above. The work of h'is r~aearoh team Whio:h focussed ini:t:i.a.lly 





o:f complexly intel"rcle.ted characteristics seen as a developmental 
process of increasing differentiation and integration. 'rhe perceptual 
dimension - field dependence "" was related to the way in mich the 
individual experiences the world·. !rhe following findings are pertinent 
to our study. 
(a) The F'ield-lndependent tends towards an anal.ytic, pereept.ion 
of the world:, i.e·. a. tendency to experience items a.s 
disereta from their back~ound:. He has an ability t-o 
overcome an embedding oontexti.-
(b)' The Field-Dependent tends to experience his surroundings 
in a relatively global fashion• passively conforming to 
the influence .of the prevaili.ng field • 
(c) The mode of' f:i.eld approach generalises also to the struc-
turing and articulation of amb'i.guws material such as 
the RorsohMh• 
The tendencies displayed by our tv1o groups suggest the possi-
bility that a s:i.mila.r dimenaion of personali·ty is being explored. The 
colour score obtained for b-oth Witkin's Field-Dependent' group and our 
Ext-ernalizers revealed. their ready acceptance of a prevailing perceptual 
framework. Moreover, the M scores obtained for Witkin's Field .... Dependents 
and our Externalizers were lows indicating that both sets demonstrated a 
low degree of irmer absorption~ Since \Yitkin's personality dimension 
is defined in terms of ·the same criterion as ours ... susceptibility to 
the prevail.ing f'ield .., it is possible that the congro.ene1.es of our findings• 
relate to similar i..Yldiees of personality tzrp:e. However:; the temptation 
to e·quate OU.l' two dimensions must be modified by seve7'al considerations : 
(a) the vast difference in our two procedures, 
(b) his facile acceptance of results obtained :from techniques 
the validity of which has not been satisfactorily established* 
(c) the ·dOu.btful light shed on his work by later investigators 
who challenged the broad ana1ytical-global distinction. 
Wall.ach., :f.'or example~ feels that viewing all phenomena as 
aspects of one broad dimension has led to a tendency to 
lower the level of interest i.n important results which do 
not support the hypothesis.: 
LUIT'rATION~ OF .THE RORSCH.A.Cfl TECin1IQUE.: 
Innumerable inv.&stigations have exposed the problems 1.nvolved 
in Ro.rschacll procedures. Contradictory findings have led to a suspicion 
I' 
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of glib ·equations of Movement with Inner Life. Colour with affective 
lability and provid.ed. some ;justi.fication for the gene:t-al distrust at 
the teehnique a13 expressed by Eysenck, for example • 
Singer has provided a balanced critical survey of the empiri<:al 
justification for Rorschach •s "Experience Type". In order to assess 
the value o:f the Rorschach as a research tool, he proposes that formulae 
such as the 11! t sum 0 ratio be defined operationally, so as to permit 
specific verification. By brealdng up these indices, it might become 
possibl·e to determine the linkage bet,-reen specific detcerminru'lts of an 
ink-blot response lltld specific behavioural tendencies. Singer's survey 
of studies of this nature discloses the equivocal nature of the findings 
reported. and the problems attached t.o s:i.mply accepting the results of an 
experiment v;bich favours the orthodox claims as elaborated by Rorschach. 
The inconsistencie& and low correlations found among investigators mu.st 
qualify the conclusions we draw from our own study. In general, our 
findings are in line with trends which have been fairly consistently 
noted. However, th-ese shouJ.d not be treated a,s "conclusive signs but 
aii best working hypotheses" OO.opfer). IO.ein o;f'.fers a penetrating 
e·omment. on the practice of drawing the wrong conclusiona : 
tt • •• like the Stanford•Binet years ago., the Rorschach 
often tu1ms up as the v.alida.tinl!j rather than the 
-y:alidl3;t.ed instrument. in research desisns. worse than 
this : By a questionable twist of eircular reasoning, 
such validation of -other measures by Rorschach cat&-
go.ries are used on occasion to sell the validity of' 
the Rorschach itself t •~ 
The most trustworthy approach to adopt is the one suggested 
by Vernon to the effeat. that "trhe emeial test o:f their value for general 
diagnostic purposes is their ~ncrernental validity. i .• e .• what they add 
to other diagnostic techniques" .. It is .fortunate that other procedure 
allowed us to assign this type of rote. to the R&rscha.eh protocols. The 
.Rorschach was ne.ither the central nor the only diagnostic tool used 
for differentiating individuals. 
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(3) Themprtic Apperception Test (t.t'.A.T.) 
The objections which apply to oompari.ng our work on the 
Rorschach with that of Witkin•'s teem are equally a.ppli·eab~e to our 
respective T.A. -.r. results. Onl.y two of the cards he used ~~·the 
same as ours ( 3 BM and 6 BM) and his scoring procedure is again very 
different from ours. Howev-er, he has chosen very simi.lar indicators 
of personality variables and the generalisations which he derived from 
his tecllniques are directly pertinent to ours. 
The most significant aspect of the person that is brought out 
in the T.A.T. is the nature of his inter-o-personaJ. relationships.. AS 
already indicated thi.s category of our treatment was sub.-divided into 
two indices of personaltty types ' 
(a) ability to empathise" versus 
(b) absence of this .ability (ue:ually rubstituted by the 
tendency to give an impersonal impressioni.stic 
description of the situations in the sto:rie.::-"1). 
Otlr results revealed a significant difference between the reaction of 
the two groups. 
The f'oll~wing responses are drawn from protocols of the two tiif:ferent. ,, 
groupst 
(Card 6 BM. MUrray'"s d.eso1•iption : a short elderly woman 
stands with her back turned to a tal.l young man. The 
latter is looking downwa:rd with a perplexed expression.) 
(a.) Extract :from the Inte.rnal:izers; 
nThis is an interesting picture. It is difficult to Sf33 
what has just happened but there seems to be some sort of 
.failure of communication. The woman looks very remote 
and is probably engrossed in some disturb:i.ng thought s 9 
Tihich she would rather not reveal to the man for fear of 
up.setting him. The man who is probably her son looks 
tormented by some news which he is either about to tell 
her or just hastt. 
Th.e ability to empathi.se is clearly revealed by his extensive 
use of intraceptive language i.n the attribution of an inner life to these 
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(b) Extroot from Internalizers: 
"This is one o:f those Hollywo~ movie shots. A dramatic 
moment is ;just about to take place. The mother hasn•t 
realised that her son is standing there yet., but will 
.soon and you tll get one ·of those typiea;l Holl.ywood 
situations,. if you know what I mean". 
Whether or not this story represents a skilful ev.asion of 
inner life by a resort to a clichad experience, it is certainJ.y action-
a:ud s:i:tu.ation-oriented rather than empathic • (This is a. clear in-atance 
. of the need for qualitative analysis of ·the underlying dynamics .of the 
manifest respon.se., Our procedure when this occurred was as 'follows : 
V!lere his .responses indicated ur..deniable evasiveness, a reappraisal of 
the qua11t ative record was done. This led to a reversal of" the score 
in four instances. However, v.rc felt that the limitations ·thereby 
imposed on the measures obtained were not .serious since := .. 
(a) the general orientation (empathy or laok thereof) 
was never obscured,. and 
(b) such a re-exa.m:tnation was found necessary onl.y 
six times in all the protocols. 
Moreover. the development of complete qualitative analyses which explored 
the r1echunisms responsible for evasiv-eness would only be unvdeldly in 
ou.x treatment). 
(il) Inner Life: 
Our next category focussed more specifically on the individual •s 
o-rientation to internal stimulation (obviously this overlaps with the 
.first. Since our categories all explore a specif:i.c dimension of 
personality we could not expect them to be independent of one another). 
This category was concerned with the extent to which subjects accept or 
reject internal life. OUr coru1otat:i.ons for these terms were somewhat. 
d:tf·ferent from the conventional on.es. It is clear that the fact that 
an individual shows rejections of inner life is no indication of its 
non-existence or of a greater lea.ning on exte.rnal stimulation. He ma;s 
be attempting to deey the conflict material. whic..'l1 constitutes his inner 
lif'e ... This would then constitute evidence oi' the existence of an 
• 
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active inner life. !he latter was in fact the real foaus af our 
interest. We vrere e.ssentially interested in the extent to qhieh the 
su.bject was ,Lamil:i.ar with oe~ain kinds of· emotional states. ".Acceptance» 
and "rejeotionn in our context re.fer., then. to the ;eresonc~ or abs~n'lce 
of personal exper1ence of inner life which were the labels ·we assigned 
Thus the .following response was assigned 
"Ob.l he's one of those Introverted tnes ·. who spend 
their time brooding. You know the sort I mean". 
l.fhe underlined phrase indicates his obvious remoteness from these 
tendencies. 
•.c-tests conducted on the. scores obtained revealed significant 
differences between Externalizers who obtained relatively high ttabsenee" 
scores and Internsl.izers who obtained higher "presence*' seores (p • a> 
This is an e;;pected findiOO since it. is consistent_ 
with the stimulus susceptibilities displayed by two groups. on the other 
performance tests. The E:xte.rnalizers• partiality to erlern.al stimula-
tion is an implicit denial of in..YJ.er life which shows itself in his 
infrequent attribution of inner states to the pictures. Even pictures 
with a negative char-aeter do nat succeed (in a large majority of c&ses) 
in. eliciting an explanation involving inner states .. * Card 3 BM 
usually elicited some sort of aggressive action response. ("This chap's 
* Obviously a card .like 3 BN! which sayS' to the subject"What could make 
a perSon .sad s.nd mat could he be expected to do about it" (Henry page ) 
should evoke some type of empathic response. However. the difference 
between an "empathicn response vmich was only an acknowledgement of the 
manifest stimulus demand (Hen~ stl."'esses tlle fact that a negative ohm-ac-
ter calls for more explana:tion) and one which supplj.es an index of inner 
li:f'e usually ley in the cliche ~ature of the former. The subject wh.o 
simply complied Vlith the stinn1lus demand would usually offer stock 
response such as the one quoted previously. ("This is a typical. Hollywood 
shot"). His opposite would become more involved in his attempt to 
fabricate an explanation• he usu.al.ly supplied a fuller story. The result 
was always a .fresher l.ess stereotyped account and a more conspicuous 
attempt to supply the inner aetiology of the presented situation. ~his 
point will be elaborated in the next chapter • 
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been shot and is about to drop down").. In general the Internalize·rs 
not only found an inner state to. be responsible for the events in the 
ea:rd but even supplied inf.o:rmatiol'l as to the type of inner states 
which absorbed them : remorse t guilt m1d depression themes wore the 
most recurrent .. 
(iii) Direction o_% Emotional Energ;y: 
The third category was concerned with what Henry has called 
"The Direct ion of Emotional Energy". Cur investigation of this 
necessitated the construction of an Activity-Passivity dimension. Score 
and procedure for this has aJ.ready been indicated. Qlr findings for 
this dimension were someWhat different f.rom those of Wi'tkin. Whereas 
his Field Dependent ~'Ubjects produced stories in which the p:r:>inoipal 
character vras crushed by ,circumstances (a passive response in our terms), 
the protagorJ.ist in O'l\r stories w~ always in control. In the stories 
composed by Witkin''S Field-Dependent subjects, 1tassertion of one•s own 
needs was a~t a very lo.w level" (page 259). The reverse applied in our 
case. Ou.r subjecto always expressed a vigorous assertion of their own 
needs. Witkin interprets his findings in terms of the reasliness of' 
Field•Dependence subjects to submit to forces of authority, ru:J.d their 
general absence of initiating activity. In terms of their general make• 
up ~ their inability to fUnction independently of en~ironmental support -
this is a plausible explanation. However, the fact that we found a: 
preponderance of activity responses among our environmentally-dependent 
subjects could be explained on the basis of another facet of their make• 
UPt one which was also common to both of our studies : ·their poor control 
over impulses (as determined by their C score). Their aggressive-
assertive responses may m)ll haye been e. function of their immature 
control over impulses. Moreover, even ·assuming the explanation Witkin 
invokes is valid - the Field~Dependent is unable to assert his own needs -
one must bear in mind the difficulties created by a ptU'Gly quantitative 
analysis of the T. A.IJ:. It is not u.W.ikely that those people who 
failed in dealing with their ltle problems will tend to produce stories 
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I . . 
in which the central figure is assertive, .i.e. the assertiveness shown 
by the figare may at times reflect a fant .. asied . s&lt~estimate on the. 
·; 
part of the pe-rs.on who created the stoey. 
:A "further possibtli·ty is ·that the passive ~~sponses produced 
by ·tne majority rot ()Ur Internalizers is ,a function of thei'r self;.. 
. 
own behaviour that it is .finall,y inhibited .• If one interprets the 
:final behaviour~ response as the ontcome o'f the aggregate of dete·mining 
tendencies one might s~ that . bis self-~consc.i"GUsness routwei$hS ~l:S 
't.endency_ to .initiate and org.anise~· Witkin himself has pointed .out 
·that the capao.ity of 'his Pield-Indepe·ndent group f·or aeti:ve. coping ~often 
'L .• . 
adequaci.es. A mn.ltl..:.d.imensional analysis <)f th-e type .suggested by 
Wallaeh woW.d be nsefu.l in ~establishing the relatfuve contributions of' 
t,o the. final Nsponse.· It·would ·elso go s,ome W/3:3 t-owards a more de:fini.._, 
tive unde'rstanding of the c.ognitive-e.mottve interplay .of these two 
After .an,' ~ven :if these personalities c(l0 displey a 
mo·re activ-e intellectual. handling ·Of performance material-, does thi:s 
neeessarily imply its i:mplemel'lt'ation in behavi:our ? OU;r Internalizers .. 
wtto should, according to Witktn·•s dimension.~ af.finn all the o:rgm.Jising 
aetivity items :in ;our quest:ionna:il.'e• 'all preferred ",planning for sct."ion 
the .rEilaftionShips of the ,quest.ionnrdres t·o the other pe:rsonal.ity measuree 
will be · di;"scussed in the next se,ct ion, •. ' 
.fbe incongraencies of our findings underline three important 
(a) the drawbacks of a qutmtitattve analysis which const·~ct~, 
i:t;s scoring syst·em :trom a direct · analysi.s ·of th& ra.w 
material instead o:t a knowledge. -of the profile released · 
by an intensive quel:itat.ive analysis .... 
(b) tb:e li.k&lihood th-at the members of Witkin•s group and·:our · 
own ere not ·.in fa.et the sam types. Despite the suri'aae 
resemblance batwe'G.n the two dimensions we h.ave 'taolated-. it 
is very possib:l"a that. different p~rsonaltty :st-ru:ctu.:re-s are 
being inve:st igated. 
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(<:J the .limitations of uni-dimensional ·strategies o£ !research .• 
It lls better t,o strive for greater specif!Q~ty of meaning 
for thet>retical constmcts. BY breaking down global 
d:ime.nsions anu .. tnterrel..at:t,ng thei~ indj.ces, we might be: 
able to reftne them. 
t±me in everyday life,. hut tnclttd·ea a .mi.$cellaney -Of de~lara:tiv.e and 
se:l:f ... descript.:tvte .items garnered ··t~om sau.rces l.ike the F-seaJ.e. ·the MPI 
·and. several: othe:r declarative .statements writ:tErn by the· present; writer. 
Fo!' ease of reference,. the i:tems endorsed by both groups will be .quoted 
again (as .differentiated b,y· the1.r ._~espcnse:s t-o tl!usic) .• 
i'he fol1o!Pm items were· -endorsed .si:gni!:icantly more. often b:y; the 




«t!f a per.s()D; i:s to, g~ . ~ere tn. 'li:fe tt is sometimes 
· .nea:essar3 'to· gambl~ eve-rything or nothing"• 
·t1It is better to go along with the crowd than be a ·martyr"• 
·ntt pe-ople would ~elk less and wO-rk .more .eve:eybody ·wGttld 
be better off"• . 
. "I ha-ve great f:a.i.th in the future'". 
"X b-eeame impat.i~nt ,:it .I ,h:ave t() watt f'ive minutes .for 
someonett·,. · · 
nAz>e you .happiest when y.ou are involved tn some pi'()ject 
,that calls fo·r rapid aetion"'' '? 
ttWoul.d you be very Qlihappy :if you vrete prevented f'r.om 
making numer,ou.s sDeia.l con:tacts "? 
'The ·following, .it:ems. warp . .ena.orsect · s1tmificp.rit1:y mot-e of'ten .. b;t '')tb~ 




, .3 .• · , ~he future is too unc-erta1:n for a person to ·plan 
· . very f'ar ahead "·• · · 
. . .. 
4. . ·"Do y~ worry. ;ove·r. ~\11%1iliating olq)·er:iences ?'' 
5e "'·Are· your .feelings e:aaily hu.~" ? {p < .. '01) 
' ."/. . ' 
' ' ··The most immediate observat,t·on is the ~:art ling ~esemblanoe 
between ·mat ·we have ·called the '0Exte~Blizing·" personality and. tb~ 
·.o:rtliottox picture of the Extrairert d.:es'orioe-ct or'iginaliy by .·Jung and 
"' ' ' • ' 1: • . • •. ,_. 
delineai:'ed. ·in mo•re precise de·tall ·~y Eyse.nek.. In a large number of 
-~; ,. ~ .. 
stllid.ies·,. · ·Bysenek has repcSrt~d · f.1hd1ngs o·oneerned w':tth ~the perceptual , 
' ' ' ~ ....... : .. ,., ... 
' ' . "" ' , • • ,, - - , ~ ; ·,1 ,. ' I - : •• ' ' , • ~ .• - • : . .' .' ' . . r .., • •. • ; ' -' • ~ • ~ 1 . • 
'alld mot·o·r :o'QXTel.at-es :t;f :the d-i-l'Ilensi.,on iOf ert·r.aye~sion-int:r·ov,er.si.on. 
The 'l"lPI ·is· a. f"o:rty-eight questioo invelltoey 'Whidh purports ·t.o measure 
the.l:vv~ ·psr~otiaiity atmensJ.ons ·of N (tttn:lrottoism.) ana. E (extrav.eX<;sion-
:intrr:nr~~ion).. It has· b·een constt'iteted ·on the 'basis· of fantor analyses 
:(Ey.serick · l956:j has boon found t~o posses.s adequ.ate reU.ability (Jensen. 
1958) and ·is c.onside_red t:o posse-s's. :constm~t. validi.ty. (Eysenck 1957) 
.A summary of researches: on a variety of notmal groups ~- well as several 
neuP:otio groups h:ave ShoWn: ·tn1s: seale 'to ltave e·onsidera.b.le difterent,ia:ting 
powe·~ .·((fensen 195.8): i.n it.s essent:tals the d:tstinct,i,ons $ysenok makes 
·~he fact. ·that ,om- £x:t,ernaliztng•lht.ern:aliz1ng gr-oa.ps af"i'il'med 
items Which have .gener.alllf been found to oharaoterize iih-e Extraversion-
ib.i1it1~s :.of the· la.tterr stro~l.y resemble . ·th·ose displayed ~Y :our groups. 
fo quote Eysenclt wrhe eXt.ravert i's .supposedly determined in his .c::ondnot 
by ·external :Ob~ect:s ana· ;relations'': "the ±ntxsoverl is supposedly det;e'l"'-
m1ned an his <eondu-at by ute-m$11: sta'te.s r.atbe'%' than ob~e~tive .fa.e;t" .•. 
(''!h:e :etzuctu:re -at· Human ~rsonality" p .• :;o .. ) !fhe· tendencies displayed 
by our ~oups are· di·sti.netly eo~sonant wi.th a subsidiaey .hypothesis of 
Ey,senck's ,aecot'dtng t-o Wh1cli he identif.i.es :hystedos w.i'th .. ext:rave·rl;ed 
' I ' ~ +~ ~· ' . ~ 
' 
nettl"'tie .. s at1d dy.sthymios with · tntr.overled neurotics .• 
I I ' I 
' have sat·isfied Eysenek";s stri~ Whi.oh requires. p~o:ise ope:~ational 
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deti~t.ions ,of· ·these types h o:tader t,o make ;possible the const·ructi:On 
:6£' a t~st or' '"subjent:ivity~obj.ect·ivityfl so"· that respons~s tian. ~: 
exemin&d to: see whether· ·they tSii lin ·the ~xpected · di:~aet.ton. · H~~ie~.~ · · 
here· egatn tt ls impartnmt to be wary ·Of false conclusions.· We :have 
4ra~·if questioned ]Sysenc,k•.s praei:·ioe ·. 0~ using hyst-G~i~:s and 'ayath~es 
as eriterion groups~. Jill.though Extraversion m1t1 ne:Urot:toimn:;have been 
, 
eorrelate· very ht.gh1;y ;J.n ~xtroms populations '( • .• 3 ·to ·-.~4}. AQ·co·raing 
·to JSysenck himself!, a teS'ti mould not bra used if it ·does not isolat.e 
a a::t.mension. 'Th·e f:aet tha~ ·~ ta:rge portion ,of' 'lsysenok"s work was 
cona:uetced on neurotio groups .l.ays his work '()pen t·o dou~i; :and possibly 
explains the 'IJ:ow correlai1nns and inconsisteneie:s Which .are· lfound 
' 
em~ng a mbstantial body Q't attempt,s t.o suhstantiate his ·theo%7 • 
.. 
,. 
~HEOUET ICAL ISSUES 
1. THE lMPOUTANCE OF DlSSOCIAT.tON lN THE EKPERlENCE 
OF TlME: 
It vas PiGget ,,·bo illust.ra.ted the importance of diss ocia.tion in 
the experience of t.ime. Ite showed that c.s soon as tbe elti ld lea.r.ns to 
/ 
mistrust .his intuitive estimations, be is freed from a misleading perception 
of duration which is wholly dependent on tbe content of the experience. 
Moreover be has begun to manifesi> the rudiments or what will evol-ve into a. 
notion or representation .or time. 1'he most mature. eon.cept of time is a 
reconstruction of duration as an interval contplei>ely emptied of what occurs 
in it; that is; the concept of a homogeno.a!._and uniform flow of time. And 
the progress towards this can only occur by a continuous doubting of our 
immediate e=q>eriences. Only by constant self-consciousness .can we lear.n 
tha.t ttour movements are consta-nt, -and (we must} t>here.fore attach no import-
ance -to the pe:rcept!ua.l a.speet of our observa.tionst a.t the most we n.re amus-
ed by the a.ppa.rent resistance or cold irony of these .mechanisms which oppose 
our willft. (Fraisse p .. ~.U ) 
The adaptation to time is a. function of the operational level 
reached by the individual .. Several misleading concretizations of time are 
still to be undergone before the adult reaches his notion of time as an 
underlying thread of Uniform na;ture which is independent of human actions. 
The eight year old, f_or exMiple, although he ean already relate durations 
of tvo series .of ,change,s, still a.ser1l1es concrete properties to time. 
According t1> Pin.get, it is only at the age· of logical operations {i ... e .. 
adolescence) that the child is capable of passing t'rom the eoncrete homo-
geneity of the time of t.he elocl~ to the abstract homogeneity of a duration 
whic'h is t.he thread linking ,events ·without being dependent on them. 
The formn.tion of a notion of time is an important aspect of our 
cogJAit.ive funct.li.oning. Sa.rbin•s (118) recent paper on self-theory is 
useful in und{}rstanding the .gen-etic development of .inferences about time. 
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·Closely associated with self'-inflerenees are inferences about time. 
inferred self .• time., $.o,o :i.e cne of t.he primary dimensions by which the 
n-otion of the self .ts 'COnst.rueted.. The eon~inuity ot tll!!lmori•s ts 
~om this point of view the self is :seen as the persistence· ot an identity 
'the self ooneept t.ie up neatl7 with those of Piaget men1:.ioned earl.ier. 
It :is tn ai:Oles.cenoe, Dool{ly notes., when the ellild i·s requi~d t·o t:ake· 
over t·ne .enforcement of oontrols far h:imselt, that the stabilization ·of 
·time experience is achi..eved.. .Aee.o.rcU:ng ~o both tt.t:ese ·writers, with 
the stabt.l·iz:ation -of the .seU•.eoncept aJ:hieved. in adolescence .is associ• 
ated the :stabilization. of t.ime eXperience.. DoOley goe·s on to suggest 
time. ;on •the basts of c;l:inical: material, she ·maint.ains that duration 
establiShes the relationShi.P between the eel£ and :objects., :and that .a. 
l·oss Qt. the sense of t±me .can·. b~ eqttated. with a loss of !the· obj~ct and 
Wtth the loas. of the selt .• • 
'ifhe abUity ia> disentmi:gle .oneself from and freeze the fl.ow 
* This i.s congmen~ with 'the ~tings ot Ram :(108} Who suggests that 
man''s rel·a.ti.onShi.p to obj.ect·s was maintained by the PSNchologieal constrnet 
of time and :he evaluat-ed ·the wq it was used in the ,yogi.-tlNmee,. Bi' 
narrowing his range of attent·ion,. memory and desire and reduo:tng the 
.intensity :and fluc-tuation o£ ot'ganic sensat.ion a )'ogi; elimi.nates his 
experience of tame. As he d.ettaQhes his a.tt·enti_lon and aot.1.on tendencies 
from the external world,, his peroept.ion of objec:t s and :his sense of 
himself di.sintegr,ate. However, thi.s ratse;s an()ther issue - the eonse- ' 
quen"Ces of the time 'Valttes of a <Culture on the mod:a'l person$;1ty type -
a topio Whieh will be treated in the next section. 
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wottld plaee him ;a,t t.he merey of ev~r.y potenti.Qlly. &ngagtng expe-riencec .• 
A knowledge of'"the··:reiationsht;p bet·ween his perceived: du~ation ~ the 
''aetual :physical passage· ·Of t·tme ·Wi1~ enabl-e .him to Ol'gt.mize his d~r 
aoi;ivitt.es:. · This is rtot to SUggest that every .lndividual arii.culates 
·fo-r himse'lf the sophisticated not. ion o£ time already d'esori:bed. .: ·i:t 
:re.fers s1.mply to ·the £act that ·evert individual evolves':seme not.ion of 
the ·:n4um1ing~ of oux- antivitiles tn streteh o' ·shrink time and to generate 
edges of ;Our pe:roeptu.al: ,,.)Cpertenoes : ws develop ·the· abUity t-o su-spect 
'our perceptual t.ime est.imat.ion·s· which derive· f.r.om tnvolv,ement (or its 
< • 
abseneer :tn events... Wt=J trust only the inst.l'W!lents which we have ·devised 
to _:r,eeord th-e ·uniform physi.cal .tt·ow ·of time •. 
It is in this se:nse that ·e"ve·n t-he .le.ast 1ntr.osp$·ct.i.ve individual 
manifests some .me.asure- of self•eonse.i·ousness in regard. t.o hi.s 'temporal 
' 
experience. Althou~ the ;tnte.li~etual. ~c:onstl"Uctton. ot· phenomena :is. 
more ·.specif'ic t.O· the higuy ·int,rospea.tive type of .individual, ·~prase~-
' 'tat;ions ot temporal phe~omena are t-ypi-cal of all :indi-viduals. 
with the environment ·p~su.pposes th-e . ability t;o dissoeiatG: .oneself :from 
i~ • .It has already been tndic:ated 'that an ·experltn.en:t on time est·imation 
is ¢~:med .specifically with this a:bUity.. . Since ev.ery ind:i:~idual 
1 
:cond.ucts a diffe~nt. :re~at:ionship with his environment. the accUJ::'aoy with 
,, 
Which h<& will gauge time !should diffe~ntiate hits type .of )iiersonsl.it:y • 
. . 
2~ :Tim DlMEN.SIOli. ()F DISSOCI~J:O:N AS :AN~ INDEX' OF:~ :. 
PERSONALITY TYPE: 
·O!lr discu"ssion ·of ·the two .greups d:ifferent.iat.ed according to 
thei.r ·perceptual (ludgement was based on the .assumption that ·time 3Udgement 
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' 1,, ·"' 
ent dtstifiet personality t;y:pes t rath&~ they re.f.lect .opposite extreme·s 
.Sinee theae s~ores varl.ed .along a ma:jor 
' 
ana giv-e an over-1nclusive det'initton ;()f the sub:je.ats thereby di.f'£e~rntt ... 
. ' 
· mtsrepre sent at 1o:n. Eysenck ·offers a. mocte'l ,of personali.ty in terms :of a 
hie:r;>:arehical organizati-on of tncreastng •¢iomplex1cty.. Eada "level 
inco"l'Porat<lls more oom~lex patterns ~ intercortelations.. Thus the eon• 
·eept ""type'* is diatingui~ed from "tra.tt" in tems of its great.er inclu• 
si.veneas. · 'This type .of analysis parallels ·the levels diStingu:ished 'by 
~ . . ~ . . . 
is s1,;mil~ to the :fa.ct:Q~analyti.o "'primaey ·faotOl?'u_. A e.onste:tlation 
of tnte£>CO:nE!1ated traits would ·i:Ji. t:ems of tnis analysis. constitute 
the higher-order ~onstru«J; "type" •. 
' -
Within th~s :framework •. it is clear that. the classifi(3ation 
'sji'stem w have maintained is an inadequate ba.s.is :for a modal of per:sQit ... 
. ality types. ·OI:lr tests effeO:ttveJ:y dif'f.e·rrentiated among :!.nd.i.viduals 
.in rel,at ion to a specific dimension only :: the manner f:n wbich tld.s 
intezoecr:re:l.ates with othe.r oharactexoistics ,of the St"J. ind'-vid.uals was not 
sy:st.emat ically G'xpl.'ored. tleneratisa.t.ions <J<>ncerning these personali:t1es 
are the:refore SU:bdeot to th'is limitation:• ·· tn spite of this, we found 
that ·the pe~sonal.ity vmrlable· e:xplClr&d b7 our perceptual teob.ni.qttes did 
Ol.earl;y this 
£actor· is not ·n.spedifia11 (peeuli;a:r to a :single. test) but "p~ma:cy"• In 
this ·connection Wi~kin~s speculation i.s 'intere-sting .• 
·ttWe postulate ·that. one of ·the ear.liest. and most important 
d:Uf:er.ences to arise am.ong lndividuels is in the exte~ 
<>f acrttv~ o·r passive :re.la.t:ion .of S&lf to envi~on.TD.ent·"· 
(he cites ·the wo:rlt of ;Spitz 1.949 •. P.. 478) .• 
Neverthe·less.. once we regard th'e i.nd1;vidual as a cl.osel:J inte-
grated :system:,. 't:he extent t,o wh'ieh ,a,n .individual '"dissociates'" £rom his 
_,, 
. ·~·- .. --...: 
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environmel'l.t cannot be treated as definitive. of his personality t~e .• 
. on~: ~annat describe the dynmni·cs :of a given :tnd1viilua1•·s psychclogioa.1 
f't:lnctitming unless .one $akes into account the multi ... fact-or determinan"ts 
mieh constitute h~ .. s d:i·stinctive :.coping mechanism.s.' It is quite possible . 
th4it · pe-opi.e\ l'dto· ·are alike- in, thei~ ahU~ty ·to %'.esist ·the ·prevaill.rlJt . 
context a;re· very dl.ssimi'lar witli· regard: to- oiher· important cbar.aetei?ist;ies. 
'' l' 
J. PDC$Str;AI.. fP;RSONA'L!Tl CORBEL.ATES OF .THE PlmENS!ON. · 
. OF DISSOCIN.riON :: EtlD:ElH$ ;{)F THE 'Pru!!SEM. SFUDY:• 
; ·~ * • .I. j -~ • 
,featuras of the two ttf.a~aarn l>ersonalit:i:es ·isolated ~Y th~ir :P&~ceptnal 
<. 
'•' I I' . ' 
. J' .. 
, . . . , , . 'ThiS! type <J'f' per.son:.dis!!JOe~a,tes f!®l ·the ngi!tl'en. He has. more· 
, ! , o I· ; l·· : I ;_ :, ' .- , .; . ' ·· " '!' ,j'o 
me:nt. · .In· h:ts use of. ·per-eeptna1 cues he relies h&avily on the ct;gn_ itive , . . . . . I 
predispo·sitions· anQ. determining tend.ene.ie,s, :which have ·been .laid .down 
,J • • ;; • ' 
ext;emat. stimUli. T'his ~ield ... llid-e~ndenee dfacilitat,es the development of 
an. awareness 1(!)f and. -some guarantee aga:!n$t the distr.ac:ttng ·effects inhe~nt 
in ·the· specific. field inv.olved (t.empora]. illusion:s itn the case f>t t.ime). · 
:and ·renders him ;capabl-e .at· 'What' Sohac~te.l,has called .alloeent~io:. percep-
tn a study of'''Ind:epen-
indiee:ting that the former actually yalue ac:eurat~ robservat!lon more .:than 
the .latter<~ · ·.tt vz~,d appear:, then, that ·t}J.e ind.tvi(iuat·•s ®·araeteristic 
l'Gsponse. to,vmns st:umil:i. m.n Mttuitly ·.determine thee e.onuran-y with wJ'lieh 
" ' 
the:se :are pereei:ved.. · · :Sch.aab.tel*'s. ,' te~nolofy \'li11 be ·useful in this 
·' 
tll:ont'ext. He proposed two 'basl.c modes cf' co:rmmnd.,-cation bet\'$~n the subject 
. ,; ' .. . 
and his emrt:ronment. -~--- the SUbj·ect•centred or. au.tocen~rie and the· .·e>bjeeti:v~ 
! . . • 
<--. 
...... 
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quoted .above snggest an intere'Sttng situation ., the individual wit.h 
·' 
·out~-~detemdned process of •orientat1.on ·to st.imu:U. has .been fcund to ' . ' . . . . 
hand,, the individual with an :lnne:t--determined or:ientati.on Pll"Oduces allo-
oe.ft:t-.ru peraeptions. l!hu:s, the· Internali.eet'''s .a.etual grasp .at· the 
ettrironment is mor.e· accurate and embrao·tng thM tb:at of the ~ernal..izer 
:situation of the ind1l\rtdual Whose .:resi.stance 'to the immed.i.ate rec~ption 
ot his ·emr.irQi1.1Ilent rem.ers his f.inal assimil;ation of aceuttnlla.ted impress-
ions :more encompassing. He is in ~tact. mor,~. open to -envirGJlmental. .stimul'i. 
Jielevant b.e.re ·is Barron•:s speet4attlon 'that tttpl:'Sferenoe f'.or :G·otnp.lexit,.Y. may 
be as.sociated wi'th a mGre intense and enduring oral stage i11 infancy 
.in .. Whi.eh the . individual. bas. more . ¢ommeree With himself' and hts _:feelins.· 
'states ·than. with the environment". 
' ' . 
;Both cf these t.ena.e:neies - :ie'& .• ~at&X" ac.aut'ae¥ ,Em! .graat~r 
'QOmplexity • were displayed by .our tntemal.i·z~rs. Bdti only were t!ley 
r •· • I ' .• . • • • 
able $o sustain ·their own ,st,a.ndsrd .of :aoenraoy .:in the, face of :extracts . ,, .. .: . -
o~. _l3eat~l'e muste but th~y al:so r61re:ete« more .'¢mnplex and .imagmative respon-
ses to the. -personality :te·sts·. .'The Rorsch~h protocOls. displayed e. pre-
~' ,. 
ponderance .of Movement re,sponee-s and ·!f., A.-!'.• stories ·tended to be less 
' ·_. ' j . 'l . I• ' . . . • 
.ste~.otyped,. . (we d·evised tirO .formal or Slfstematic s~ol;'ing qstern (of 
; . • ~ I I ' ~ 
"stereot:opyn f':Pr tlle ~-.1\~-!f .• ,prot-ocols ... h-owever,. some examples will serve 
. ' 'f : "t • 
. to illustrate the broad trends). It was Ror.scb.~ himself' who contended 
l • • ' • • ~ • . ' : •• 
product:i\f~ty,, a c~at.ive potential. and in general ·a tendency t.owa.:rd inne;i:' 
' . ' . ;-. . . ' -
-livf,ng •... -~ the movement ·re:~~on~ the sub.~eet mmnpul.ates the st~o~ural 
· .· :featlli'EH3. of the :stimulus £eetinAN In. contrast ~'0· the f,tirm respOl'lse :for 
' ,• ' . . .· ~ . . . . ~ ' . . 
exampiei ,he puts. mor& -~.f bimse~ in;o the task; drawirlg :on deeper ~eEt'ling 
•' ' ·, ' . I • .. • • J 
tvely J?l'Ven• ./l Jttn:S·st~~';te, pr~jsetion .or .animaztion.:of ·the blot materi~ 




.n:rhe imaginal aspect 'o£ M-p:roduction. shown in enlivening ,the blot 
with· movement suggests a .relatively free· access to faritasy acti.v.i-
tiea which within the context of :a good t:i:.e to reality indicates 
:a high le'\Tel of emotionSl ht$gration 'in Which the ego i!S tolerant 
~· archae Cr· p~imit:tve ~l:S~S a1'ld cCa.tt f":reely draw Upon •these 
·.all a source of ereati.ve ·eiergies:rt. (pp 25~255). ' 
-aolwr responses ·were present but: their t'requenc; 'was .low in 
involve complex processes cf arti~ulat3.on, since they proceed from muoh 
more direct sense data~ They ar.e aenex-a.llr thought to provide t.nformation 
• t • , I : 
!t'&SpO'li'SeS Smong the internaJ.i•zers lmtl the UJ?Cff .nature of these ;ill tile 
majo~i:t;v of .cases where 'the,y did ·ocicur·mey b~ taken as a· sign of th~ir 
(the . Intemalizers) control ever, effect • Moret)ver·,. to the e~e-ni; that 
creativi:ty ~an be eqUated with. artiicttlation (ob.jec~it'ied fantasy l the· 
f'ae't that. colouz.. l"'O.SptiJnSe$ .. \Ver& :m6N .f2,'8cqt~ent .among the .Externel;tzers 
can be used .as an indi-cat-ion -of thetr inart:ioulate mode ·of orientation 
·we have already dealt with Vernon•s criti:c!sm of B<>rschaoh ,v.t:Orkere 
·~o the ,ef~eet that they ttp~y lip service· to helism and yet assume ·in ·prac ... , 
ti.:c& ·that Mov-ement resp;Qnse:s always· Show irmet> ereat'lvity and so .on"*• 
The conf'licting resttl:t s of .studies .in this .f'ield c·aut.ion ag.einst an unqual.""' 
ified. -S(loep1amce ·of the elai-ms $l.:e.l)·Or,ated · abov-e • Neve:i'thaless'; Ve;i?n<m: .h~ 
.se'l£ :teels ·that :it waul~. be foolish to reject. them in view -of· then value 
as e.xpl·Orator.y instruments• He endot'ses liindzez•s (1961) c~t that 
'"they are neither· \in:fall!ble nor ·devoid .(Jf .an;g uti:lity11 • 
~he t.rends displayed in :response to the Rorscha¢'h we.re oonfi~d, 
~hou&a to a lesser degree :in the ~ •. A .. ~ .• , protoools. '.the mibjects who · 
estimated ·t:i;me mo1:e aomu-.a.tely. - our Intemalize:r:s - 1n general. supplied 
4 . 
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stereotypy. (They seemed to display less tendencies to trat out the 
typical Hollywood aetion scene). 'this unfortunately could not; be 
systematically examined because our material was inadequate to allow 
the application of any vali.d statistical procedures. The more general. 
focus of our attention and the tentative nature of our original expecta-
tions prevented a thorough examination of any co-variations of this 
nature. Nevertheless-. reference. to a general impression of this t:t-end . .. 
and. qualitative illustrations might prove useful in the structuring of 
future research strategy in this .field. 
All these tendencies will best be illustrated by 
an example f.rom each group .• 
Int Cl"!laJ.izers : (SUbject 23) 
(a) Extractp fromRorachach Protocol : (R.esponses to Cards ii.iii) 
ii. These .are two people wtti!l£i their hands up t·ogether. 
I am not sure what they are doinf$ ·with their feet 
but 1 think they are wearing red boots which they•·re 
stampipg in the centre. They look as though they've 
been doipg it for years. They're probably Russians • 
. iii. These are two gentlemen bovdng to each other. Alter-
natively they are two .figures bendir:g over a pot.. It 
could be African women stamping something in a pot. 
When you tum it upside-down you get two :Bantu bao:k 
to back, busy signallins to somebody. 
(b) Extracts from T.A.T. Protocol: Responses to cards 3 BJW &: 6 BM) 
3 1m This woman has been brooding morbidly for months and 
now she•s having a. conflict as to whether to call the 
whole thing off - life • that is. 
6 BM This chap ic her son and has just told her .scmething 
which he has been trying to tell her for a few months 
now, but eouldn ?t ·because he had so much int erna~ 
conflict about it. If you ask me~ he '11 probably 
i:'eel guilty about it for a few months noi7. That ''s 
.quite a good story; isn't it ? * 
Although the actual amount of pr:i.mary process expressed by 'the 
subject is not the product of a fertile imagination it is certainly 
indicative of inner life. His Ro,:oschach protocol is, from this point 
of view, a slight.ly more convincing illustration o:f Rorschach 1 s identi-




Extracts :from Rorschacli Protocolt ·(Responses to cards ·iit Viii 
and x} 
.U::.. ~he red is blood and the black i.s · evil~ 
viii. "'The things on the .sides are a lovely eol·our pink. 
'This is a very cool picture .•. " 
x. "';rhe orange: things are sickening colO'ltrs. the green 
is better. 'The third green colour is also pretty 
nanse~attng. All the .other colours 81'e· very pretty 
$specially the yellow. 
(b) Extracts trom T.A.T-. Protocol. (Re-sponses to Cards 3 13M., 6BM 
- 12 M .• 18 B?l) 
' ' 
) BM "This is a vez1J interesting picture although it is 
done by a very bad artist. It is like the climax 
of a ve11zy d2"8Inat-io HOllywood film",. 
6 BM ~his is also pai't of a Holl.ywood .fUm. T-he son 
12m 
18 .BM 
is telling his mother .of the death -of his t.ather, ·· 
or else it is his grandmother am it is her son who 
has d.ied. I th1nk it is supposed to be a very 
moving picture." 
"Thiu film was pr:Odneed by Alfred liit-ohoock1' The 
chap1lying on. the bed is p-rotending to be ;asleep 
'but he is going t·o 3mnp up in a minute and hit his 
enemy over the head .• 
nt don•t :really know what is happening here. !his 
chap•.s just about ready to faint."~ 
A third tendeMy ,of the InternaliZe.r (aside from the tendency-
towards greater aecm.'acy and complexity) is What we will convenient1y 
oal:l the '!lnOertaint;y ttime.nsion cr the tendency to doubt. * Relevant· 
in this connection is the psycho-o.analyt:ii.c · speeulation· to the .effect that 
'"regression in the service .Of· the ego is a part.tal,.. tel'llpOrary lowering 
,of ·the level of psychic functioning to prihmote adaptation".• (Kris) .• 
na:cron:*s flna±ngs in connection Witil ,"Independents· and 'Yie1ders'1 provide 
a su:bst.antiai measure of empirical Sllpport for this 'View. ~he Inte.rnal• 
izeZ. of Field-Independent *s ea_pa;eS,.ty to tolerate ·uncert.a:£nt3' has been 
explored 'by many workers. eaoh ,pt>c.Wid.ing a preferred label. 
* A doubting tend-eno7 is .1n a. sense implicit in '(>'l.U' definition : the-
Intei'llSlizer,. by definition, questions th.e direct. impact of his experience.s· 
and prefers to su.bject impinging stimuli to an 1nte:m:al locus ()f evaluation 
Dissoeiat:ion .from experience ~;'$ a type ,of -quest.ioning Oi" "doubting" o'f 
the pure stimulU'S valt1.e of eXperience. 
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(i) Barron :found th.at Independents prefer complexity an.d 
some d~gree of apparent imbalance in phenomena. ('l!est 
measure : :Barron ... welsh .A:rt seale). 
(ii) A factor-analytic study conducted by fem'berton (1952) 
identified a "f4.exibility of closure" factor. common 
to all 'her tests was the fact that they depended upon 
'rhurstone"s "freedom from gestaltbindung", the gestalt·· 
'being formed either by the objective stimul.us or by 
the mental set of the subject.. From our p.oint of 
view,. it is interesting that the reverse tendency 
ttspeed of closure" was found to be closely allied to 
a .synthetic method., the apperception of Gestalten -or 
configurations. Pemberton•s results support Thurstone•s 
belief that these closure factors represent parameters 
which transcend in significance the immediate perceptual 
c-ontent in terms of which they were initially identified • 
(iii) Prenkel•Brunswi.ck (1949) found that rigid individuaJ..s 
are characterised by a tendency to "resort to black-white 
solutions, to arrive at premature -closure as to valuative 
aspects often to the neglect <Xf' reality and to seek for 
unqualified .and unambiguous acceptance or rejection of 
other people'•• She also refe.rs to their"sterectyped · 
patterns and· rigid adherence to norms" and .suggests that 
these styles of life are reflected in their perceptual 
modes. 
(iv) .Klein (1954)• Reference to Klein•s "flexible versus 
constricted control*1 has already been made. {cf. (3) of 
Gardner•o summary af' cognitive control principles P• ) 
Flexible control refers to the capacity for differentially 
responding to specifiat.· aspects of a field, flgainst the 
influences of explicitly interferring field forces"• 
Individuals. in this group suggested that a broad array 
of information' including .feeling tones are allowed to 
enter into organization of their cognitive field, Constricted 
pontro~• on the other hand, "is characterised by distraat..o 
ibil1_ ty .in the face of overlapping stimulus configurations.-. 
the use of counteraeti:ve and suppressive measures in ol'der 
to elide instructions and an efforl to avoid. confusion 
of boundaries and indefiniteness of contours" • * 
Although our :focal perceptual task "" time estimation • did 
not provide the conditions necessary for examining this facet of the 
individual's make-up,_ the Questionnaires did. ** 
* ~is definition is useful .from our point of view because it provides 
a penetrating analysis of the rigid thirlk:er's (Field-Dependent) response 
to complex tasks. When he is .required to dissociate • he is distracted 
by objectively irrelevant intrusions and his perception registers their 
distractibility. Yet when he is required to register complexity, he 
glosses over "irrelevant intrusionstt since he is un.able to eonta.i.n 
complexity and: tolerate uncertainty. 
** If we align ourselves with Klein•.s approach, we a:u:tomatical.ly accept 
his premise that an examination of the items endorsed by the :individual 





.reference ·• the items endt)rsed by both .gl...,ou}:u:r will be quoted again 
{.as differentiat.ed by the.ir responses to MUs.i.e). 
;;qe fol:towing items· we:re aftirmed. signiticantlt moo:-e. (;ften bz th!_ 
Extenalizer.s (p < -··021 ' 
.1. ·"If' a p·e:rson is to get anywhere· in l.ife it; is SOOtetil'.lleS 
necessary t.o gambl$ ev:erytlli.:og or :nothing'*. 
2. '".It. is bet.te:r :to g.o el.ong 'With the cr.mva ·that!; 'be a .martyr'". 
3. '"If people would: talk :Less and work. more ,everybod.y would 
be better ,off".• 
if.. '8 I have great faith. in the future".• 
·5. 1'I become .impatient· if I have· t·o wait five minutes 
.for someone'*~ 
''•· "Do you prefer· aeti~ ·to planning for action ?" 
'?. '" Are you happie.st when you: are· involved :in some pro,ject 
that <Calls .'for rapid Slltion ?" 
9 • '".Are you inclined to be .qr;.ick and:. SUX'e in your ~t i{)ll.S '?:tt 
9. "WouJ.d you ·rate yoursel.£ .a 1:ive1;v individual ?·11 
· 10. 1fWould you be,; very unhappy if yoo were prevented fr.om · 
making numerous sqeial o.ontaet:s ?" 
!he follo~. ;,tems were affirmed g.ignifica.ntly mo:t:e .· of't;en. b;z ·the 
Int~l."!Ulliz~:rrs. _ he< .o;) 
I 
!. '"'I have ·dif'fi.et\lty in. c•onee:ntTat.ing on my work" • 
2. 11! 'Oft'~n .fin:l it hard to •get ,going'' on sonething't• 
I 
3~ "The future .is too uneert.ai.n ft'Y.r a person to plan 
veey far aheadtt., 
4, ·fliD~ you worry ov,er liumiliating···experiences ?'" 
·~. fl.Are your feelings easily hurl 1u (p < ,.Gl} 
•6, '"Do you wor;.cy ·aver possible. misfortunes ?n 
~he most immediat-e ·obserta.ti.on is the st a:rtling :re.semblane& 
< 
between wna:~ we hs.:ve ¢alled the· ·nsxternal.izing" personality ·an:d. Eysenek•s 
"Ext.ra.vezotu. This has sl.~Say been dealt with. 1.he only items Which 
provide clues to theit-.:bf(1i-ef ·syst:ems ,aJ:>e Nos. :1.; 2i 3; & 4 .framed. in 
the· declarative form. ·The EA-t:ern.a11zer not only has ugrea.t faith in the . 
future''• he also copes with potential ticubts by subscribing to ·the pat 
fo1'm'tllae whieh our sooiety has in:stitutional:ized as a panacea :for all. .i.U.s. 
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(a) the tendency to subscribe to the prE}seribed ready-made solutions 
to "li.fe•s probl.ems". ~is reiterates their commitment to 
the external soh~ of things so often desc-ribed.' 
(b) their failure to question a facile Patienee-st~rong type af 
philosophising Which· all:a.Ys doubts so reassuringly. * 
~e Internalizer on the other hand,. not only had no faith in 
the fUture ("the futuro. is too unce.rtai.n for a person ·to plan very far 
ahead"} but in contrast to his opposite found it hard t.o •:get going,. on 
something. 
< 
B. ~he Externalizer; 
The diso:ussion of. the Internalizer·•s mode of' orientation has 
already ·embraced that of the Ext.ernalizer Who operates by definition in 
the obverse manner. Since the Field-Dependent person conforms ·passively 
to the .influence .o£ the ·prevailing :field he will tend to e:x:pe.rienoe his 
sur:rout'ldings in relatively global fashion. ~he perceptions mich he pro-
' duces tdll be autocentrle showing little 0'%' no objectification. And 
bee.ause his tend.ency to artieulate and, differentiate is relatively ttndev-
eloped., he will show none ttf' the cognitive components of these, i.e. the 
I ' 
t.endenoies towards analysing and structuring exper;iences •. In XJ.ein~s 
terms, his cognitive judgements are const.ricted since they are "eharacte~ 
ised by dist.ractib.ility .in. the face of overlapping stimulus eonfigurat:ions 
the use of "<l'OUnteraotfve and suppressiver measttres in order to elide irrel-
evant intrusions. end an ~ffort to avoid confusion of bOllndaries and 
.indefi11iteness of contours"' The·· absence of a selfo.ini-tiated evaluative 
system leads to greater iid.tial .responsiveness towards the etr~rironment 
but a shallower .final grasp• :They are in a sense "muscle bound".. !his 
t'erms is· not used in the orthodox sense but in the more popul.al" laymen*s 
sense mtieh denotes the energetiej sociable but unreflecting type of 
' :i.ndiv.idual Whose ·Ove:rt responses are rapid but rarely followed up by 
covert cognitive activity . .:.i What erutohfield has o.all.ed '"a completing' 
thought &p:i.soden. Unfortunately the term cannot be used with any · re.al. 
technical validity since the nature of primary and secondary functioning 
was not e:x:piorred. {The e:ff'e.rent aSpect of behaviour was onl.y a peripheral 
focus of attention). 'Th& only clues we obtained :i.n this connection are 
those .vr~d b~ the Q!leationnaires. 
* Unfortunately it .also pinpoints a notorious 1:i.tnitation of the question· 
naire ': it is quite possible that this type of mentality did not ba.ek 
every indivi.dual•s endorsement. HOW&Vftr, this was .impossible to control. 
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The foll·owing items we::re endorsed sign:i.fieantlY., more often by 
Externalizerst (p < . 03) 
s. "I become i.mpatient .if I have to wait five minutes 
for some:ene". 
6. "))a you prefer aoti.on to ·planning for aotionn? 
1. •Are you happiest when you are involved in some 
project that oal.ls for rapid .action"? 
a. "Are you inclined to be quiok and sure in your actions"? 
9· nwould you rate yourself a lively indiv~dual"? (p. < .01) 
These all display the overt immediacy with which they :respond 
t(l the environment • Since this picture resembled so strikingly the 
features of Eysenck•s Extraversion-Introversion dimonsion, the implica-
tions are worth following up. 
According to Eysenck •. several tendencies can be predicted from 
a high loading on either of these dimensions. 
quoted typological postulates suggests that the Extraversion-Introversion 
dimension. and the primary-.secondary functioning dimension are virtually 
identicaJ_ • His central source is the work of .Mundy-castle (1956) who 
. as.sociated primarY""seconda.ry functioning with "a central nervous 
excitability characteristic11 • In fact, there have been a diversity of 
attempts to explore the primary-secondary functioning dimension. The 
work of Hymans and Wiersma. (19.32), Biesheuvel and Pitt (1949), tlmdy-
Castle and Rimoldi (1951.) will be the main sources quoted here. 
The actual details .of Eysenck's Typological Postulate create 
several difficulties:, not only in view of the .literatu-re on this field, 
'but also because of hi.s own inconsistency. To illustrate : the 
statement "Erima.r:y and secondary function denote Extraversion and 
!nt.roversion respectively" was off.e:red in 195.3 .: yet in 1957 th'is posit• 
ion has changed and now Extraversion and seoond<!U: functioning are 
considered identical. 
1m. examination of the literature suggests that the earli.er 
,I 
equation is more accurate. The Heymens-W:iersma the.ory .of t.emperament 
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will be useful: .aceo-J?ding to these writers,. each conscious event 
has a. J!rim..!!:!7L function of immediate experience,, and a secondary function 
in ment'al life 'Which is exerted after the event has receded from 
consciousness. secondary function gives continuity and ·stability tc 
conscious mental activity. Individuals who are characterised by a low 
degree of' seaondo.ey function are ,dominated by immediate stimulation and 
have an extensive but shallow conscious fi·eld.. Individuals who are 
charaoterised by a high degree of ·secondary .function, have a. deeper and 
possibly narrowe·r conscious fieJ.d, and slow felxibility af response., 
but have richer evocations of past experience. 
In the light of this (and, the congruent findings o:f writers 
like .Biesheuvel and L1Undy-Castle)" :it would seem that the Extravert 
is a primary funetioner. OU.r own findings offer validating evidence as 
well : they revealed the characteristic traits set out by Heyma.ns. and 
Wiersma. Ac-cording to them, individuals with predominant:l,y pr-imaey 
functioning are impulsive;, jocose. give up easily, are superficial., vain 
demonstrative• gi-ven to public speaking and to telling jokes. On the 
other hand, the person with predominant secondary functioning is quiet, 
grave;- shut-in, given to intropsective thinking., laughs little. and has 
depressive tendencies"• (p.. 39). These ~ewo pictures ·are diametrically 
opposed to Eysenok'' s 1957 claim that Primary and Secondary Functioning 
are characteristi-C .of the Introvert and Extravert respectively. 
A crucial cause -of confusion iie.s in the fEJ.Ct that 1i.n Eysenck•s 
system there is a clear distinction between {a) expressive activity,. and. 
• 
(b) neurone excitability.i * In the Heymans-Wiersma theory .of temperament., 
howeirer,. e-xternal behaviour manifests the same neuronal picture-~ that 
is to say, the person who is most excitable i.n expre.ss:i.ve behaviour is 
the person whose ne-u.rones are excitable too. His external picture is 
a tn>e of mirror-.irnage of the internal activity. !l:he finding,s of 
Biesheuvel and Pitt, M'undy•Castle and RJ.moldi. suggest that the 
* Revealing examples of this can be gathered :from the MPI 1 one finds 
that the Extrave:rt is the person vih~ egrees \"lith statements that he is 
active._ sociable, qUick and sure; and yet in terms of' his neurone-
excitability he :functions at a much. 1ov..er level thall the Introvert • 
~ 
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distinction Eysenck makes probably corresponds to real diff'e.rences. 
What .is in question here is the individual .. s speed of functioning .• 
The view that temperamentel differences ,in speed of function areccaused 
by mental inertia, is fundamental to the Heymans-Wiersma concept of.· 
prima.ry-seeondary funotion~ng. It would seem9 howeve·r, that this is 
·too broad an explanation. Psychomotor tests conducted by Biesheuvel 
and Pitt in 1995 isolated two orthogonal factors identifi:ed as {a} 
unstructured motor speed - this was said to originate at the th:almic 
level ( Th'ilndy ... castle) and (b) flexibi.lity - this refers to high level 
discriminatory processes and originates at the cortical. level. These 
two general speed factors suggest that mental inertia does not adequately 
cover the range of factors operating. The fact that they we're found 
to be orthogonal factors is moreover validating evidence of Eyscnok•s 
distinction between expressive activity and neurone excitability. Yet 
even. these general speed fact~rs are singular. The l~terature contains 
,substantial evidence of much mo-re ll.mited speed factors, confined to 
epeoif'ie classes of activity. In the field of time estimation. for 
example 1 Rimoldi (1951) in a study <>f ;E';fty-nine tests of tempo~ ranging 
from simple motor skills to mental acti'!".rities, found that there "<vas no 
general :factor of tempo. He found nine speed factors : (a) large 
movements of the trunk and limbs; (b) small movementst (o) verbal speed 
and speed of perception : (d) motor aetivity; (e) drawing with the .foot:; 
(f) metronome test; (g) reaction time; (h) performance :rtith the hands 
and (i) space and reasoning. Of these, four second-order f.~tors were 
extracted : (l) speed of .all motor activities.; (2) speed .of cognition; 
(3) spee,d of perception: and (4) reaction time. It is highly possible 
tha;t Factors {1) and (2) parallel the factors isolated by Biesheuvel. 
and Pitt (unstructured motor speed. and flexibility). They provide 
:fu.rther proof o:f the need to distinguish between these areas of our 
fu.nct ioning .• 
An understanding of speed of functioning is i-mportant i.n the 
field of time est-imation because it man:ifests itself in two cruc,ial 
tendencies : accuracy and variabilit ~· Once one accepts Eysenok•s 
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ola.~sification and the questionnaires arc in fact def±nitive of 
temperamental functioning$ one would .expect Extraverts who are supposed 
to use their skeletal•musoulative to a greater extent than Introverts * 
to be more accurate in a task :requiring motor oo-oroination (the repro-
duct ion of temporal intervals). One would also expect them to be less 
~able in their perfo.rmance than Introvert-s. A ttpurely" ·efferent 
investigation of this .confirms the prediction,. Variability has been 
found to correlate significantly and negatively with Extraversion. 
(Du Preez's study yields statistically significant results (p < .ol),. 
Since va.riabilit y has been found to correlate positively and significantly 
with error., we get a meaningful efferent picture. However, this is 
only the expressive component of the picture. What happens when 
cognitive controls a:re brought into play '? Du Preez•s study was an 
indirect investigation of this. Since he used different methods of 
reproduction he was able to differentiate bettveen subjects who are able 
to give the same :judgement by different methods and those t'Jho are not .• 
In the former case one is entitled to d'I'aw the inference that these 
.subjects had evolved a solid core or system of time .expel:'ience which 
determined the reproduced estimation. In this sense a correlation of 
the Intra-individual rates of change (as eli.cited by different methods 
of reproduction) w:i.ll reveal some indication of the individual1 s cognitive 
functioning. Du Preez puts the issue a.s follows t 
"It is possible the;!; there are large differences in the 
degree to vbich individuals functionall:r integrate all 
their time judgements• Some subjects may attempt to 
judge consistently • others mey be more concerned with 
judging each signal freshly as it comes •4•• Since Intr~ 
individual changes in time judgements by different me·thods 
correlate significantly at 16 seconds, but not at 8 seconds ** 
~e may tentatively conclude that a change af the method of 
judgement truces place as the signal :is lengthened• The un~ 
!;Ling factor proposed is an increased reliance on symbolic 
aid as perccpti9n of time turns to conception of' length 
of time". (p•77) 
* and to a greater extent than their cognitive systems ... the phrase 
"musele-bound" was used to describe the experience ratio in this context. 
** i'n our experiment where the estimation is necessarily a f'unctiotl of·-oon--
ceived time, even 8.4 seconds :reveaJ.ed ·the effects of symbolic functioning. 
One cotild say, therefore. that this is direct support. for Du .Preez's 
"tentative proposal of symbolic inte~entiontt., In this sense ou%' experi-
ment .is the complement to Du P:reez•s since '::Te have related conceived time 
to its e.fferent outcome. We have :filled in the afferent variable of 
this efferent picture. 
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Thus we see that as intervals are lengthened .cognitive factors 
become more crucial. All cognitive systems aspire to the ma.intenanee 
·of :an optimal level of integration-- 'rbe nature and success of each 
individual •s integrating ability will be .revealed in his power to resist 
irrelevant artifacts. fbe ef'ficienoy of his cognitive apparatus can 
be seen in terms .of' ±ts incisiveness, its eapa.city to penetrate the 
su.rf'ace of experience to the underlying princi.ple involved .• It is the 
abi.lity to detect and register a common denomena.tor. !n the case of 
the efferent aspects .of the tine experience. the problem is:~ as Du. Preez 
puts it '"~-.• the extent to which subjects are able to make eff'erent 
impulses -equivalent • according to some objective crlter.ia by wh:ioh the 
resultant behaviours are jUdged". (p.'241) .• rur ;0wn :study has stressed 
. repe at-ediy the extent to which Field• independence .... or a hi@. level of 
intef5!:at ion ... is the prerequisite for recognising ~the underlying :homo-
ge.neity ·of experiences. We saw in regard to the afferent aspects of 
the ind:!vidual''s time experience that a high level of integration will 
::reduce Va.riabilitl in time ~udgements. Du Preez 'Suggests that the 
same eond:itions ere requisit-e .for .reducing Variability Where efferent 
a-spects are concemed. "The more the subject •s judgements are affected 
by qualitative d:i.ff.erences in the period judged _o-r the method of judgi!S 
the less the extent to which he corrects his ;judgement by using rational 
cues·n. (The importanee of this inereases a.s the interval increases). 
A summaey of the above will be useful: 
(a) The Extravert is both more accurate and less variable. 
than· the Introvert in his efferent functioning .• 
('b) However., as intervals increase, n~rceived, dUl'ation 
incorporates more and m.ore the eff"eets of conceived 
duration. 
(o} Conceived duration with its implio·.ation .of symbolic 
functioning, by definition discloses the nature ,of an 
Individual•s cognitive structures. 
(d) The Extravert~ since .he :is more field:•dependent, has 
evolved a less stable and enduring in;t~rn~l integr~ 
of his experiences. 
,. li 
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(e.) itb:e :failure ·t.o mwtatr1 a. stable inner -cognitive 
equilibrium w.Ul lead. t:O .a vulnerability to 'field 
artifacts, and obscu~ .the unde.rlyi.ng homogeneity 
-~o;r the time exp'S'rience •. 
(f) This adheren~e. to th~ field will l~~ ·to sreater 
!,naecurac_x in ·time a.ud.gements ... 
(g) 'fhere:fore. the more the Extraverl·ts ·eognit.i.ve 
ft.metion:ing .. is imr<:~lved:, .·the s;reater the :inaeoura.et 
'lik.ely to be registered in his reproduction o£ time .• 
intel"depeneten,t variable.s .is now ev:ident .• 
leading • 
. entering int-o the ·c:oneept . .,. i.t .~ould be broken .d:own.. Re:saarcll st.rategy . 
would then explore detailed indic-es of thEtse dimensions and attempt to 
cont:rollab'le eanvergen¢e of :f'a.etor-s, the :relative -const.anoy and 
aceur.y ·of the :Exte:mal~sar·•s efferent :functioning begins ·to :r,eveal 
the inaceu:racy predictabl~ :from his ungnitive .fune:tiontng. !rhis 
~d .also· shax-pen our unde:rst.anding ,of the transition from peroeived ~o 
oonce±vecl time .and the role ,of the size' ;of the time .intewalinv:olved .• 
.,L .. 
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the one wo iso.lated are accessible to qua.n'tification in t.he experiment.a.l 
investigation of the estimation of t.ime. Replications of this study 
would not only help to substantiate (or possibly question) the validity 
of our fin(iings, but should also determine bOlT this pet-s()n.ality fnctor 
is dynamically related to ot!Jers characterising these individuals • 
• An interesting aspect of our findings was the way in which our 
Externa.lizer, initially rather amorphously conceiyed,f'itted the mould of 
the troll-known Extravert. Because we had not specifica.lly a.nticipa;ted 
thi.s finding, our study did not cater .for detailed investigation of the 
Typo logical postulates :tjysenck has proposed. A repetition of t.his study 
which controlled for the prediet.i()ns of Eysenck*s hypotiu~ses, would not 
only re-test our findings, hut po.ssibly ·extend them,. 
L LIMITATIONS QF TI!IS S'l'UDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOH 1-"UR'J.IUER RESEARCH: 
lletail.s of the basic deficiencie s of this study have been 
alluded to during the discussion of the procedural techniques so 'that inti-
mations of the overall limitations are interspersed throughout. It will 
be useful, theref,ore, to extract these from the body .of the dissertation 
and delineate them syst.ema.tiea.lly. Experimental proc~dure and. the"Oret.i-
cal formulations will be treated sepa.ra.tely. 
A. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE·: 
(l) During the course of exomining the mate:rial elicited by the 
Personality Tests i.t became clear that (aside from the Questionnaires) 
the Rorschach test was by far the most sensitiv~ tool for detecting 
individual differences. Not only was .it able to differentiate g.roups . 
but the composite entities which emerged. were usually in :the ·expec:ted 
direction. (Since the final scoring procedure was based on n. 11blind1' 
analysis of the ·raw data there is no real danger that a priori expect-.. 
a.t.ions influenced the scoring system. This bas been dealt witb in 
"Treatment. of Qesultstt). It, is a pity, therefore t.hat (a) only tbe 
five colour card.s were used, and (b) so fev iildice.s were selected for 
scoring. We have seen tbo.t tbe type of material we were after was 
to a. la.rge extent. conc·erned with t.he nature of the fantasy life (or 
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laelt the~o:f') of the individual. !rhe Rorschach Tias a p~icular.:f:.y 
appropriate research tool because of its policy. of s~:t'btly sanctioning 
the disolosare of :f~~asy life. It has already been noted that this 
had net d.etermined our selection of the te:st .• 
. ' At the preliminary 
stages o:f the stroctur.ing of •Olli;' research strategy we. were influenced 
. ' . - . 
by (a) the fact. tha'tf.· Golour and. Fqrm reactivity supplied olassi:fioatory, 
. ' 
criteria differentiating the: g~oups we had. in mind.,. and (b) th.e 
. ; ' 
R.orschac:h .had a built-in Colou~Form dichotomy. In a sense • then~ 
the stimulus 'mioh pt~ompted 01lr choice was a two-edged sword. On the 
one hand· it provided the clue to the relevant teahn~qne,. and at the sa.tna 
ti'J:ll& it limited ouruse .of it. After all. the olaim made .is that tlie 
' 
·final formula producea in the comprehensive analysis of the .Rorschach 
protocol .involves the individual:•s Erlebn:tstyp or Experience Balance 
which i:s a highly appropr-iate label fo.r what we were investigating.· , 
' ~ ' ' 
This <31aim entails the belief that the final .su.mmary psyehogram. drawn 
up for the quantity of. infoma.tion, repre.sents the e.xperienee ,balance of 
' ' 
the individual. In fact the most obvious feature .in any psychogram 
.. ' ·' < . . 
is the experience balanoe it represents •. If the responses tend 'to .. 
bulk in ~he first half .of the p~fchogranLf it indicates that the sub~eet 's 
percept:i.on has been influenced largely by 11innert1 detel:'minantn. If the 
:re-sponses tend to bulk in the .right half of the psychogram the subject •a 
pel:-cept.ion is considered to have been .influenced by outer-detea"mirumts. 
Hi.s. perception is then said t-o he stl.muius ... determined• <nr limited use 
of the potential •of the RorschaCh meant that the· summary psychogram 
oould not 1falidly be drawn up f"rom our quantity of information. tt~ 
cou.?-d ,we e?].eulate the (FM and M)· :i Ore ~ c + c1 ) ratio,. a formula which 
{it is claimed) allows one. to inf·er a tend.ency to either Introversion · · 
or Extra.tension. * 
• We· have already discussed the problems associated with these claims. 
Howevet\; ·the d®bts cast on their validity ao not condone the fai:lure 
to exploit the full potential of the test. 
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(2) cur unexpected findings in connection with the Arithmetic 
and Ll\lsic items have often been :Q:oted. It will be .recalled that we 
.. : ~ . '""·. 
expected the arithmetic item to be more differentiating than rmy of 
the others because it (supposedly) engaged the SU:bject more fully. 
It became clear that this assumption was inaccrura.te t an item ·whieh 
:l.ni·~i ales activ.ity is not necessarily compellipg or different.ia.tip.g -
the latter being more relevant .for our purposes. Since· it is impos.sible 
to determine the precise value of a. .stimulus bef.ore it is administered:~ 
:it is advisable to establish its effects in a pilot study conducted 
pr1or to the major experiment .. As already indicated,, the pilot study 
we conducted was more speoii'ically concerned with other variables of 
the time experience.. However., now that the hypothesis has been given 
some support,, it would be pro-fitable to explore the precise effe.cts of 
a. wide range of differenti.ating stimulus conditions. 
C3) Our Dis~ociation ~:est (.Arithmetic performed during suppo.sedly 
distraet.ing sound effects) was clearly unsatisfactory. It is difficult 
to ascertain the precise reason fo.r this although it is likely that 
here again .Arithmetic as a stimulus condition does not involve subjects 
d.iff&rentially. In view of the empirical findings in this field~ it 
is possible that an advanced version of the colour--form ratio sorting · 
test of the type described by Cattell (p.'93) would have been more 
valuable. (The choice Of the Rorschaoh in this connection was obviouSly 
misguided). 
(4) Sj.nce Witkin"s work was coneer~.d with persone~ity factor 
comparable with our own .• it might have been worth,:mile administering 
his embedded. figures "test.s to our subjects.. This would not only have 
examined their abiJ.ity to resist the context., but would also have tested 
whether our speculations :r&garding the possible similarity of our two 
groups have eny validity. 
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(5) The results of Witkin•s tests r.eveeled important differences 
in perception between men and women. Relevant from our point of view 
is tbe finding that "w.omen find it more di.ffieult than men t.o resist 
the structure of the prevailing field". {p 419). This finding suggests 
that a repl·ioati on of our study using males a.."ld female.s might yield some 
interesting findings. 
(6) The work of Klein and Gamner led them to the postulation of 
a levelling versus sharpening principle of oognitive control. These 
are deSe?ibed as follows : 
(a) LevelliW,: the 1.evelling group diapla.yed ·-a pattern 
referred to as "se:t_f:•inwa.rdness" 'Which 
ent¢.led avoidanctt of ~my situation 
;re~gui!:+Pg aetive manipulation; exaggerated 
needs for nurture and succour and passive 
drifting". (p. 339) 
(h) _Shax:eening: The reverse tendency o:f "self-outwardness" 
indicates traits that are manipulative and 
active r- it refers speoif'ically to people 
who have a gread need for mitonomy .•. 
Of partieula:r interest from our point of view are the conclusions 
Klein draws :from his ,extraction tests (a variation of' Witkin•s 
techniques).- He attributes the inoff'iciency of his levellers to an 
inability to "penetrate the osmouflage"; It would be interesting to 
investigate· the performance of our groups on these extraation tests 
and see whether the Externalizer mo was also displaced by field .effects 
would 'be unable to penetrate the .camouflage • 
(7) We have already suggested the possibility of exploring the 
relationship between the Erlernalizer*'s cognitive controls and his 
efferent functioning~ The suggestion was based ·on the follo\rl.ng 
situation : 
(1) The External.izer·•e cog:rrl.tive style is man1.fested in 
an adherence to the ,outer field. This leads to 
greater inaccuracy and variability in time judgements. 
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(ii) If Extraverts use their skeletal muscular 
system to a greater extent than Introvertsi 
(as their responses to the questionnaires ' 
suggest) they might be expected t-e be mo1:>e. 
accurate in a. task requir.ing motor ·cQ'!'oordih-
ation~ Thus their reproduction af duration 
should :reveal the aecuraay predictable f'rotn 
their ·ef'.ferent functioning. 1 
Facil.s pronouncements have been made throughOttt ~ 
discussions. Dichotomies were set up in such black-white! ·terms 
I 
that the ·1nterpley .of taetors seem to have been le:f't out of account 
' 
enti.rely.~ It is . quite ·obvious for example that there is ho such 
thing as c.omplete abdi.eat.:J.on in favour of' the external env~ronment, 




supplied to him wholesale from EJlseWhe.re and. which he inc'*nates 
. I 
autatna:tic·ail;r ~ Theore is alwtfi¥s an internal selective procecss· going 
on,.. even if for no -other :re.asan than that the habit patte~s ox-
1 
thought precedents established by one ''s own history will ~et·ennine 
1 
the choice of consensual precedents. Howeve~• it is almost inevitable 
' 
that we destroy the individual Ia centredness by our very ~ethods 
before we even study him• On the other side, the impres~ion gained· 
I 
of the Internalizer·•s solipsistic barrier against the environment 
. i 
(the entry of :foreign bodies) is also highly misleading• : EVen 
; . . . - - : i -
highly independent thinld.ng never <:>ccm-s in complet~ isolation ... 
It is quite Obvious t,hat t;nough independen:t tl101ight is se:tf•maintaining 
I 
and selfoii.d..i~ecting it is not cut of£ • The process of inde-pendent 
·j 
• . . • I . 
thinking '"- if it is to retain i~s high fidelity -: requires tha:t there 
be ":feed back" f'rom the physical and social environment, . To quote 
Orutchf'ield: 
n ... .; •• independent thinking is not isolated. In o:rder to 
maintain a reality or.ientation the person must be 
concerned with all sources of vaJ.i.dation .of hisl thinking. 





~he social context provides indispensable information 
and consensual validation £:rom other people : thus 
the independent thinker cannot remain for long cut 
off from the sooiaJ. con'text. Pe~iodioally he ma:y 
leave it to go of:f on. his lonely mental work but he 
must periodically .return to it. This ceaseless 
oscillation between the private and the public worlds 
of thought is the hel.lma:rk of. effective independent 
thinking n ., 
An attempt to acc·ount for personality differences will 
invariably create "ideal." dichotomies of personality structure v:!hich 
have no counterpart in reality• The crudeness of these dichotomies 
is constantly shovm up by the infinite hybrids which sU:ggest the rloh 
and cemp1ex intet>actions possible, However, these practices a.:re 
usually dondoned on the basis or the writer*s awareness 6£ the purely 
. pr~atic nature of his ·categories and the qualifications he provides 
to overcome the resulting oversimplific·ntions. The broadness of one *s 
saope and the desire 'to reach towards systematic completeness a.i:'e• 
aiso invoked: to condone coarse theorising• 
been indicated,. the fact that our typology was based on a specific 
di."'lension is probably responsible for the large gaps in our theoretical 
mode.l. 
24 ~HE JSXPER!t'IENTAL VALUE OF THE rruStC IfEM IN THE EXPERIENCE 
OF TR'i!E : ITS RELATION ~0 INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES• 
The frequently noted relat 1011 between psychological space 
and pf$Ychological time has not yet been dealt with. We have, however • 
already distinguished. between eft]erienced duration and !,he notion of 
~ and the importance o£' maintain±ng the distincti<:n~ between these two 
aspects of time experience. We have also mentioned the diff.erence 
between pereeived duration and c-onceived duration an.d the fact that 
the latter "requires symbolic aid. It will be useful. to elaborate these 
di.stinctions in cu:r attempt to und'Crstand the :importance of mtlsic in the 
time experience and its relation to individual. differences. 
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In his work 'fil:ime and Western Man:'' Wyp.dham Lewis suggests that 
"Bargson"s doctrine of '.rime is the creative souree at the 
time philosophy. It is he. more than any other single 
figure that is .responsible for the main intellectual 
ch.araoterist.ics of the world we live in • • • • Whitehead 
makes no bones about his debt to Bergson. 'Bergson' he 
says "introduced into philosophy the organic eonaept.ions 
of physiological science• n,. (page 166). 
· Turning to Bergson's own work "Time and Free Will", ·(1910) 
the :fi·rst important eontributlon one finds is the distinction between 
pure duration and tine. The former is seen as a qualitative cbange ,. 
the latter as a. spatial concept. The psychological implieatl.ons of 
this are far reaching. Although our need. :for manageable eoneeptio11s 
of' our experiences manifests itself in many weys, symbolic representa.• · 
tion is most readily unde1'stood when t-ranslated into physical terms. 
The physical nmdering of' intellectual constructions is most effectively 
achieved by visual imagery becense of the intrinsically lucid and 
direct representational nature o'f viroal material. (The psychologist •·s 
awareness of this in relation to the time experience is revealed by 
his nonstruetion of a Metapho.r Test composed entirely of vis-ual imagery). 
Fraisse quotes Walton·•·s comment t·o the eff.ect that "• ••• ou.r states of 
consciousness must express our relationships in clear terms by a. system 
o:f impressions and symbols which provide us with sharp distinctions end 
well defined landmarks • • • • ~hose of our st a.tes which cannot give 
rise to distinct representations by themselves will f.ade behind the 
symbolism .of another .series seen in more manageable and definite termsn. 
'Bergson's analysis of our noti.on of time refers to the operation of th.is 
*mental habit"' in the reconstruction. of the t.ime experience. According 
to Bel'gson the "!en notion of homogeneity "surrepticiously introduces 
space", (Ibid 'p.l04) and. further " •••• time, conceived under the .form 
of an unbounded and homogeneous medium is nothing but the ghOst. of. space 
b.aunt'MY5 the reflective consciousness". This insidious entry of a 
visual image testifies to the supreme difficulty of cono.eptualising time -
even our concept of spaoe has some recourse to physical recl.ity. As 
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Fraisse points out : ttit is dif':fieul.t to conoeptualise becoming". 
~he notion of time can be likened to the notion of bee.oming ,.. they both 
share the same slippery dy:riamie quality which foils .our att~mpts to 
eaptu.l'e their reality ina symbolic .image. As Bergson points out, even 
this image of spatielised time does .not correspond to any immediate 
experience• 
The experience of' duration on the other hand is more dire:et. 
A solid body of literature supplies evidence of the intra-organismic 
cues :for our e.xperience o.f duration. ~he .auditory reeept.ors and the 
importance of rhythmic cues in temporal experience have been noted and 
are too wall known to be reiterated. Rimoldi' s work on individual 
consistency led him to believe that these represent fundamental psycho-
bi.ologieal Qhara.eteristics • He w.ent so far as to suggest that modif'i• 
• cations in the experience of duration and rhythmic behaviour may he 
interpreted as an effort to induce constancy in the environment and to 
f'il.l what is perceived as too empty a duration. 
The wove theoretical framework should go some way towards 
Ulumin3ting the experimental value of the music-filled interval. Mttsic, 
by its very nature~· works on all these temporal frames of ref'erencea. 
~lor 1s this all ; it al.so provides a type of external projection of the 
internal temporal experience., and once projected,. it is not dissociable. 
This point ee..n be clarified by comparing the experience of music to our 
other a&sthetic experiences since they too project our experiences. 'The 
c;rucia.l. d.ifference is this : w·hereas the plastic arts also articulate 
our experiences end require our participat:ton for their appreciation. 
they do allow some measure of detachment~ One"s role as a spectator 
to the visual arts permits a large measure .of critical detachment even 
during the experience of the art form~ However • the special. nature of 
the enactment of a mttsieal form implicates· the listener in wch a wa3 
that it is impossible to ,escape even the physically experienced effects. 
Our .relationship with duration also makes it impossible for us to 
.. 
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"esc-ape the domination of the expe.rienoe" (Fr.aisse p.283). However. 
experienced duration and musie are comparable not only in ter.ms of 
the relationship we conduct with them .: the experiences themselves have 
similar attributes. Both are irrevorsjible t·o take their most impol'!tant 
common feature. Although our spati.aliscd images .of time make time 
rave!t'sible the experience o:f a. speoif'ic duration i.s irrevocable. .In 
the same wga a musical experience cannot be re-enacted. ~he .reason. for 
this lies in the ephemeral dynamic quality which they share and the 
faet that neither has recourse to any palpable reali·ty : physical 
repNsentations of each (the score of music, the spsi.alised image ~ 
time) simply testify to the impossibility of capturing their essence. 
\iY!dham Le\vis h~ expressed this issue well : 
"Compare ony two eharactcrlstio masterpieces from the arts 
respectively of music and ·Of painting ,.,. a statue, say 
the Colleoni, .and a piece of music, sey a Beethoven 
quartette. YOLt move round the statue but it :i.s always 
there in its entirety for you : whereas the !(ieee .of 
music works through ;you as it were. When you a:.re half 
way through the piece of music or .it is halfwe.y thrgpgll. 
you, if you did not remember what you had just heard 
you 'WOuld be in the position of a clock ticking ita 
minutes, all the other ticks except the present one no 
longer existing : so it would be with the notes, you 
have to li·ve the music in some sense in contrast to your 
response to the statue • • • • • it .is subject and object 
at oncch lts peculiarity i:s that it has to be felt -
it is an emoti.onal object as well as a time object : 
there is an appreciab1e visceral and nerve distu.:t>b.ance 
accompan,ying the music, none or very little with the 
object th!:It is an image. The statue* on the other 
hand, could be described as an intellectual objectn. 
Thomas Mann crystallises this point in his phrase "musi.c 
articulates time "• 
"• ... time is the medium of narration, as it is the 
medium of li.fe. .Both are inextricably bound up with 
it as i.nextri·oably as our bodies in spe.ce. Similarly 
time is the medi.um of music t music divides., measures;. 
articulates t~, a:nd ean shorten itt yet enhance its 
value. both at once. ~hus musi.c .and narration are 
alike in that they can only present themselves~ 
flowing, as a succession in time, as ·One ,thi.tyt a:fter 
another : and 't!oth _differ from the plasti.c arts whioh 
are complete in the present, and: unrelated to t"ime 
save as all bodies are, whereas narration - like nmsie -
even if it should try to be completely present at any 
given moment,. would need time to do it i.n". 
(~he l.fagie Mountain) • 
.. 
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1'he above should go some way towards illuminating both the 
significance of :mt1sie in the experience of duration and. its pecu1iar 
sensivity for detecting indiv.idual differences .• The experience of 
music has been li.kened. to that of expertenced duration. 
seen as a type of aesthetic artieulation o:f temporal successi<ms. 
Fol:l.owing from this,it is suggested that the manner in vmic:h music 
involves the subject is such that his response to a music-filled 
interval will disclose not only the nature of his general make-up, 
but more specifically his "power to dissociate" in the sense .in which 
it .is required in oriter to deliver an aacura.te time judgement. Hence, 
the e.xperlmental value ot music .in the investigation of the role of 
character structure is maximal. A :replication of this study Which 
systematical.ly explored these interactions - varied music-filled 
intervals, character st-ruc-ture and judged durati.on ..,. would alari.fy the 
empirical value of musio in the investigation of apparent duration • 
......... oooOooo--
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
AUD:fr ORY DATA 
SO'CJRcrE OF smm OF DEGREES OF VARIAN·aE SIGNIFIC/tlH!E 
Vli,RIATION SQUARES FREEDOM ESTIMATE LEVEL 
A 2.9874 1 2.9874 95% 
.B 67.1102 2 33.5551 99 •. 5% 
c .0(!19 2 .00.39 , .. , 
D 28.·02:29 29 .9663 99.5%· 
AB .4208 2 .2104 ... 
AC .9594 2 • 4797 
AD '10.16:32 29 .)505 95% 
BC .4554 4 .1139 
BD 25.8567 58 .4458 99.5% 
CD 40.2743 58 .6944 99.5% 
ABC 'l-.3642 4 .3411 
ABD 17.8076 58 :•3070 95% 
ACD 12-.0267 58 ,.2074 -
B:CD 43-.1429 116 .• J719 99.51 
RESIDUAL 22.9910 116 .1982 
T<Y.CAL 273.5903 .5.39 
- loS-
EXPERIMENT 1. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE "' 
VISU.AL DATA 
SOURCE OF SUMS OF DEGREES OF VARIIJ~aE SIGniFICANCE 
VARIATION SQUARES FREEDOM ESTIMATE LEVEL 
A .1790 l .1790 .... 
D 42.8885 2 21 .• 444.3 99.5% 
c 9.4403 2 4.7202 99.5% 
D 31.6817 29 1.0925 99.5% 
AB .0898 2 .0449 
.A.C .2674 2 .1337 
AD 5.0428 29 .17:39 90% 
BC 6.8048 4 1.7012 99.5% 
.BD '22.5546 58 .3889 99.5% 
CD '10.4973 58 .1810 95% 
ABC ·3399 4 .osso ... 
ABD 6.0509 58 .1043 -
ACD 10.7073 58 .1846 :95% 
'BaD 18.0672 116 .15.58 95% 
.REsmuJJ.. 13.9938 116 .1206 
178.6030 .53.9 
E X P E R I M E N_!_ H 
T All L E 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
PURE AUDITORY STIMULUS 
SOUROE OF SUMS OF DEGREES OF VARIANCE SIGNIFIC/!Nc.E 
VARIATION SQUARES FREEDOM ESTIMATE LEVEL 
A 267.3354 4 ,41.8338 99.5% 
B 134.4710 l 134.4710 99.5% 
c 203.9347 29 7.0322 99.5% 
AB 64.9171 4 16.2293 99.5% 
AC 371.0288 116 3.1985 99.'5% 
BO 147.1787 29 5.0751 99.5% 
RESIDUAL 217.7035 116 1.8768 




Name ................................ , .................... . Sex ••••••••••••••••• 
Year of Stud.y • • .•••••••.••••••••••.•.• , . . • . Faculty ................ ~ ..•••.....••• 
The following questionnaire is being used for research purposes. 
Plee,se indicate to the best of your ability, which of the following 
statements you conside~ to be true rmd. which not. Put a ring around the 
word TRUE if you feel that, on the whole, the statement is true; put a 
ring arm.ma_ the word FAI.SE if you feel thrct, on the v7hole, the statement 
i13 not true. 
1. It is all very well to talk of ideals but it is practical 
matters of fact th?t count in the end. 
2. There is no doubt that love is an important factor in one's 
choice of a marriage partner, but other, more practice,l 
factors are of equal impo~ance, 
3. If a person is to get an~1here in life it is sometimes 
necessar"~J to gamble "ever"~fihing or nothing". 
4. Ambition is the parent of many virtues. 
5. It is better to go along vlith the crowct than be a martyr. 
6. It would irritate me very much to have a Hatch or clock 
Hhich rras off by several minutes every day or so. 
7. If peop!e 1imuld talk less anc1 vmrk more, evecyboa.y HOUld be 
better off. 
8. I have a pretty definite idea of what I will be doing next 
' tiiUrmner. 
9. ·. I feel uneasy when I am not certain of the time. 
1 0. I have difficulty in concentrating on my work. 
11. I find that I can work hard at something only 1rhen I knm1 
that it must be ready on a certain date. 
12. I seem to be pressed for time mora than most peope. 
13. I have a poor memory for the ~ast events in my life. 















Please turn over ••••.•••••••• 
(09 -' 
BRIEF PERS OW~LITY INVENTORY 
~_..,_,_ -
l'Tame ............... ·• •••.•••••.•• e • II •• Iff • ~ . . .. Sex •..••.•....... , .....•••.•. 
Year of Study •••••••••••••••••oo•~••••••• 
Please answer the folloning questions frankly by putting a ring around 
either YES or NO for each question. It is important that you should not 
leave out any questions, so please decide in each case whether on the _!hole 
the answer should be YES or NO in your case. 
1. Do you have dizzy turns? YES NO 
2. Do you get palpitations or thumping in your heart? YES NO 
. 3. Do you vmrry too long over humiliating experiences? YES NO 
4. Do you consicler yourself a rather nervous person? YES NO 
5. Are your feelings easily hurt? YES NO 
6. Are you subject to attacks of shhldng or trembling? YES NO 
7. Are you an irritable person? YES NO 
8. Do you Horry over possible misfortunes? YES NO 
9. Do you have nightmares? YES NO 
10. Do you suffer from sleeplessness? Y~S NO 
11. Did you ever get short of breath Hithout having done hea~J YES NO 
work? 
12. Do you suffer from tnerves'? YES NO 
13. Are you troubled bv aches s.nd pains? YES NO 
14~ Do you get nervous in places such as lifts, trains or tunnels? YES NO 
15. Do you lack self-confidence? YES NO 
16. Are you troubled with feelings of inferiority? YES NO 
17. Do you prefer action to pla1ming for action? YES NO 
18, Are you happiest when you involvoc1. in some project that YES NO 
calls for rapid action? 






Which duration was the most difficult to estimate? 
Did the silent interval present any special difficulties? 
Did you use any particular method for estimating the durations? 
ll<jas this method used consistently or did you adjust the method 
to each type of sound or interval? Please elaborate. 
Wa~ your method of estimation affected by the length of the 
duration? 
Indicate whether your usual method/for estimating the duration 
of the pure tone was counting (or tapping or any other similar 
device) Was this method appropriate for any of the other items? 
iiJhich type of stimulus (music, silent interval, verbal passage, 
tone, Arithmetic) do 12u feel you judged most accurately? To 
what d6 you attribute your accuracy? 
Did you find it easier to estimate the duration of the Husic 
or the silent interval? \!·Thy is it easier? 
Do you consider yourself accurate at estimating the time in 
daily life? 
Can you wake up at a predetermined time in the morning (other 




f you feel that the stimulus is very closuly related to one or the 
ther end of the scale, you should place your check-mark as follows: 
absorbing X r l boring 
OR 
absorbing I X boring 
I If • •• • 
2 NAME • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
consider the stimulus to be NEUTRAL on the scale, then you 
place your check-mark in the middle space: 
absorbing 
ALL STP·"ULI ON BOTH THSSE SC S. 
1 11'lliSIC • J"J. 






I I I 
I 
I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I I I l 
I I 
I ! j I unpleasant 


















NAl\iE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
AR I'l' Ii}i; 'I' I C .............. 




1. s. 9· 1. 5. 9. 
2. 6. 10. 
i 
2. 6. 10. 
3. 7. 11. 
~ . 
:;;. 7 •. 11. 
4. 8-. 12. L~. 8. 12 • 
. ADD 15 '1'0. LACH OF' 'lii 8L ~ms. 
1. 5. .9. 1.· j;:;' 0 :.;. :;;· 
2. 6. 10. 2. 6. .10 .• 
3· 7. 11. 3. 7· 11. 
4. 8. 12. . ~ 4. 8. 12. 
ADD 7 '1'0 I;I~CH Oli' 'rHT:St 
1. 5. 9. 1. s. 9. 
2. 6. 10. 2. 6. 10. 
3. 7 •. 11. ~ 3· 11. I 7. f 
4. 8. 12. L~. 8. 12. 
,~ .. ~. --------~-------·~·· ._., ___________ ---------·------ ____ , ____ -
-11.3-
1. AGb . . . . . . . . . . ... ·~ ...... . 
.ARI':tfil.:T/1' IC. 
1. 360 X 5 = 
2. 140 X 3 = 
3· 480 X 7 = 
4. 4oo x 5 = 
5· 260 X 4 = 
6. 500 X 3 = 
7~ 390 X 8 -
8. 730 X 6 = 
9· 630 X 9 = 
10. 570 X 7 = 
11. 230 X 6 = 
12. 500 X 4 = 
. 13. 640 X 7 = 
14. 270 X 3 = 
15. 350 X 9 = 
16. 580 X 5 = 
17. Boo x 9 :: 
18. 490 X 7 = 
19. 180 X 9 = 
20. 780 X 4 = 
----------·-··--··-· ·---------·--·-·-·· . ·----·--
NAME Cl' •••••••••••• 0 0 •••• Ill. 
AGE •••••••• 0 •••••••••• 
.ARITHUETIC. _, __ _ 
1- 976 '" 8 = 
2, 480;.4= 
• 
3. 305 :. 5 = • 
4. 306 ... 6 = 
/ 
5. Boo f. 4 = 
6. 603 ~ 9 = 
7. 819··t v'= 
8. 488 ;.4 = 
9. 972 f 9 = 
10. 895 7- 5 = 
ll. 960 t 3 = 
12. 816 ... 8 = • 
13. 749 ~ 7 = 
14. 209 ~ 5 = 
15. 890 .:. 6 = . . 
16. 407 a. 4 = 
• 
17. 490 .. 9 = • 
18. 389 ,_ 6 = . 
19. 391 &. 6 = • 
20. 763 ;. 8 = 
,. 
1 • The meaning of the pyramids •Ca.n be grasped 
only in terms of Egyptian religious be-
liefs. (8.4 seconds .• ) 
2. Andalusia is n country of roses a.nd giant 
viole-ts·. lts people extend o. more lavish 
velc.O,ine than .in Castile but forget more 
quie,kly. Its people have much wi-t, less 
humour. {17.2 seconds.) 
J 
3. American music is neither a.s brilliant nor 
a.s original ~a.s American art. Except in 
its most famous form t jazz. Jazz stands 
for the dark .side of the American experi-
4 .• 
en~e. Its wailing strains, its fevcr.i.sb-
ness, its ·cellar atmosphere are all the 
heritage of denial. (11 .• 2 seconds.) 
Posterity, unfortunately, 'IY'CS a. very chilly 
thing to work f-or, no matter how much a. 
man happened to love hiw own, or even ,other 
peoples' child.ren. (8.4 seconds .• ) 
5. The pillars of the Roman temple arc o.lmost 
·Oriental in their proportions, heavy and 
·rooted to the earth, like the legs of o.n 
elephant stricken with amnesia. 
(8 .. 4 seconds.) 
6.. A marvellous atmospheric duet is taking 
place in t.he sky, t.he sun which bo.s be-
como a. ball of fire, is nov jo-ined by the 
moon, and in the flood of swiftly .shifting 
harmonics the ruins of Corinth glcw and 
vibrate with supernn:turo.l beauty.. Only 
·one effect is withheld - a sudden rain of 
sto.rlight.. (17.2 seconds.) 
